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Abstract

Laser ablation has been investigated as a possible technique for the contactless deflection

of Near Earth Asteroids. It is achieved by irradiating the surface of an asteroid with

a laser light source. The absorbed heat from the laser beam sublimates the surface,

transforming the illuminated material directly from a solid to a gas. The ablated material

then forms into a plume of ejecta. This acts against the asteroid, providing a controllable

low thrust, which pushes the asteroid away from an Earth-threatening trajectory.

The potential of laser ablation is dependent on understanding the physical and chemical

properties of the ablation process. The ablation model is based on the energy balance

of sublimation and was developed from three fundamental assumptions. Experimental

verification was used to assess the viability of the ablation model and its performance

in inducing a deflection action. It was achieved by ablating a magnesium-iron silicate

rock, under vacuum, with a 90 W continuous wave laser. The laser operated at a

wavelength of 808 nm and provided intensities that were below the threshold of plasma

formation. The experiment measured the average mass flow rate, divergence geometry

and temperature of the ejecta plume and the contaminating effects - absorptivity, height

and density - of the deposited ejecta. Results were used to improve the ablation

model. A critical discrepancy was in the variation between the previously predicted

and experimentally measured mass flow rate of the ablated ejecta. Other improvements

have also included the energy absorption within the Knudsen layer, the variation of

sublimation temperature with local pressure, the temperature of the target material and

the partial re-condensation of the ablated material. These improvements have enabled

the performance of the ablation process and the specifications of the laser to be revised.

Performance exceeded other forms of electric propulsion that provided an alternative

contactless, low thrust deflection method.

The experimental results also demonstrated the opportunistic potential of laser ablation.

Using existing technologies, with a high technology readiness level, a small and low-cost

mission design could demonstrate the technologies, approaches and synergies of a laser

ablation mission. The performance of the spacecraft was evaluated by its ability to

deflect a small and irregular 4 m diameter asteroid by at least 1 m/s. It was found

to be an achievable and measurable objective. The laser ablation system could be

successfully sized and integrated into a conventional solar-power spacecraft. Mission

mass and complexity is saved by the direct ablation of the asteroid’s surface. It also

avoids any complex landing and surface operations. Analysis therefore supports the

general diversity and durability of using space-based lasers and the applicability of the

model’s experimental verification.
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Chapter 1

Introductory Scope

The purpose of this doctoral dissertation is to investigate the potential of laser ablation

as a contactless method of asteroid deflection. Any Earth-impacting asteroid event

could cause extensive damage, tsunamis and even the mass extinction of life. It has

happened before and it will happen again. However, technologies and approaches are

being investigated to mitigate the risk and to provide a suitable deflection action. Laser

ablation could be a possible solution. It is achieved by illuminating any surface with a

laser light source. The heat from the laser beam is absorbed into the exposed material,

enabling it to sublimate directly from a solid to a gas. The sublimated material then

forms into a plume of ablated material. Similar to a rocket exhaust, the flow of ablated

material produces a continuously controlled low thrust. This low thrust can modify the

trajectory and tumbling motion of an asteroid.

Previous analysis performed by Sanchez et al. [2009] demonstrated the theoretical

capability of surface ablation. With a relatively low mass into space, and a short

warning time, ablation can provide a controllable deflection action. Here, the energy

input is provided by concentrated solar energy. A large space-based solar concentrator

can collect, focus and sublimate a small portion of the asteroid’s surface [Melosh and

Nemchinov, 1993; Melosh et al., 1994]. However launching and operating a single and

large spacecraft is a significant technological challenge. The solar concentrator needs to

be manoeuvred at close proximity to the asteroid, under the asteroid’s irregular gravity

field. The contaminating effects of the ejecta plume are also unknown.

A simpler and more adaptable solution could be to split the single spacecraft into multiple

units. A swarm of small scale, low power spacecraft could fly in formation with the

asteroid. Their overlapping beams of light would be used to increase the surface power

density, enabling its sublimation [Vasile et al., 2009a; Maddock et al., 2009, 2007]. This

provides a far more flexible solution that can be easily scaled. The number of spacecraft

would depend on the size and composition of the asteroid and the warning time before

impact. Multiple spacecraft also permit the delivery of a much more powerful system.

This reduces the required time needed to achieve a suitable deflection distance and the

occurrence of any single point failure.

Alternatively a collimated or focused laser beam could be used to increase the operating

distance between the asteroid and the spacecraft. Lasers provide a convenient, versatile

and predictable method of transporting energy. Each spacecraft could be equipped

with an identical kilo-watt class, solar powered laser [Vasile et al., 2009b]. The swarm

would be less affected by the asteroid’s irregular gravity field and the contaminating

1
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effects of the ejecta plume. Larger mega-watt or giga-watt space-based lasers could

also be used. Powered by a nuclear reactor, the laser could be mounted onto a single

spacecraft, the International Space Station (ISS) or the Moon [Park and Mazanek, 2005b;

Yoo et al., 2009; Song et al., 2009; Ivashkin, 2004; Mazanek, 2005]. This however would

require developing a high-power, space-based laser system and overcoming the significant

political ramifications of launching, controlling and operating a nuclear reactor in space.

A swarm of low power, but highly efficient space-based lasers, powered by conventional

solar arrays is therefore a far more attractive solution.

More research is still required to advance the current understanding of laser ablation

as an asteroid deflection method. The initial ablation model was based on an energy

balance. Proposed by Kahle et al. [2006] and expanded by Sanchez et al. [2009], it

combined the absorption of the laser beam, the sublimation enthalpy of the asteroid,

and the heat loss through conduction and radiation respectively. The model was also

developed from three fundamental assumptions. It defined the physical formation of

the ejecta plume, the composition of a dense and homogeneous target asteroid with a

one-dimensional transfer of heat, and the potential of the ejecta plume to contaminate

any exposed surface. The formation of the ejecta plume was therefore expected to be

similar to the rocket exhaust in standard methods of rocket propulsion. The ejecta

plume is limited to the generation of a mono-energetic, friction-free compressible gas

without any ionisation. Degradation, caused by the deposition of the ejecta plume, is

assumed to follow the Beer-Lambert-Bougier law. Any particle of ejecta will immediately

re-condense and stick onto any exposed surface. A thin layer of permanently attached

material will form. Degradation is expected to be dependent on the absorptive properties

- absorptivity, height and density - of the deposited ejecta. Affected surfaces include solar

cells, radiators, multi-layering insulation (MLI) and any optical surface or device.

To examine the viability of these assumptions and the general applicability of the

ablation and contamination models, a series of laser ablation experiments were performed.

In vacuum, a 90 W continuous wave laser beam has been used to re-create the

laser-asteroid ablation event. Operating at a wavelength of 808 nm, a rocky

magnesium silicate based material (olivine) was ablated. Olivine was used to represent

a rocky and solid asteroidal body. Assessed parameters included the average mass flow

rate, dispersion, temperature and velocity of the ejecta plume and the height, density

and absorptivity of the deposited ejecta. Degradation caused by the deposited ejecta is

a critical factor. It will affect the performance of the laser beam, its operational lifetime

and the overall endurance of the ablation technique. The system performance of the

spacecraft will also be affected. The ejection of material will affect the stability and

directionality of the resultant thrust vector.

Results gained from the experiment have enabled the ablation model to be updated

and the performance of a laser ablation deflection mission to be reassessed. A critical

discrepancy was in the variation between the previously predicted and experimentally

measured mass flow rate of the ablated material. This may lead to an overestimation

in the thrust generation ability of the laser ablation process. Other improvements to

the ablation model also included the energy absorption within the Knudsen layer, the
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variation of sublimation temperature with local pressure, the temperature dependent

thermal conductivity of the target material and the partial re-condensation of the ablated

material. An analytical expression was also derived that compared the deflection system

mass of the laser ablation system to produce a given ∆v to other forms of electric

propulsion. Ion beaming and the gravity tractor, for example, could provide an alternative

low thrust, contactless deflection technique. Other assessed performance parameters also

included a revised contamination factor, achievable momentum coupling, input power to

the laser, spot size radius and the operating distance from the asteroid. These factors

define the mission performance of the ablation process and the operational conditions

of the laser system. The impact of a laser ablation system on the design - mission

architecture, spacecraft design and subsystem analysis - of a deflection mission have

also be considered. It demonstrated the technological capabilities of laser ablation in

providing a sufficiently high and measurable deflection action. Results will show that

laser ablation is always more advantageous in the deflection of small and medium size

asteroids. The same technique can also be applied to the de-orbiting of space debris

[Vasile et al., 2010a,b].

The thesis is structured in the following - Chapter 2 introduces the reader to the

risk posed by asteroids. Past impact events are used to demonstrate their destructive

potential. Close planetary encounters highlight their ongoing risk. The asteroid

population is also presented and further divided by their orbital characteristics, diameter

and inferred material composition. Past, current and planned missions demonstrate the

pertinent interest in the exploration of asteroids. It includes closes planetary flybys,

remote sensing, in-situ and sample return missions, a range of ground based telescopic

platforms and near-Earth orbiting platforms. European capabilities are also being

developed through large framework programmes. Chapter 3 presents the different

impulsive, low thrust and passive methods of deflection. The common objective is to

increase the minimum orbit interception distance between the Earth and the asteroid.

Results from a comparative analysis are presented. This suggests the theoretical benefits

of a surface ablation event. Chapter 4 shows how the strategic development of lasers

and optical technology has expanded the commercial and scientific capability of laser

ablation. Three main space-based applications are presented. This includes launching

and controlling vehicles in space, the de-orbiting of space debris and the deflection of

Earth approaching asteroids. It includes both ground and space-based systems. The

input energy can be collected solar radiation or a laser beam.

Chapter 5 details the initial and improved ablation model. Initially developed by

Kahle et al. [2006] and expanded on by Sanchez et al. [2009], it combines the energy

balance of sublimation with the data gained from the experimental results. Modelled

parameters include the mass flow rate, velocity and density distribution of the ejecta

plume, the contamination caused by the deposited ejecta, and the momentum coupling

between the asteroid and the laser beam. Chapter 6 details the experiment platform

and results. It includes the design of the laser system, the selection of the target

material and all of the diagnostic procedures. The experiment measured the divergence,

average mass flow rate and temperature of the ejecta plume and the composition,

absorptivity, height and density of the deposited ejecta. The momentum coupling is
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also inferred. Chapter 7 shows how the improved ablation model can be used to revise

the performance of laser ablation in providing a deflection action. Assessed parameters

included a revised contamination factor based on the absorptivity of the deposited ejecta,

momentum coupling, ∆v and the deflection system mass. To exceed the performance

of other methods of low thrust, contactless deflection, the laser system must surpass a

minimum input power and momentum coupling. These factors govern the surface spot

radius, operating distance (and therefore its optical control) and the expected level of

contamination. Chapter 8 demonstrates how a relatively simple, laser ablation system

could be implemented, and considers the design and integration of a viable spacecraft

design.

The concluding remarks and discussions of the future work are presented in Chapter

9. The thesis is supported by ten appendices. Appendix A provides instruction on the

manufacture of a highly porous, composite material. Appendix B reviews all the test

equipment and proposed methodologies that were developed for the experiment. The

health and safety issues of operating the laser are addressed in Appendix C. Appendix

D details the operational procedures of the laser system. Appendices E and F provide

additional information on the layout - optical bench and collection plate holder - of

the experiment. Data from the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) are presented in

Appendices G and H. Appendix I provides an example of the error bar analysis. The

scatter factor is derived in Appendix J. A scatter factor is used throughout the ablation

model. Appendices K and L provide a technical description of the combined roughing

and diffusion pump, and its operational procedure.
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Chapter 2

Asteroids

2.1 Introduction

Asteroids, the rocky remains from planetary accretion, represent both an opportunity

and a risk. Their pristine environment captures the early impact evolution of the

solar system, while their inherent impact potential with Earth could result in the mass

extinction of life. Data combined from astronomical telescopes, space surveys and deep

space radar suggest that there are at least 2,000 to 20,000 objects - asteroids and comets

- that could impact the Earth [Morrison, 2007; Campbell et al., 2002; Canavan, 1996].

On average an asteroid with a diameter greater than 100 m impacts the Earth once every

10,000 years [Morrison et al., 2004]. This can cause extensive land damage, earthquakes

and tsunamis [Campbell et al., 2002]. Smaller objects are more frequent, but are far

less dangerous. Most will break-up in the atmosphere as meteorites. Larger objects,

asteroids greater than 1 km in diameter are considered to be global killers. This could

catastrophically annihilate 90 % of all life [Ahrens and Harris, 1994; Campbell et al.,

2002]. Global climate change would be caused by extensive firestorms, land damage and

the destruction of the ozone. The Earth would have little chance of near-term recovery.

An example of global annihilation occurred approximately 65 million years ago with

the Cretaceous-Tertiary mass extinction of the dinosaurs and numerous other species

[Alvarez et al., 1980; Sharpton and Ward, 1990]. The impact site is believed to be in

Mexico, just off the Yucatan Peninsula [Alvarez et al., 1980]. Although the risk of such

an impact is relatively low, approximately once every 100,000 years, the corresponding

destruction is immense [Canavan, 1996]. The range of catastrophic consequences cannot

be ignored.

The Earth has been, and will continue to be the subject of many different ground and

air impacting events. It is just a matter of time. Asteroids are responsible for the

formation of at least 170 impact craters on the Earth and almost all the craters on

the Moon [Ahrens and Harris, 1994; Grieve and Shoemaker, 1994]. The magnitude of

damage is dependent on the asteroid’s size, composition and structure, relative velocity

and impact location [Ahrens and Harris, 1992; Gritzner and Kahle, 2004; Grieve and

Shoemaker, 1994]. Table 2.1 summarises this affect [Morrison et al., 1994].

In 1908 an aerial explosion of a 60-100 m diameter asteroid, known as the Tunguska

fireball, in Siberia, Russia resulted in the wide spread deviation of over 2,000 km2 of

isolated forest. It was equivalent to the release of 5 mega-tonnes of TNT. If this had

occurred over a densely populated area, then the consequences would of been devastating
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Asteroid Diameter Energy Yield (MT) Consequence

< 50 m < 10
High, upper atmosphere break-up of

asteroids and comets

50 - 300 m 101-103

Tunguska class event produces a large

impact crater or air burst that destroys

large local areas of land.

300 m - 2 km 103-105

Sub-global impacts event on either

land or ocean causes significant land

damage and tsunamis.

1 - 3 km 105-106

Threshold for global catastrophes

caused by both land and ocean impacts.

This results in the global destruction

of the ozone and hemispheric scale

tsunamis. Land damage is comparable

to a large state or country

> 4 km >107

Mass extinction event that threatens

the survivals of all advanced forms of life.

Destruction occurs on a continental scale,

with prolonged climate effects and global

conflagration.

Table 2.1: Summary of the Impact Effects Caused by an Impacting Asteroid

[Ahrens and Harris, 1994]. Another more pressing example is asteroid 99942 Apophis.

Apophis is a 325 m diameter asteroid that was considered to pose a non-negligible

impact risk of occurring in 2036 [Chesley, 2006]. Uncertainty was based on inaccuracies

in the asteroid’s observational data. The impact potential was also dependent on the

asteroid passing and interacting with Earth’s gravity. This could occur on its earlier

terrestrial flyby in 2029 where Apophis will pass ∼ 36,000 km from the centre of the

Earth, travelling inside the orbit of geostationary satellites. The interaction with Earth’s

gravity could be enough to shift its orbit into one that would collide with Earth on

its later 2036 approach [Valsecchi et al., 2003; Milani et al., 2004]. Apophis’s impact

would be equivalent to the release of 875 mega-tonnes of TNT [Yeomans et al., 2009].

This would cause catastrophic damage over an area equal in size to Tokyo, Paris or

Washington [Morrison et al., 1994]. However, new, more recent observations have further

refined the asteroid’s orbital parameters and estimated impact risk. Data gained from

optical telescopes and deep space radar have ruled out the possibility of a direct impact

event. Apophis is still classified as a hazardous object, but the emphasis is now on its

scientific investigation. It is however still considered to be a good candidate for further

analysis and research.

The Earth could still be subjected to other near-miss or direct impact events. It could

be caused by, but is not limited to, asteroid 1997 XF11, 1999 RQ36, 2005 YU55, 2007
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PA8, 2011 AG5, 2012 DA14, 2012 BX32, 2012 NT7, 4179 Toutatis (1989 AC), 2012

YQ1, 2013 TV135 and 2013 GM3. On the 15th February 2013, the small, rocky asteroid

2012 DA14 passed within 27,000 km of the Earth. Its trajectory was inside the orbit of

geostationary satellites. On the same day Russia suffered from a small, yet previously

undetected, meteorite explosion. This occurred over the Ural mountains, above the

city of Chelyabinsk. The resulting shock-wave shattered windows, caused 1,200 related

injuries and $33 million-worth of damage. It was unrelated to the close approach of 2012

DA14. The probability of both events happening at the same time was estimated to be

10−4-10−9.

2.2 The Characterisation of Asteroids

To fully assess the impact potential of asteroids, research has been conducted to discover,

track and examine any potentially threatening object. It includes ground based surveys

performed by the international Spaceguard Survey, the radar facilities at Arecibo and

Goldstone, and the European Space Situational Awareness Preparatory Programme

[Ostro and Giorgini, 2002]. Other telescopic platforms also include the Lincoln Near

Earth Asteroid Research programme and the Near Earth Asteroid Tracking programme

[Morrison, 2007, 1992]. More recent tracking programmes include the Panoramic Survey

Telescope and Rapid Response System, the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope, the La

Sagra Sky Survey and the Catalina Sky Survey [Chesley and Spahr, 2004]. These

programmes have provided essential information on the size, density, spin rate and

shape of asteroids [Huebner and Greenberb, 2000; Fork, 2007; Chesley and Spahr, 2004].

The University of Hawaii is also developing the Asteroid Terrestrial-Impact Last Alert

System. This would be used as a rapid response warning system of an impending impact

event. Other proposed space-based detection systems include the NASA Near Earth

Object Camera space telescope and the B612 Foundation’s privately owned and operated

infrared space telescope.

The majority of asteroids are located within the main asteroid belt, between the orbit of

Mars and Jupiter. These objects are known as main belt asteroids, but have the potential

to be classified as Near Earth Asteroids (NEAs). Changes in an asteroid’s orbital

characteristics can be enough to shift the asteroid onto a close proximity trajectory with

the Earth. This can be caused by planetary encounters, orbital precession, collisions and

a periodic variation in the asteroid’s orbital elements [Ahrens and Harris, 1994; O’Brien

and Greenberg, 2005; Binzel et al., 2004a]. NEAs can be further divided into three main

categories. This includes Apollo, Amor and Aten type asteroids [Shoemaker et al., 1979;

Binzel et al., 2004a]. The division between each category is based, with respect to Earth,

on their orbital characteristics. This is illustrated further in Figure 2.1 [Morrison, 2007;

Belton et al., 2004].

Apollo and Aten type asteroids are classified with an Earth-crossing orbit. They currently

account for 90 % of all NEAs and are relatively equal in number. A minor subgroup

of the Atens type asteroids are the Atiras. These are asteroids whose orbital elements

are contained within the orbit of the Earth. They are limited in number, with only
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Apollo

Aten

Amor 

Atiras

Figure 2.1: Orbital Locations of Near Earth Asteroids - Drawn from Morrison [2007];

Belton et al. [2004]

twelve recorded observations. The majority of their orbital passes occur in Earth’s

daytime sky, this makes them rather difficult to detect and observe with ground-based

observations. There may be more in existence. Amor type asteroids exist just outside

Earth’s orbit. They can (together with the Atiras type) however be perturbed into an

Earth-crossing trajectory. They are smaller in population, accounting for only 8 % of

the NEA population. The remaining 2 % include short period comets [Binzel et al.,

2004a].

Potentially Hazardous Asteroids (PHAs) are those objects characterised with a diameter

greater than 100-150 m and a minimum orbital interception distance with the Earth of

0.05 AU or less ( ∼ 7.5 million km) [Gritzner and Kahle, 2004; Ostro and Giorgini, 2002].

The minimum diameter of the asteroid is based on its observable absolute magnitude and

albedo. It is however the size, not the colour, of the asteroid that makes it dangerous. A

close approach of any PHA does not necessarily indicate that it will impact the Earth.

It is merely the possibility and threat that an impact event might occur.

Asteroids can also be classified by their spectral characteristics and albedo. These factors

are then related to a taxonomic classification which is used to infer the asteroid’s surface

mineralogy [Bowell et al., 1987]. The four main categories include S, C, M and E class

asteroids. It is defined further in Table 2.2 [Harris, 2004; Rivkin et al., 2000; Gaffey

et al., 2004; Clark et al., 2004; Pieters and McFadden, 1994; Remo, 1994]. S and C class

asteroids are the most common classification within the NEA population.

There is also a suggestive generic link between the meteorites found on Earth and the

asteroid population. A meteorite is a fragmented piece of a much larger NEA. It has

survived its passage through the Earth’s atmosphere without being completely vaporised
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Asteroid Class Suggested Surface Mineralogy Range of Albedo

S Silicates (olivine, pyroxene) and metals 10-30 %

C Carbon, organics and hydrated silicates 3-10 %

M Highly metallic with possible traces of silicate 10-20 %

E Enstatite and/or other iron free silicates 30-60 %

Table 2.2: Asteroid Class relative to Surface Mineralogy and Albedo

[Pieters and McFadden, 1994]. Although not conclusive and representative within the

entire asteroid population, a few unambiguous spectral and mineralogical associations

have been established [Remo, 1993; Harris, 2004; O’Brien and Greenberg, 2005; Remo,

1994; Price, 2004]. S, C and E class asteroids are considered to be mineralogical similar to

ordinate chondrite, primitive carbonaceous chondrite and enstatite chondrite meteorites

respectively [Harris, 2004; O’Brien and Greenberg, 2005; Remo, 1994; Chapman, 1996].

These are known as non-differentiated structures that still reflect the composition of their

parent body. M class asteroids are linked to stony iron meteorites and enstatite chondrite

[Rivkin et al., 2000]. Iron meteorites are highly processed bodies that have undergone

extensive interior melting, melt migration and fractional crystallisation [Remo, 1993;

Burbine et al., 2004; Perron and Zanda, 2005]. Differentiation would have caused the

initially homogeneous body to separate into different layers of composition. No single

sample is therefore representative of the entire parent body [Perron and Zanda, 2005].

The vast majority of meteorites are collected from Antarctica and the dry deserts of

Africa and Australia [Weisberg et al., 2006]. Ordinary chondrites are by far the most

common meteorite group, accounting for 80 % of the meteorite collection [Remo, 1993;

Britt et al., 1992; Weisberg et al., 2006]. They also provide the best spectral match to

the NEA population. Ordinary chondrites can be further divided into three main groups.

Based on their iron content this includes: H (a high iron content greater than 50 %),

L (a low iron content) and LL (a low iron content where most of the material has been

oxidised) [Burbine et al., 2004; Pieters and McFadden, 1994; Perron and Zanda, 2005].

Carbonaceous chondrites are the rarest group within the meteorite collection. This is

due to their low mechanical weakness and inability to survive the passage through the

Earth’s atmosphere.

2.3 Missions to Asteroids

National and international space agencies have sent many different, yet scientifically

orientated space missions to investigate the physical and chemical properties of asteroids

and comets. It has included close proximity flybys, rendezvous, in-situ analysis and

sample return missions [Morrison, 2007; Cheng, 2004; Muller et al., 2007]. The first

three are directly applicable to any deflection based mission, while the fourth is more

relevant to scientific and exploration based activities. These exploration missions have,
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and continue to include:

Past Missions

• Soviet Union Vega spacecraft (1984-1986) Two identical spacecraft, VEGA-1

and VEGA-2 intercepted comet P/Halley on a flyby mission. This was part of an

international exploration fleet that encountered the comet.

• ESA GIOTTO (1985-1992). GIOTTO was ESA’s first deep space mission. It

captured the first close-up images of comet P/Halley and studied comet

P/Grigg-Skjellerup during its extended mission.

• NASA Galileo (1989-2003) The Galileo mission to Jupiter consisted of two

spacecraft; an Orbiter and an atmospheric probe. The mission objective was for

the Orbiter to study Jupiter, its satellites and its magnetosphere for two years,

and to send a probe into Jupiter’s atmosphere. En-route to Jupiter the spacecraft

passed through the main asteroid belt. This enabled flyby analysis of asteroids

951 Gaspra and 243 Ida (and Dactyl). It also observed the fragmented impact of

comet Shoemaker-Levy into Jupiter.

• NASA Clementine mission (1994) Primarily a Moon mission, Clementine

performed remote sensing observations of the lunar surface, with the intention of

performing flyby analysis of asteroid 1620 Geograhpos. However the spacecraft

experienced an onboard computer failure. This caused one of its attitude control

thrusters to burn all the remaining fuel. The flyby was no longer possible. Instead

the spacecraft was placed into a geocentric orbit, passing through the Van Allen

radiation belt.

• NASA/APL Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR) Shoemaker

mission (1996-2001) The NEAR spacecraft performed flyby analysis of asteroid

433 Eros, 951 Gaspra, 243 Ida and 253 Mathilde. The mission terminated by

touching down on Eros a year later. Eros, Gaspra and Ida are S class asteroids.

Mathilde is a highly porous C class asteroid. The mission was funded by NASA,

but managed by the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL).

The spacecraft was also designed and built at APL.

• NASA Deep Space 1 mission (1998-2000) This was a technology

demonstration probe that performed a flyby mission of asteroid 9969 Braille and

the comet Borrelly.

• NASA Stardust mission (1999-2006) This mission performed flyby analysis

of asteroid 5535 Annefrank and returned samples to Earth from comet Wild2. Its

primary mission objective was to collect interstellar dust particles from the comet’s

coma. This was achieved with an aerogel collection device that was externally

mounted onto the spacecraft. During the spacecraft’s return the mission was

extended to include an encounter with Temple 1. Temple 1 had been previously

impacted by the NASA Deep Impact mission.

• NASA Comet Nucleus Tour mission (2002) This mission intended to visit

two comets; Encke and Schwassmann-Wachmann-3. The mission failed six weeks
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after launch during a planned inter-planetary burn manoeuvre.

• China Space Probe Chang’e-2 (2003-2011) This mission performed a close

flyby of asteroid 4179 Toutatuis. It was part of a much larger, three-phase lunar

exploration activity. It demonstrated China’s operational capability for

interplanetary navigation and flight.

• NASA Deep Impact mission (2005-2013) This mission collided a 366 kg

spacecraft-impactor into the nucleus of a 6 km diameter comet, 9P/Temple 1.

The impact event was observed by an accompanying spacecraft. The mission

was extended to perform a flyby of comet Hartley2 and remote distant imaging

observations of comet C/2009 PI (Garrado) and ISON.

Current Missions

• NASA/ESA Cassini-Huygens mission (1997+). This joint mission consists

of the Cassini Orbiter and a smaller planetary probe. The mission objective was to

orbit Saturn, performing structural and compositional analysis of the planet, and

to deliver the Huygens probe onto the surface of Titan. During its orbital transfer

to Saturn, the Orbiter-spacecraft flew through the main asteroid belt, performing

flyby analysis.

• ESA Rosetta mission (2004-2014+). The Rosetta spacecraft is due to

rendezvous with comet 67/P Churyumov/Gerasimenko in 2014. It will release

a small lander that will attach itself onto the surface of the comet performing

in-situ analysis. The spacecraft will also perform remote sensing measurements of

the comet. En-route to the comet the spacecraft has performed flyby analysis of

asteroid 21 Luteita and 2867 Steins. Luteita and Steins are M and E class asteroids

respectively.

• JAXA Hayabusa Sample-Return Mission Series (2003-2020+). The first

Hayabusa spacecraft, launched by the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency

(JAXA), successfully rendezvoused with asteroid 25142 Itokawa (S class asteroid).

It performed two touch down manoeuvres, released (unsuccessfully) a small micro

rover and retrieved a small milligram sample of dusty regolith from the asteroid’s

surface [Kawaguch et al., 2003].

The spacecraft suffered from several different equipment failures. It included

two-of-the-three reaction wheels, the ion-engines, the batteries, a fuel leak and

a periodic loss of communication with the Earth [Fujiwara et al., 2006]. These

problems caused a malfunction in the attitude and orientation of the spacecraft.

It also prevented the collection of any other samples. Despite this, Hayabusa

returned to Earth in June 2010.

Hayabusa-2 is due to be launched in 2014/15 and will arrive at asteroid 1999 JU34

(C class asteroid) in 2018. The spacecraft’s design philosophy is based on the first

Hayabusa spacecraft (for example, heritage, lessons learnt). It has enabled the

rapid development of the design, production and testing of the spacecraft. It also

permitted engineers and scientists to obtain a higher level of system reliability and
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scientific capability. Almost all of the spacecraft components have been replaced or

updated with state-of-the-art alternatives [Tsuda et al., 2012]. Hayabusa-2 aims to

return samples of the asteroid’s subsurface material. A high speed impactor will be

released by the spacecraft and create a 2 m diameter crater. The ejected fragments

will be collected and the newly exposed subsurface material will be sampled. The

spacecraft is also equipped with a lander, three small rovers and a range of remote

sensing instruments [Tsuda et al., 2012].

• NASA DAWN mission (2007-2015+) This is a deep space remote sensing

asteroid mission. It has performed extensive geological and geochemical

observations of Vesta, the second most massive object in the main asteroid belt.

Over a year of observations has lead to several scientific discoveries. This includes

extensive scarring of two colossal impact events, deep impact basins, equatorial

troughs and complex cratering [Russell et al., 2012]. Vesta is believed to be a

protoplanet with a differentiated, dense iron-nickel core, mantle and crust. More

recently, the spacecraft (as of the date of writing) embarked on a two-and-a-half

year journey to the dwarf planet Ceres, also located in the main asteroid belt

(arriving in early 2015). Here, the spacecraft will perform a detailed, five month

study, on Ceres’s structure and composition.

• NASA NEOWISE (2009-2011) This is an extension of the NASA Wide-Field

Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) telescope. Positioned in a nearly polar orbit,

with a 40 cm diameter aperture and infrared camera, the telescope has performed

a global assessment and prediction of the entire solar system population of PHAs,

main belt asteroids and comets. Results have revealed new, creditable estimations,

on the number, size, danger and origins of PHAs. In late 2013, after a two

year hibernation period, NEOWISE is continuing its detection and identification

of NEAs. It supports the target selection of a new NASA asteroid initiative

programme.

Other proposed robotic concept missions have included, but are not limited to, Marco

Polo(-R), Don Quijote, OSIRIS-REx and AIDA. Marco Polo, under the ESA Cosmic

Vision programme, was first conceived as an asteroid sample return mission. This

was later adapted into an in-situ remote sensing mission and is now being considered

as a smaller, low-cost (medium class, 470M Euros) sample return mission. Launched

between 2020-2024 Marco Polo-R aims to investigate asteroid 2008 EV5 (1996 FG3 as

the back-up), returning 30-100 g of material to Earth for further analysis. 2008 EV5 is a

primitive, C class asteroid [Barucci et al., 2012, 2013]. The misson has the potential to

revolutionise the current understanding of primitive solar system bodies, the primordial

conditions responsible for planet formation and the emergence of life. Key technological

and strategic mission development can also be applied to protect the Earth from any

incoming asteroid impact event. Don Quijote was developed as an asteroid deflection

technology demonstrator mission [Milani et al., 2003]. It included two spacecraft - an

Orbiter and an impactor - that would rendezvous with a given asteroid. Each spacecraft

would be launched into a separate interplanetary trajectory. The impactor would be used

to impact the asteroid. This would enable the Orbiter to measure the resulting transfer of
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momentum, variation in orbital parameters and rotational state of the impacted asteroid.

The Orbiter would also perform assessment of the asteroid’s composition, size and surface

parameters [Milani et al., 2003].

OSIRIS-REx (Origins, Spectra, Interpretations, Resource Identification, Security &

Regolith Explorer) is an asteroid sample return mission. Intended to be launched in

2016, it will arrive at the C class asteroid 1999 RQ36 in 2018. Here, it will perform

precise measurement on the Yarkovsky effect. It will also perform detailed mapping of

the asteroid’s surface and collect samples of the surface regolith. More than 60 g of

material will be retrived through a touch-and-go manoeuvre. Samples will be returned

to Earth in 2023 [Mink et al., 2013; Russell et al., 2013]. The scientific objectives of

the OSIRIS-REx mission will also be supported with the complementary operations of

a small, independent and autonomous impactor-spacecraft. The Impactor for Surface

and Interior Science (ISIS) intends to arrive after the OSIRIS-REx mission and will

guide itself to perform a high-velocity impact event with asteroid 1999 RQ36. The

collision will be observed by the awaiting OSIRIS-REx spacecraft. OSIRIS-REx will

also perform a series of slow flybys taking images and spectra measurements of the

impact site. ISIS is a secondary payload on the NASA Discovery programme InSight

mission. It was designed to leverage NASA’s investment in the OSIRIS-REx mission and

the InSight launch opportunity. The mission will address Discovery-level science themes,

the strategic knowledge gaps for human exploration and demonstrate an asteroid impact

mitigation technology [Chesley et al., 2013]. NASA is also planning a possible crewed

mission to an asteroid by 2025.

ESA is also appealing for research ideas to help guide the development of the Asteroid

Impact & Deflection Assessment (AIDA) study. AIDA is a joint international (USA

and European led) asteroid impact mission. It aims to characterise the orbital, physical

(for example, size, mass, surface features) and rotational state of the binary asteroid

system Didymos. Two independent, but mutually supporting mission concepts are being

evaluated. It includes the Double Asteroid Redirection Test (DART) and the Asteroid

Impact Monitoring mission (AIM). The DART mission will use a single spacecraft to

impact the smaller, 150 m diameter member of the binary system. It will produce an

orbital deflection that is larger and easier to measure than an impact into a typical,

single NEA. The DART impact will be observable by ground-based radar and optical

telescopes. This will be used to record the deflection event. Data will also be gained

on the target body’s geology and surface features. AIM is a rendezvous mission and

will examine the physical and dynamic characteristics of the binary asteroid. It will also

observe the DART-induced impact crater and derive the collision and impact properties.

To support this mission concept, ESA is inviting all international institutions to submit

experimental research ideas relating to impact and collision physics, applied planetary

science, planetary defence, human exploration and technology innovation in spacecraft

operations and navigation. The call will assist ESA to map the global interests of asteroid

assessment, hypervelocity impacts and debris, and detector technology. Concepts are

being sought for both ground and space-based investigation.

The European Commission have also invested in two asteroid deflection, technology
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programmes - NEOShield and Stardust. These programmes, once again, underlines the

importance of understanding the current impact threat posed by asteroids, and how to

best organise, prepare and implement any mitigation strategy [Harris, 2011].

NEOShield is a 3.5 year, 5.8M Euros project. It was proposed as part of the 2011

European Union’s 7th Framework Programme (FP7) for Research and Technological

development. The FP7 programme aims to strengthen the scientific and technological

base of European industry and to encourage Europe’s international competitiveness.

It is achieved by co-funding transnational research and technological development that

supports EU polices and adds European value. NEOShield was funded through the

call category for the Prevention of Impacts from Near-Earth Objects on our Planet. The

project brings an international team together to address the global issues of preventing a

hazardous asteroid impact event [Harris et al., 2013; Saks et al., 2011]. It will investigate

the scientific, technological and programmatic feasibility of three different deflection

techniques. This includes kinetic impactors, blast deflection and gravity tractors [Harris

et al., 2013]. Blast deflection includes the detonation of either a stand-off or subsurface

nuclear or non-nuclear device. Other combined deflection methods also include, but are

not limited to, multiple kinetic impactors, a kinetic impactor with a non-nuclear blast,

a kinetic impactor with an ion-beam shepherd and a kinetic impactor with electrostatic

repulsion. Combined techniques can capitalise on the relative benefits of the different,

overlapping approaches to asteroid deflection. Initially, a significant deflection action

can first be imparted by the kinetic impactor. This is followed by a more controlled,

secondary technique, which would be used to slowly push and trim the trajectory of

the threatening asteroid. Key trade-off criteria include the achievable and controllable

deflection action, mission risk, warning time and overall mission technology readiness

level (TRL). Analysis also includes both laboratory and theoretical modelling. It is

critical to understand the behaviour of the NEA during its deflection event and to

develop the necessary technological skills and expertise for a rapid test or deflection

mission. NEOShield will also assess and formulate the implementation of a decision

making tool-box. This will be used to prepare an international response strategy and

technology roadmap for any Earth-impacting or threatening asteroid [Harris et al., 2013].

It will enable decision makers to rapidly assess the threat, plan and implementation of

an appropriate deflection strategy.

Stardust, funded by a 2012 FP7 Marie Curie Initial Training Network, will develop

European capabilities to address the risk posed by asteroids and space debris. Both

objects share a number of commonalities. They are uncontrolled objects with an irregular

shape and inhomogeneous structure, whose uncertain orbital motion is deeply affected

by a range of gravitational and non-gravitational interactions. Stardust will therefore

develop the technologies and approaches needed to mitigate the risk offered by asteroids

and space debris. It is a four year, 4M Euros project that consists of fourteen academic

and industrial partners across Europe. Areas of investigation include: [1] the observation,

orbital determination and state estimation required to discover, identify and track both

objects, [2] the active removal and deflection of uncooperative targets and [3] the impact

prediction that is required to inform decision makers on how to derive the necessary

actions and requirements.
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Future funding opportunities may also be achieved through the European Union Horizon

2020 programme. This aims to strengthen European competitiveness and innovation

within the space sector, provide advances in space technology, enable the exploitation of

space data and support international partnerships. This could be achieved by developing

European capabilities in the on-going and follow-up observations of NEAs and

collision-based deflection strategies. It is a topic that would address one of the seven

strategic research clusters. Other areas of consideration also include debris mitigation

and removal, the next generation of Earth observation and navigation systems, and the

development of advanced space exploration technologies and mission concepts.

These missions and programmes continue to increase humanity’s understanding of comets

and asteroids. Data gained from ground based facilities, space-based surveys and deep

space missions have also been used to dramatically redefine and confirm the occurrence

of a possible impacting, or close approach, asteroid event. It includes the warning time,

the probability of impact and the expected level of damage. Technologies are also being

developed in an ongoing attempt to mitigate the risk and to deflect any threatening

NEA.
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Deflection Techniques

3.1 Introduction

To address the asteroid-to-Earth impact risk, numerous methods of asteroid mitigation

and deflection have been considered by various authors, research groups and

establishments. These deflection techniques can be divided into three main categories,

including, impulsive, low thrust and passive methods of deflection.

The common objective for all deflection techniques is to increase the Minimum Orbit

Interception Distance (MOID) between the Earth and the asteroid [Bonanno, 2000;

Milani et al., 2004; Valsechi et al., 2003]. The MOID is a measure of the separation

distance between the orbit of the asteroid and the orbit of the Earth. The MOID will

always vary with time. This is caused by long-term secular perturbations and shorter

periodic variations caused by close planetary encounters [Gronchi and Milani, 2001;

Milani et al., 2004]. An impact event will therefore only occur when the MOID is small

and the orbit of the asteroid and the Earth are correctly phased [Milani et al., 2004].

The MOID can be maximised by applying a deflection action at a certain time before

impact. This is known as the warning time. It is the time from the start of the deflection

action to the expected impact with the Earth. Any deflection action will change the

velocity (∆v) of the asteroid. This acts as a perturbation on the asteroid’s original orbit.

It creates a new orbital configuration that is proximal to the original, unperturbed orbit

[Vasile and Colombo, 2008; Colombo et al., 2009]. To achieve an impact probability of

less than 10−6 then, at the point of collision with Earth, the asteroid must be deflected

by at least one Earth’s radius (∼ 6400 km) [Morrison, 2007]. It is always assumed that

any impact event will occur at the centre point of the Earth. The miss distance is

therefore the distance from the Earth to the intercept of the asteroid’s deflected orbit.

It is considered to be a good approximation of the MOID [Milani et al., 2004; Yeomans

et al., 2009]. For any given deflection technique, the greater the increase in the deflection

distance the more effective the technique becomes. It is the increase in the deflection

distance that is used to prevent the occurrence of an Earth-impacting event.

The success of any deflection technique is dependent on the asteroid’s warning time,

orbital elements, size and composition, and the method in which the ∆v is applied [Park

and Mazanek, 2005a,b]. An effective way to deflect an asteroid, or any orbiting body, is

to apply the ∆v along the object’s orbital path, aligned with the velocity vector. This

should occur at the earliest possible time [Conway, 2001; Carusi et al., 2002]. A larger

deflection distance can be obtained with a longer warning time, where less ∆v is required
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to alter the asteroid’s trajectory [Campbell et al., 2002; Melosh et al., 1994; Park and

Ross, 1999; Vasile and Colombo, 2008]. It is also favourable to apply any deflection

manoeuvre at, or close to, the asteroid’s centre of mass. The centre of mass defines the

stability of the asteroid. Energy and momentum could otherwise be wasted in spinning,

rather than deflecting the asteroid. Error could also be created by the dispersion of the

asteroid’s orbital elements, uncertainty in the asteroid’s size and composition and in the

transfer method of the deflecting spacecraft [Bonanno, 2000]. Ideal deflection conditions

can not always be achieved. Adequate margin must therefore be included in the design

of any generic deflection mission and strategy.

3.2 Impulsive Methods

Impulsive methods of deflection include kinetic impactors and nuclear detonation.

Deflection by a kinetic impactor is achieved by the release and subsequent impact of

a high velocity projectile. Momentum is initially imparted by the initial impact of

the projectile, but is greatly enhanced by the additional momentum carried away by the

ejected particles [Lawrence, 1990; Koenig and Chyba, 2007; McInnes, 2004; Shafer et al.,

1997]. The latter is known as the momentum enhancement factor. Kinetic impactors are

amongst the simplest deflection techniques, with the highest TRL [Walker and Chocron,

2008; Izzo et al., 2006]. However the technique is heavily dependent on the overall

efficiency of the projectile, the impact geometry and the composition of the asteroid

[Walker and Chocron, 2011; Izzo et al., 2005]. Factors include the porosity, elasticity,

density and yield strength of the surface and subsurface material.

Deflecting a small rocky monolithic asteroid is very different from deflecting a larger,

porous, rubble pile asteroid. The momentum enhancement factor varies a lot between

the ejecta created from a hard (∼ 2) and soft rock (∼ 3.8) and a porous (∼ 1.16) and

non-porous (∼ 4) rock [Housen and Holspple, 2013; Ahrens and Harris, 1994; Holsapple,

2004; Fujiwara et al., 2006]. The additional momentum transfer decreases with increasing

porosity. Highly porous impacts are dominated by the compression, rather than the

large-scale evacuation, of its target material [Housen and Holsapple, 1999; Michukami

et al., 2007]. Compaction permanently deforms and compresses much of the target

material, consuming the initial energy of the impact event. Little ejecta is able to

escape the rim. Experiments using a large diameter centrifuge demonstrated that the

majority of ejecta are re-deposited within, or at close proximity to the crater bowl

[Gibbings and Vasile, 2011; Gibbings et al., 2010]. This reduces the overall contribution

to the momentum exchange. Little remaining energy is available for particle ejection.

However further work is still required. When two or more bodies collide there is an

immense spectrum of possible outcomes. It ranges from the re-adjustment of shape,

size, external surfaces and rotational states. These factors will ultimately influence the

overall efficiency and performance margin of any kinetic deflection event.

Asteroid deflection can also be achieved through the surface, subsurface or stand-off

detonation of a nuclear warhead [Shafer et al., 1997; Barbee et al., 2006; Ahrens and

Harris, 1994]. From the initial focus point, deflection by surface and subsurface
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detonation is achieved by the explosion and expansion of gas and ejecta. It therefore

necessitates the delivery and placement of an optimally buried or surface warhead. This

adds complexity, development and operational risk into the mission design, which is

further coupled with the unknown physical properties of the asteroid. Factors include the

strength, density and the structural composition of the asteroid. Therefore a stand-off

nuclear detonation, at a fixed and optimally positioned point from the asteroid is

considered to be a far more favourable approach.

Deflection could be achieved by only knowing the orbit and approximate mass of the

asteroid. It also eliminates the requirement for any extensive in-orbit operations. Instead

of a focused detonation, momentum is induced by a stand-off blast wave hitting and

interacting with the surface of the asteroid. The blast wave penetrates the surface

of the asteroid, super-heating the exposed material. Vapour and ejecta blow-off is

created. More material will be mobilised for a thicker penetration depth. This increases

the transfer of momentum that is initially induced by the blast wave. However the

technique is still dependent on the height and yield of detonation and the shape, structure

& composition of the asteroid [Hammerling and Remo, 1995]. Factors include the

vaporisation efficiency, the heat capacity and the radiation absorption properties of the

asteroid. The legal and political ramifications of launching and operating a nuclear

warhead in space also needs to be addressed [Gritzner and Kahle, 2004]. This will

increase the warning time needed for any nuclear-based deflection technique.

For any impulsive technique the creation of ejecta adds significantly to the total transfer

of momentum. However, understanding the velocity, volume and size of the emitted

ejecta is extremely complex. It depends on the structure and composition of the given

asteroid. The risk of fragmentation, with or without the re-aggregation of the parent

body, can also not be ignored [Michel and Jutzi, 2009; Sanchez et al., 2010].

Re-aggregation occurs when the ejected fragments are not imparted with a high enough

velocity to fully disperse. Instead they reform and re-accumulate into a smaller loose

fitting rubble pile asteroid, held together by self-gravity [Richardson et al., 2004; Fujiwara

et al., 2006]. This can make any subsequent orbit shaping more difficult [Campbell et al.,

2002]. For a much larger impact velocity, fragmentation without re-aggregation can also

occur. It results in the separation of the original asteroid into a number of larger pieces.

These larger pieces could still impact the Earth [Remo, 1994; Melosh et al., 1994]. The

impact of multiple bodies may cause more cumulative damage than that of the original

asteroid [Lunan, 1992a; Melosh et al., 1994].

Any form of fragmentation, with or without re-aggregation represents a risk within

the deflection event. It may be extremely difficult, or impossible, to deflect multiple

fragmented bodies on a second and third deflection attempt. Uncertainty is caused by the

unpredictable, orbital motions of the fragmented bodies. The tracking and interception

of multiple bodies at short notice would also be difficult. Once any impulsive technique

has been initially released or activated, there is an inherent uncertainty in its outcome.

Nor is there any practical means of control. This includes both the deflection method

and its dynamic response in producing the final adjusted orbit.
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3.3 Low Thrust Methods

Gravity tractors, ion beaming, the smart cloud, surface ablation, low thrust propulsion

and mass drivers all provide deflection by creating a low thrust action over an extended

period of time. This is advantageous as it avoids the fragmentation of the asteroid and

provides a controllable, and often continuous and contactless method of deflection.

A gravity tractor provides deflection by exploiting the mutual gravitational attraction

between an asteroid and an extremely large and heavy spacecraft (the gravity tractor

itself). Illustrated in Figure 3.1, the gravitational attraction between the asteroid and

the spacecraft can pull the asteroid away from its original threatening trajectory [Lu

and Love, 2005; Schweickart et al., 2006]. Multiple gravity tractors could also be used

to increase the deflection distance.

(a) Gravity Tractor (b) Geometry of the Gravity Tractor

Figure 3.1: Illustration of a Gravity Tractor taken from Lu and Love [2005];

Schweickart et al. [2006]

The technique is however dependent on the masses of the asteroid and the spacecraft,

the asteroid’s centre of mass, the warning time and the spacecraft’s ability to maintain

a constant and controlled hover-distance from the surface of the asteroid [Schweickart

et al., 2006]. Positioning would be achieved with the simultaneous operations of two low

thrust engines. Each thruster would point outwards at a slant angle of at least 20 degs.

This would prevent the engine exhaust from impinging onto the surface of the asteroid.

In the study performed by Lu and Love [2005], the spacecraft’s hover-distance also

needs to be equal to half the asteroid’s mean radius. The closer the spacecraft is to the

asteroid, the higher the gravitational pull and the greater the deflection action becomes.

This is however a demanding guidance, navigation and control (GNC) requirement. It

also requires knowledge of the mass distribution, rotation and morphology of the target

asteroid.

Shown in Figure 3.2, the Ion Beam Shepherd provides a deflection action by continuously

impacting the asteroid with a high velocity (30-50 km/s), dense beam of plasma ions

[Bombardelli and Pelaez, 2011b]. The concept was initially developed for the de-orbiting

of space debris [Bombardelli and Pelaez, 2011a; Bombardelli et al., 2011a,b; Kitamura,

2010].
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the Ion Beam Shepherd taken from Bombardelli and Pelaez

[2011b]

A low divergence, high specific impulse beam of ions would enable the spacecraft to

operate at a greater distance from the asteroid [Merino et al., 2011; Bombardelli and

Pelaez, 2011a; Bombardelli et al., 2011a]. Positioning would be achieved with two ion

engines; one for releasing and accelerating the ions for deflection purposes and another for

maintaining its position. The latter will always act in the opposing thrust direction. This

will prevent the spacecraft from drifting away from the asteroid [Bombardelli and Pelaez,

2011b]. Any errors in beam pointing will reduce the fraction of ions that can intercept the

asteroid. Ions could miss the target, reducing the total transfer of momentum [Merino

et al., 2011; Bombardelli and Pelaez, 2011a]. The technique also requires a substantial

and highly efficient onboard power source, particle acceleration unit and heat dissipation

system. These units are needed to accelerate the ions and has yet to be addressed. The

direct impingement and deposition of secondary, back-scattered ions will also degrade

the performance of the spacecraft and the overall deflection technique. Ion interaction is

complex and includes material sputtering, beam attenuation, thermal fluctuations and

plasma instabilities [Brown et al., 2007]. These factors have not yet been included.

The Smart Cloud is another low thrust, contactless deflection technique. Shown in Figure

3.3, deflection is achieved with the release and impact of a high velocity (exceeding

50 km/s), dense cloud of low mass, small-size, smart particles [Gibbings and Vasile,

2012b,a]. Each smart particle is a small, passively operated silicon or gallium-arsenide

spacecraft-on-a-chip [D.J Barnhart and Sweeting, 2007; Atchison and Peck, 2010].

Millions-and-billions of these small particles are contained within the cloud’s geometry.

Each particle has a mass of 7.5 mg, which based on state-of-the-art technology

corresponds to an area of 1 cm2 and a thickness of 2.5 micrometers. The thickness is

dependent on different nano-fabrication technologies [Atchison and Peck, 2010]. Localised

manoeuvring is achieved through solar radiation pressure [Colombo and McInnes, 2011].

Upon impact, each particle provides an maximum impact energy density of 8· 10−11

J/kg [Gibbings and Vasile, 2012b]. The impact energy density is significantly smaller

than the fragmentation limit for both rocky and rubble pile asteroids. Sputtering might

occur, but the asteroid will not fragment. The technique also avoids the need for the

spacecraft to carry a mass consuming particle acceleration system. The impact velocity

of the Smart Cloud is provided for free by gravity. It is a result of the Smart Cloud’s

and the asteroid’s relative, collision course motion. Results have shown that the Smart
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Figure 3.3: Smart Cloud - Initial Release and Impact Geometry

Cloud is highly effective for the deflection of deep crossing asteroids. A higher relative

velocity results in a larger deflection distance [Gibbings and Vasile, 2012b].

However for the technique to be fully effective the swarm of smart particles would need

to be successfully deployed and until impact maintain its shape geometry. It is currently

assumed that the maximum diameter of the cloud coincides with the largest diameter of

the asteroid. A more detailed understanding on the short-term and long-term evolution

of the cloud is therefore required. The exact size of each smart particle will depend on

the fragmentation limit and the physical response of the asteroid. Similar to the kinetic

impactor approach, this is dependent on the composition and structure of the asteroid

and on the impact velocity of the cloud. The impact area of the smart cloud also needs

to be considered. Further experimental work could be conducted to verify the physical

response of this deflection technique.

Deflection can also be achieved by the ablation of the asteroid’s surface material. This

can be accomplish by irradiating the asteroid with a light source. Power sources can

include collected and focused solar radiation or a laser light source [Melosh and Nemchinov,

1993; Melosh et al., 1994; Phipps, 1992a; Kahle et al., 2006]. Surface heating sublimates

the illuminated material, transforming it directly from a solid to a gas. The ablated

material then forms into a plume of ejecta that exerts a small, yet continuous and

controllable force onto the asteroid. Over an extended period of time this can push an

asteroid away from its potentially threatening trajectory.

The low thrust tug and mass driver provides deflection by physically interacting with

the asteroid. Here, a low thrust tug would land and attach a highly efficient and

controllable deflection engine onto the surface of the asteroid [Scheeres and Schweickart,

2004; Schweickart et al., 2003]. The engine can be powered by nuclear, chemical or low

thrust propulsion. When the direction of the engine is aligned to the asteroid’s velocity

vector, propellant is ejected. The ejection of propellant provides the deflection push. The

technique is therefore susceptible to the rotational motion of the asteroid [Melosh et al.,

1994]. This is rarely optimal and will affect the control and direction of the resultant
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thrust vector. It will also prevent the technique from being continually operated. The

technique also requires a large amount of deflection-only propellant. This adds wasteful

mission mass and limits the lifetime of the mission. To alleviate these affects, the asteroid

itself could first be excavated. Small pieces of the asteroid’s subsurface mass could be

mined and then be ejected at a high velocity [Olds et al., 2007; Melosh et al., 1994]. This

is known as a mass driver and is illustrated further in Figure 3.4. Deflection would be

provided by a series of small, yet controllable impulses over an extended period of time

[Melosh et al., 1994].

Figure 3.4: Mass Driver Mission Concept taken from SpaceWorks

Both techniques require the landing, attachment and installation of extensive hardware.

The mass driver also involves considerable in-situ construction. Surface features, such as

regolith, unconsolidated rocks or boulders and roughness, can make stable attachment

difficult. All activities will also have to be performed in an irregular and low gravity

field.

3.4 Passive Methods

Passive methods of deflection include changing the thermo-optical properties (for example,

absorptivity, reflectivity and emissivity) of the asteroid’s surface [Spitale, 2002; Hall and

Ross, 1997]. For example, coating the asteroid in a thin layer of paint would provide

an enhancement of the Yarkovsky effect. For a rotating body thrust is created by the

asteroid’s absorption and emission of solar radiation as heat. The difference between the

two directions yields a net force along the motion of the orbit. Proposed by Paek [2012] a

number of small paint pellets could be used to coat the asteroid with a thin, micrometer

layer of paint. Each pellet would be designed to explode on impact. The deflection

force is provided through the initial nudge of the pellets, but is enhanced further by

increasing the solar radiation pressure acting on the asteroid. The paint-ball concept

was developed from the smart cloud design initially proposed in Gibbings and Vasile

[2012b]. Deflection is also dependent on the asteroid’s position relative to the Sun and

its physical characteristics. Factors include the asteroid’s thermal inertia and rotational

state. Passive methods of deflection also suffer from a low level of technology readiness.

Substantial research and development is therefore required. This would increase the
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required warning time.

3.5 Comparative Analysis

To assess the effectiveness of the different deflection techniques, a multi-criteria,

quantitative comparison was conducted by Sanchez et al. [2009]. It compared the

kinetic impactor, nuclear detonation, mass driver, ablation, low thrust tug, and the

gravity tractor. All passive methods were excluded from the analysis. This was due to

their low technology readiness level, which would have resulted in an excessively long

warning and development time. The analysis also included a wide range of realistic

launch opportunities (over a 20 year period) and different classes of target asteroids. It

was used to determine the optimality of a particular method.

Assessment was relative to the achievable miss distance at the Earth, the warning time,

the total mass in orbit and the current TRL. For a particular method, the first three

factors express quantitatively how easy it is to deflect a given asteroid and whether it

can be implemented with current launch capabilities. TRL gives information on the

reaction time of deflection [Sanchez et al., 2009]. It describes the stage of maturity in

the development process from the observation of the basic principles, through to the

final product operation. A low level of TRL would extend the warning time. Specific

technological development would be needed to implement a given deflection strategy.

Results showed that ablation was theoretically one of the most effective and promising

techniques. Controllable deflection can be achieved with a relatively low mass into space

and a short warning time. Mission mass is saved as the spacecraft does not have to carry

additional propellant for deflection-only purposes. The propellant mass is provided, for

free, by the direct ablation of the asteroid’s surface [Melosh, 2004; Melosh et al., 1994;

Mazanek, 2005]. The technique could also be effective for a range of materials. This

assumes that a minimum surface power density can be maintained [Yoo et al., 2009;

Park and Mazanek, 2005b; Song et al., 2009; Mazanek et al., 2002]. It is also dependent

on the density of the asteroid and the required ∆v [Mazanek et al., 2002]. Ablation also

eliminates the need for the spacecraft to physically land, attach or interact a system onto

the surface of the asteroid [Park and Mazanek, 2005a,b; Melosh and Nemchinov, 1993;

Song et al., 2009; Mazanek et al., 2002, 2003; Mazanek, 2005]. These factors reduce the

overall complexity and risk of the deflection mission.

To date, no single research group, establishment or organisation has selected a definitive

solution for the deflection of NEAs. There is no dedicated, nor intergrated planetary

defense system. It is still considered to be an ongoing and open problem. Deflection by

laser ablation could be a potential solution.
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Applications of Laser Ablation

4.1 Introduction

The strategic development of lasers and optical technology has rapidly reduced the cost,

size, mass and operational complexity of many laser-based systems. Key technological

development includes increasing the efficiency of the semiconductor laser and the Yb:fibre

sources in providing a coherent output power. Lasers are now available in a range of

wavelengths, output power and efficiencies. It is a mature technology that can be easily

incorporated into small commercial applications [Russo et al., 2002].

Advancement has enabled many terrestrial and space-based applications to be developed.

Each application exploits the use of laser technology and matter interaction. Terrestrial

applications include, but are not limited to, material processing & machining, the

deposition of thin films, chemical analysis through mass and emission spectroscopy and

in the ablation of bone and tissue [Plohli, 2005; Walsh et al., 1989; Nelson et al., 1988;

Nuss et al., 1988; Dwivedi and Thareja, 1995; Fernandez et al., 1995]. Conventional

space-based applications include long range wireless power transmission and

communication, and LIDAR for remote Earth observation and sensing. Other, more

novel concepts include the launch and in-orbit control of spacecraft, the vaporisation and

removal of space structures and in the deflection of asteroids. ESA is also supporting the

strategic development of space-based laser systems. It has been included within ESA’s

technology roadmap and recently open tenders have addressed several aspects of laser

technology. The latter includes direct solar pumping, improved efficiency and enhanced

beam quality. Considerable and ongoing investment is therefore being committed. There

is a persistent interest in pushing laser technology beyond its current technological

boundaries.

4.2 Launching and Controlling Vehicles in Space

Access to space, and in particular to Low Earth Orbit (LEO), has been, and is currently,

dominated with the use of chemically-powered engines. These are energy inefficient,

expensive and a polluting form of propulsion. They often need a significant amount of

hardware and the continual storage of fuel. For a given launch vehicle, the thrust is

achieved by igniting the propellant carried onboard. The availability of energy is limited

by the chemical composition and quantity of the selected propellant [Sasoh, 2011].
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Laser ablation, in theory and demonstrated at the small scale, could provide an

alternative and novel access to LEO and beyond. Instead of burning propellant, previous

proposals have suggested the use of a highly focused or collimated laser beam as a remote

energy source [Phipps et al., 2010a; Kantrowitz, 1972]. Supplied by either a ground or

space-based facility, a high power mega-to-giga watt laser system could transform the

exposed propellant - either a solid or a liquid - directly into a gas [He et al., 2011;

Phipps et al., 2010b, 2000; Uchida et al., 2005]. A small and extended plume of gaseous

ejecta (vapour or plasma) would form. The plume of ejecta acts against the surface

of the spacecraft. The resultant force is used to propel the spacecraft into space. The

technique could also be used to perform LEO to geosynchronous transfers, re-boost or

de-orbit the decay of LEO satellites and maintain station-keeping for geosynchronous

satellites [Phipps, 1992c]. Laser ablation removes the requirement for an onboard ignition

source, the additional volume of reactable compounds (for example, fuels plus oxidisers)

and their associated hardware.

Thrust generation is dependent on the intensity of the laser beam. This is a function

of wavelength, power, spot size and if a pulsed laser is used, the pulse duration, shape

and energy [Schall et al., 2007]. A variable specific impulse can therefore be achieved

by changing the laser intensity, and if using a pulsed laser, the pulse frequency and

wavelength. It can provide an almost instantaneous demand of ∆v [Phipps, 2002; Phipps

et al., 2004a; Phipps and Luke, 2002]. Compared to standard methods of chemical

propulsion, laser ablation can provide a much broader range of exhaust velocities [Yabe

and Uchida, 2007; Phipps et al., 2010b]. For ordinary chemical rockets the maximum

specific impulse is approximately 500 s. This is limited by the temperatures available in

the chemical reactions and by inefficiencies inherent in the design of the engine [Phipps

et al., 2000; Johnson and Holbrow, 1977; Phipps and Luke, 2002]. The Space Shuttle

main engine provided an exhaust velocity of 4.56 km/s. This corresponds with a specific

impulse of 456 s [Phipps et al., 2004a]. Larger values can only be achieved with laser

ablation. Experiments with a 20 ns duration pulsed KrF laser have measured specific

impulses up to 7600 s [Phipps and Michaelis, 1994].

Thrust can also be achieved by using a laser induced blast wave [Sasoh, 2001; Ageev

et al., 1980]. Here, by illuminating sufficiently dense portions of the atmosphere, a highly

focused laser beam can create a series of detonations. Sequentially these detonations, in

theory and tested at the small scale within the laboratory, can propel a given spacecraft

to an altitude of approximately 30 km [Ageev et al., 1980; Myrabo, 2001; Bohn, 2000;

Myrabo, 1998]. Beyond this point the atmospheric pressure is not sufficiently dense

enough to initiate the detonation process. The technique would have to be combined

with a rocket motor [Bohn, 2000; Myrabo, 1998]. Additional in-orbit injection and

stabilisation manoeuvres may also have to be performed [Richard et al., 2006].

Experiments conducted at the High Energy System Test Facility, White Sands Missile

Range, USA, used a remote 10 kW pulsed laser to launch a small, 22-52 g lightcraft

to an altitude of appropriately 30 m [Myrabo, 1998]. It supported the theoretical and

experimental development of the Light-craft Technology Demonstrator (LTD) spacecraft.

Illustrated in Figure 4.1 the LTD is a frisbee-like annular shroud [Richard and Myrabo,

2005a,b; Myrabo, 1989]. The bottom inner surface of the shroud is used as the impulse
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generating surface [Richard and Myrabo, 2005b]. Air or a gaseous rocket fuel is passed

over the surface and is ignited by a 100 MW class, ground based, pulsed laser. A

parabolic mirror, mounted onboard the LTD, is used to reflect and concentrate the

incoming incident laser radiation. Thrust is created by a series of laser generated blast

waves. The blast waves expand over the length of the impulse generating surface [Richard

and Myrabo, 2005a; Richard et al., 1988].

Laser Beam

Annular Shroud

Impulse Surface

Focus

Vehicle's Body

Figure 4.1: Artist Impression and Cross-Sectional View of the LTD Vehicle taken from

Richard and Myrabo [2005a,b]; Myrabo [1989]

Performance of the LTD can be enhanced with the instantaneous variation of the laser

beam’s parameters. Factors include the pulse energy, shape, duration and repetition

rate, or by first accelerating the LTD out of a compressed air cannon [Richard et al.,

2006]. Beyond an altitude of 30 km the LTD would transition into a rocket engine

[Richard and Myrabo, 2005a]. Onboard liquid propellant would be burnt, providing the

final boost and insertion into LEO. A laser relay satellite could also be used [Richard

et al., 2006; Bergstue and Fork, 2012]. It is advantageous in reducing the mass and cost

of the receiving spacecraft. Although additional complications in the tracking, pointing

and locking of the respective spacecrafts will need to be addressed. A LTD with a

diameter of 1.4 m could provide a direct single-stage-to-orbit access for payloads up to

140 kg [Richard et al., 2006; Richard and Myrabo, 2005a,b; Richard et al., 1988].

The performance of atmospheric detonation can however also be improved by first

confining the spacecraft within a launch tube [Hertzberg et al., 1988; Bruckner, 1998;

Sasoh, 2001]. Prior to detonation, the inclusion of either a combustible gas mixture

or an inert, monotonic gas, behind the spacecraft can increase the pressure and density

within the launch tube [Hertzberg et al., 1988; Bruckner, 1998; Sasoh, 2000; Sasoh et al.,

2002, 2003; Schall et al., 2007]. The gas acts as the propellant. Reflections of the blast

wave against the walls of the launch tube increases the impulse acting on the spacecraft.

This is known as the confinement effect and makes the technique far more effective

and controllable. The requirement for trajectory tracking and altitude control is also

removed [Sasoh, 2001; Sasoh et al., 2001, 2004; Schall et al., 2007]. Variation in the over

pressure and the gas selection can create any favourable impulse performance. Thrust

can also be enhanced by wall-propelled, in-tube ablation [Sasoh et al., 2008, 2009]. The

performance of the LTD therefore depends on the chemical and physical formation of

the laser-induced shock wave. It includes the state of detonation and the propagating

wave structure. A demonstration of the vertical laser-driven, in-tube accelerator is given
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in Figure 4.2 [Sasoh, 2011; Yabe et al., 2003].

Figure 4.2: Vertical Laser-Driven, In-tube Accelerator Demonstration taken from

Sasoh [2011]; Yabe et al. [2003]

Laser driven micro-planes have also been proposed. Small scale experiments conducted

with a single pulsed 590 mJ/5ns YAG laser have already demonstrated its feasibility.

A small, thin film structure (launch mass between 0.1 and 0.6 g) manufactured from

aluminium and acrylic has been successfully launched. Micro-planes could provide rapid

response telecommunications, exploration and Earth observations. However future work

is required to control and track the micro-plane. This could be achieved by directly

ablating the wing, or with the use of a shape memory alloy. A laser beam would be used

to deform the structure by the deposition and transfer of heat, rather than in the direct

ablation of its surface [Yabe et al., 2003].

These techniques are advantageous as it eliminates the requirement for the spacecraft to

carry a dedicated propulsion system, removing the need for an onboard energy source

[Yabe and Uchida, 2007; Bergstue and Fork, 2011]. It saves mass, allowing for a higher

thrust to weight ratio to be maintained [Phipps et al., 2010a; Myrabo, 1998; Uchida et al.,

2005]. More mass can therefore be dedicated to its payload capability. The launch cost

is also reduced [Phipps, 2005; Richard et al., 1988].

However, more research is required to advance the perceived theoretical advantages into

an achievable form of propulsion. This includes optimising the momentum coupling

between the laser beam, and the spacecraft and the formation of the gaseous ejecta

plume. Non-optimal conditions must also be considered. This includes the incomplete

ablation of the propellant vapour, the sputtering of material, and the degrading products

from the propulsion or attitude control system. Atmospheric absorption also needs to

be accounted for. This includes the effects of beam excitiation, scattering and spreading

[He et al., 2011]. The control of the spacecraft’s altitude during its ascent must also be

controlled. Thrust is not just a matter of intensity, but is also governed by the direction

and stability of the ablation event. If the latter two issues are solved, then laser ablation

could provide localised attitude control and station keeping manoeuvres [Phipps and
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Luke, 2002, 2003]. Instead of conventional thrusters, small and lightweight kilo-watt

lasers, coupled with a reel of fuel tape could be integrated into a spacecraft’s subsystem.

These are known as micro laser plasma thrusters. They could provide attitude control

(pointing and positioning) and propulsion for a 100 kg, or less spacecraft [Phipps et al.,

2004a,b; Phipps, 2002; Phipps and Luke, 2002]. Each thruster would either operate in

a transmission or reflection mode. This is illustrated further in Figure 4.3.

Target Tape,

ablatant and substrate layer

Transmission 

Mode 

Reflection 

Mode 

Substrate  v = 0.01 m/s

Plume 

Rotation, 60o
Plume 

Rotation, 60o

Figure 4.3: Principles of the Micro Laser Plasma Thruster - Combined from Phipps

et al. [2004a,b]; Phipps [2002]; Phipps and Luke [2002]

Previous development and testing has shown that the reflection mode is far more effective

than the transmission mode. Momentum coupling increased by 50 % [Phipps and Luke,

2002]. However as the laser and ablation jet is located on the same side of the real tape,

the design becomes sensitive to the contaminating effects of the ablated ejecta. Awkward

shielding is needed to prevent optical contamination and attenuation of the laser beam

[Phipps and Luke, 2002]. Shielding is often difficult to accomplish within the tight size

constraints of a small scale spacecraft. The transmission mode is therefore considered to

be a better, more favourable approach. The laser beam would pass through an optically

transparent substrate layer and illuminate a highly absorptive and damage-resistant film.

Ablation would occur on the opposite side, away from any optical equipment and the

laser beam.

Both modes of ablation are also affected by plume rotation. This is caused by the

formation of a steady-state concavity within the fuel tape [Phipps and Luke, 2002].

Tested prototypes used a 0.5 m long, 2.54 cm wide, continuous loop of tape, which

moved at 0.01 m/s. The movement, together with the concavity steered the plume in

the direction of the tape. Illustrated in Figure 4.3, relative to the incoming laser beam,

rotation is ∼ 60 degs [Phipps and Luke, 2002]. Plume rotation could however be used to

protect the optical elements in the transmission mode. Other recent advancements have

also proposed a hybrid laser-electric thruster system [Horisawal et al., 2010; Zhang et al.,

2012]. The products of ablation are accelerated by a locally induced electromagnetic

field.
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4.3 De-orbiting of Space Debris

Over the last 51 years of space activity approximately 5800 tonnes of obsolete material

have been left to accumulate in both LEO and geostationary orbits. Waste material

includes expendable rockets, non-operational spacecraft and fragmented pieces of

technogenic material [Kessler and Cour-Palais, 1978; Kessler, 1989]. In-orbit space debris

can also be created by object collision, explosions and deliberate anti-satellite weapons

firing [Johnson, 1989]. The continual accumulation of waste material has now reached

the limit of the runaway Kessler syndrome [Kessler and Cour-Palais, 1978]. The creation

rate of debris exceeds the ambient decay rate of any orbiting structure. Object-to-object

collisions now dominate the debris-generating mechanisms [Phipps et al., 2011]. Any

impact event can create hundreds, if not thousands, of new, small scale and fragmented

structures. The formation of a debris belt is an inevitable consequence [Kessler and

Cour-Palais, 1978; Liou and Johnson, 2008, 2009]. The density of material in the two

orbital zones is further illustrated in Figure 4.4.

(a) Geostationary Orbit (b) Low Earth Orbit

Figure 4.4: Saturation of Orbital Space Debris Credits ESA

The continual accumulation of space debris can render orbits unusable and significantly

increase the risk of any form of space-based activity. To stabilise this growth, it has been

estimated that between five and ten large size objects will need to be de-orbited per year

[Liou, 2011, 2010; Lewis et al., 2011]. The active removal and disposal of space debris is

therefore one of the most challenging, yet compelling problems facing the international

space community. It demands an immediate solution to avoid the catastrophic loss of

vital and expensive space assets. The space environment must be protected for essential

telecommunications, navigation and Earth observation services. Laser ablation could be

a potential solution.

A laser beam can illuminate and ablate the surface of any obsolete spacecraft or structure

[Campbell, 2000; Phipps et al., 1996; Phipps and Michaelis, 1995; Phipps et al., 2011;

Campbell, 1996]. This would impart a small de-orbiting force onto the spacecraft that

would lead to its eventual re-entry and disintegration into Earth’s atmosphere [Schall,

1991]. The ablated surface could include, but is not limited to, aluminium, carbon fibre,

MLI and second surface mirrors [Vasile et al., 2010a; Schall, 1998; Campbell, 1996].

Material selection is dependent on the construction method of the original spacecraft.
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It may not be possible to ablate all parts of the spacecraft.

For small fragmented structures, 1-10 cm in diameter, a ground-based laser system could

be used. A study validated by NASA, known as the ORION concept, proposed the use of

a 20 kW average-power repetitive pulsed laser [Phipps et al., 1996; Bekey, 1997; Phipps

and Sinko, 2010]. A pulsed laser system allows for variation in intensity, wavelength and

pulse length duration [Phipps et al., 1996; Phipps and Michaelis, 1995]. Combined with

state-of-the-art detection capabilities, all small-size hazardous objects could be removed

from near-Earth space (h ≤ 1000 km) in two years. All objects larger than 1 cm, but

less massive than 100 kg could be removed in four years [Phipps et al., 1996; Phipps,

1995a,b; Phipps and Michaelis, 1995]. LEO is widely acknowledged to be the worst

region for space debris. The ORION concept is illustrated further in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: ORION Concept for the De-orbiting of Space Debris with Lasers. Image

taken from Phipps [2011b]

Ideally the laser would be located on a high, flat-topped equatorial mountain. This

would minimise the effects of atmospheric turbulence and the absorption of the laser

beam. Acquisition and tracking would be provided by an astronomical observatory-style

beam director [Phipps et al., 1996; Schall, 1998; Phipps and Michaelis, 1995]. The Mount

Stromlo facility, operated by Electro Optics, Australia, for example, is able to acquire

and track 5 cm size objects over a range of 3000 km [Mason et al., 2011].

Illumination, and therefore ablation, of any piece of space debris would occur when

the object passes over-head of the laser facility. From the local ascending zenith the

illuminated field-of-view would be accessible between 30-45 degs [Phipps, 1997]. The

laser beam provides an assumed surface spot diameter of 40 cm [Phipps, 1997; Phipps and

Michaelis, 1995]. This is provided by a 6 m aperture observing telescope at a maximum

slant range of 1400 m [Phipps, 1997; Phipps and Michaelis, 1995]. The intercepting

laser beam is much larger than the de-orbiting object. Energy is wasted in illuminating

the surrounding space. Progressively more energy is wasted in the ablation of smaller

objects [Phipps et al., 1996; Schall, 1998]. However this overspill does relax the pointing
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and steering requirements of the laser beam [Phipps, 1997].

Adaptive optics would be needed to overcome the attenuation of the laser beam caused by

atmospheric scattering and beam fragmentation [Early et al., 2004; Campbell et al., 2002;

Campbell, 2000; Mason et al., 2011; Phipps et al., 1996]. It is provided by a deformable,

phase plate mirror, that is controlled by piezoelectric actuators. Moment-by-moment

this is used to compensate for any phase distortions within the atmosphere. It occurs

ahead of the laser input phase at a bandwidth of approximately 1 kHz [Beckers, 1993].

Adaptive optics can also improve the beam pointing, stability and the occurrence of any

focusing errors [Phipps et al., 1996; Bekey, 1997]. A reliable method of optical control

is critical. Depending on the size and orientation of the space debris, the de-orbiting

procedure can be repeated many times. This can occur over multiple overhead passes,

until atmospheric re-entry is achieved [Phipps, 1997]. Rapid re-targeting would also

enable multiple objects to be illuminated [Phipps and Michaelis, 1995]. However care

must be taken to track, direct and assign each piece of debris. Multiple ground stations,

distributed across the globe are therefore preferable [Schall, 1998].

De-orbiting larger structures would require the use of a space-based laser system. This

is beneficial as the laser beam is not degraded by atmospheric interference and can

be operational for extended periods of time, along the spacecraft’s orbital track. It

offers improves visibility and access angles. Previous proposals envisaged by Vasile

et al. [2010a,b] suggest the use of a small, agile spacecraft, mounted with a kilo-watt

space-borne laser. Another proposal suggest the use of a much higher mega-watt class

laser [Schall, 1991]. In either case, the spacecraft would rendezvous and fly in formation

with the given piece of debris; operating in a fetch and de-orbiting fashion. Once the

required de-orbiting manoeuvre is achieved the spacecraft would move onto the next,

only de-orbiting one piece at a time. The concept could also be adapted via the use of

fuel foams, with a known and very low enthalpy of sublimation. Prior to the ablation

event, foam would be attached to the given piece of debris. The laser beam would

then ablate the foam and not the spacecraft structure [Vasile et al., 2010b]. It would

guarantee a minimum level of ablation and associated thrust.

These techniques are advantageous as they avoid the need to physically dock with

potentially non-cooperative (tumbling or spinning) and poorly known targets. However

it is reliant on the spacecraft’s ability to ablate enough of the debris’s structural mass.

The direction of the de-orbiting manoeuvre is dependent on the direction and orientation

of the exposure spacecraft [Yabe and Uchida, 2007]. The ablation of an irregular shaped,

spinning piece of debris could easily alter its spin frequency and orientation of its spin

vector. A torque could be created around the spacecraft’s centre of mass. This would

complicate any future targeting and re-acquisition procedure [David et al., 1997]. The

issues relating to shape irregularity needs to be addressed. It is also critical that the

ablation process does not contribute further to the space debris problem. The effect

of ablation on a multi-layer, inhomogeneous material or structure also needs to be

considered. Experimental work is therefore required to validate the concept and any

proposed acquisition and targeting strategies.
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4.4 Deflection of Asteroids

The deflection of an Earth approaching asteroid could be achieved by either a ground

or space-based ablation system. A ground based system would use a laser beam as

the illuminating light source. Lasers are advantageous as they can propagate over an

extended distance, with very little loss of energy, dispersion and beam quality [Vertes

et al., 1993; Park and Mazanek, 2005b; Melosh et al., 1994; Canavan, 1996; Pakhomov

et al., 2003; Bergstue and Fork, 2011]. It is a convenient, versatile and predictable

method of transporting energy. They do however require a substantial investment in

infrastructure and resources [Canavan, 1996]. The deflection of a small 40-80 m diameter

asteroid would require a giga-watt average power laser system [Phipps, 1992b]. The laser

beam would illuminate the hemisphere of the asteroid. Beam steering would be provided

by a 30 to 30,000 m ground-based mirror. The exact number is dependent on the

wavelength of the laser and the Earth-to-asteroid distance [Phipps, 1998, 1993]. A large

mirror could be constructed by synthesising an aperture from an array of segmented

mirrors [Canavan, 1996; Phipps, 1998]. This would provide a surface spot diameter

between 100 and 10,000 m [Phipps, 1993]. For a small asteroid, considerable energy

would therefore be wasted in illuminating the surrounding space. The laser beam will

also be attenuated by the atmosphere of the Earth and be subjected to errors in pointing

accuracy and control.

Other studies have proposed the use of a space-based ablation system. Here, a large

rendezvousing spacecraft would deploy a pre-mounted mirror. This is known as the solar

concentrator. The solar concentrator would be used to collect, direct and concentrate

solar radiation onto a small area of the asteroid’s surface [Melosh and Nemchinov, 1993;

Melosh et al., 1994; Lunan, 1992a,b]. Ablation would follow. The initial concept is

further illustrated in Figure 4.6 [Gritzner et al., 2002].

Solar Concentrator

Sunlight

Jet of Vaporised 

Surface Material

Asteroid

Delta-V

Figure 4.6: Principles of the Solar Concentrator taken from Gritzner et al. [2002]

Analysis suggests that the solar concentrator would need to be between 0.5 and 10

km in diameter. This corresponds with a solar concentrator mass of between one and

four tonnes [Melosh and Nemchinov, 1993; Melosh et al., 1994]. The exact number is

dependent on the size of the asteroid, the warning time and the distance between the

spacecraft and the asteroid. Operating and manoeuvring such a large, heavy structure is
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technologically challenging and difficult. To date, the largest deployable space structure

was the 41 m diameter Echo 2 balloon [Leonard, 1961]. It was launched as the first

passive communication satellite experiment. More recently, JAXA successfully launched

the 20 m (measured across the diagonal) IKAROS solar sail. It was launched as part of

the 2010 JAXA interplanetary demonstrator mission.

The solar concentrator would also have to be positioned at close proximity to the

asteroid, under the asteroid’s irregular gravity field [Melosh et al., 1994]. It would

therefore become susceptible to the deposition and contaminating effects of the ablated

ejecta. Ejecta deposition would rapidly reduce the reflectivity of the concentrator and

ultimately bring the sublimation process to a halt. To alleviate this affect, Melosh et al.

[1994] proposed a dual mirror system. An extended focus length would increase the

asteroid-to-spacecraft distance, reducing the risk of ejecta contamination [Melosh and

Nemchinov, 1993; Melosh et al., 1994]. Illustrated in Figure 4.7, this system would use a

primary concentrator to initially collect the incoming solar radiation [Melosh et al., 1994].

The solar radiation would then be reflected onto a smaller secondary concentrator. The

secondary concentrator would direct the solar radiation onto the surface of the asteroid.

Station Keeping 

Propulsion System

Primary Mirror

1-10 km diameterVaporised 

Rock Jet
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Mirror
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Sunlight

Heated Spot

10-100 m

Deflection Velocity 

Figure 4.7: Solar Concentrator Deflection System: Dual Mirror System taken from

Melosh et al. [1994]

Increasing the distance also increases the size and mass of the solar concentrator.

Manoeuvrability becomes difficult. The accumulation of light pressure would require

constant orbital control. The smaller, secondary concentrator would still be affected

by the contaminating ejecta. It would have to be periodically replaced [Gritzner et al.,

2002]. Depending on the size, several secondary, replacement concentrators could be

carried onboard by the deflecting spacecraft [Kahle et al., 2006]. However the exact

replacement mechanism has yet to be developed and would demand a high level of
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complexity and control. Another possible approach of protection is to place a number

of light, permeable foils in front of the solar concentrator [Kahle et al., 2006]. Once a

certain transmittance decrease is achieved the outermost foil would be removed. This

again adds to the overall complexity and mass of the mission, and would limit the overall

lifetime of the mission.

To address these limitations an alternative proposal was suggested. Instead of using

a single, large solar concentrator, a number of smaller structures was proposed. Each

structure would be an identical, small scale spacecraft that would be mounted with a

much smaller solar concentrator [Maddock et al., 2009, 2007]. The concept is known as

MIRROR BEES and is illustrated further in Figure 4.8. It is an example of a fractionated

spacecraft.

Figure 4.8: Artistic Impression of the MIRROR BEES Deflection Technique

Together each spacecraft would form into a swarm. The swarm would orbit in formation

with the asteroid [Vasile et al., 2009a]. Each solar-concentrator- spacecraft would be used

to collect and focus a beam of light onto the surface of the asteroid. By superimposing

multiple beams the cumulative surface power density would be high enough to initiate

the ablation process. The potential for deflection is therefore dependent on the number

of spacecraft in formation with the asteroid, the available surface power density, the

material properties of the asteroid and the contaminating effects of the ablated ejecta.

The surface power density is affected by the quality and intensity of the incoming solar

radiation, and in the size of the illuminated area. This approach is only possible due

to recent advances in the design and fabrication of low cost, low mass, modular mirrors

[Phipps et al., 2011]. It is also dependent on the spacecraft’s ability to maintain and

track their position within the swarm. This is relative to the Sun, the asteroid’s surface

and the other spacecraft. The co-ordination of multiple spacecraft is critical [Vasile

et al., 2009a].

The multi-mirror approach is conceptually similar to Melosh et al. [1994]; Melosh and

Nemchinov [1993], but has a number of significant advantages [Maddock et al., 2009;

Bergstue and Fork, 2011; Phipps, 1997; Vasile et al., 2009a]. This includes:

• The increased redundancy, flexibility and scalability of the mission design. As

required, on a case-by-case basis, more or less spacecraft can be added or removed

from the existing orbital configuration.
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• Multiple spacecraft illuminating a constant spot area permits the surface delivery

of a much more powerful system [Vasile et al., 2009b]. It can reduce the time to

achieve a suitable deflection distance. The thrust time, which defines how long

the ablation process is induced for, can be decreased by increasing the number of

spacecraft.

• The mission design can be adapted to include multiple ablation sites or repeated

and reused for different deflection scenarios. It improves the adaptability and

endurance of the system. Multiple systems also reduce the risk of any single point

failure. Each spacecraft can be easily replaced by an awaiting unit. A highly

redundant mission scenario is preferable as it accounts for large observational

uncertainties in the asteroid’s material and structural composition, and in the

mission design parameters [Zuaini et al., 2012].

• The use of identical units avoids the need to design and develop new spacecraft

structures. This lends itself to the rapid deployment of prepared units.

• Each spacecraft is comparatively smaller and lighter. It improves the deployment,

control and manoeuvrability of each spacecraft. The solar pressure acting on the

spacecraft is significantly reduced. This improves the overall agility of the system.

The need for station keep is therefore reduced. A smaller, more compact spacecraft

will also be less susceptible to the degrading effects of the deposited ejecta.

A collimated or focused laser beam could also be used as the ablating light source.

Each spacecraft can be positioned further way from the asteroid. Here, it would be

less affected by the asteroid’s irregular, inhomogeneous gravity field and contaminating

ejecta. The second concept is called LASER BEES and would use superimposing laser

beams to initiate the ablation process [Vasile et al., 2009b]. Each spacecraft would be

equipped with an identical, low power, kilo-watt solar-pumped laser.

Previous proposals for space-based ablation have suggested the use of a large, high power

mega or giga-watt laser. The laser could be mounted onto a rendezvousing spacecraft,

the ISS or the Moon and would be powered by a nuclear reactor [Park and Mazanek,

2005b; Yoo et al., 2009; Song et al., 2009; Melosh and Nemchinov, 1993; Ivashkin,

2004; Mazanek, 2005]. However there are significant legal and political ramifications

of launching and operating a nuclear reactor in space. This is coupled with the design

and development required to initiate a nuclear power source and a high power, highly

efficient space-based laser. Manoeuvring and operating a large space structure is also

difficult. A swarm of low power, but highly efficient LASER BEES is therefore a more

attractive option.

Within the swarm each laser spacecraft would be powered by the Sun, either directly

or indirectly. For direct solar pumping the solar radiation would be collected and

concentrated directly onto the laser’s gain medium [Landis, 1994]. Nd:YAG and Nd:CR

solar pumped lasers have been successfully demonstrated [Weksler and Shwartz, 1988].

However direct solar pumping suffers from a seriously low level of energy conversion. A

Nd:YAG laser can only currently provide a direct power-to-electrical conversion efficiency

of between 2-36 %. The latter is the future, theoretically possible expectation [Landis,
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1994]. This inefficiency is further coupled with the mismatch between the wide emission

band of the Sun and the relatively narrow absorption band of the laser’s gain medium.

The overlap for the Nd:YAG laser is approximately 0.4 [Weksler and Shwartz, 1988].

Considerable solar energy is therefore lost in the conversion process. This also reduces

the overall system efficiency. It makes the technique susceptible to even a low level of

optical contamination [Melosh et al., 1994].

For indirect solar pumping the incoming solar radiation is first focused onto a set of

highly efficient photovoltaic solar cells. This intermediate step is used to convert the

incoming radiation into electrical energy that is then used to power the laser and the

remaining spacecraft. While the inclusion of solar cells as an electrical power generator

adds mass, size and a power requirement into the mission design, it does, in comparison

to direct pumping offer a more efficient transfer of energy [Vasile et al., 2010b]. An

electrically pumped semiconductor laser has a proven plug-in efficiency of over 70 %.

Optimally designed solar cells can provide a power-to-electrical conversion of up to 40 %

[Landis, 1994; Dimroth et al., 2009; Phipps, 2002; nLIGHT Press Release, 2006]. Both

units are commercially available, relatively inexpensive and are supported by continued

research and development [Lando et al., 2003]. Enabling technologies include highly

efficient semiconductor and fibre lasers, photovoltaic cells and power management units.

These are also three fundamental technologies that will support the development of green

renewable energy. Indirect pumping is therefore a superior method, providing a higher

level of efficiency and technology readiness.

The current conceptual design for indirect pumping is shown in Figure 4.9. It envisages

the use of two lightweight deployable mirrors, including a large primary and a smaller

secondary structure. A primary, parabolic shaped mirror is used to collect the incoming

solar radiation and then reflect it onto a smaller secondary mirror. The secondary mirror

then reflects the light onto a solar array. The parabolic shape of the reflector minimises

any optical aberration. This improves the beam quality [Bergstue and Fork, 2012]. The

solar array, together with the laser is located within the shadow-cone of the primary

mirror. This is used to control heat dissipation [Vasile et al., 2009a].

A similar architecture could also be used for direct pumping. The solar arrays would be

removed and replaced with the laser’s gain medium. This would allow direct illumination

from the Sun’s freely available solar radiation. For both cases the spacecraft would also

need to be equipped with a beam steering device. In Figure 4.9 this is conceptualised

as a steering mirror. It would be used to target the laser beam onto the surface of the

asteroid. Large radiators are also needed to dissipate any excess heat, maintain the laser

within its operational limit and cool the remaining spacecraft. For cooling purposes, the

radiators are also located within the shadow-cone of the primary mirror. The durability

of the laser system is dependent on the effectiveness of the spacecraft’s thermal control

system. This is dependent on the efficiency of the laser. Efficiency also governs the size,

form and mass of the required power source.

Any exposed surface located in the ejecta’s ablation volume will become subjected to its

contaminating and degrading effects. Exposed surfaces include the solar cells, steering

mirror, solar concentrators, radiators and MLI. It is currently assumed that once the
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Figure 4.9: Spacecraft Design for an Indirect Pumped Laser System

ablated ejecta comes into contact with any surface, that the particles will immediately

re-condense and stick. Degradation will follow the Beer-Lambert-Bougier law and is

dependent on the absorptive properties of the deposited ejecta [Kahle et al., 2006]. The

continual accumulation of the ablated ejecta will decrease the transmittance and increase

the absorbance of any exposed surface. It includes the reflectivity of the mirrors and

the power generating ability of the solar arrays. The laser beam is also expected to be

attenuated by the ejecta plume [Plohli, 2005]. Semi-opaque or opaque particles within

the laser beam will scatter much of the incoming energy [Bergstue and Fork, 2011].

Degradation will therefore affect the intensity of the laser beam, its operational lifetime

and the overall endurance of the ablation technique.
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Chapter 5

Laser Ablation Model

5.1 Introduction

The ablation model is based on the energy balance of sublimation. It was initially

developed to model the deflection action induced by a solar concentrator. This was

achieved by modelling the evaporation process of sublimation, the expansion of a gaseous

ejecta plume and the contamination caused by the deposited ejecta [Kahle et al., 2006].

A critical parameter is the surface power density. This must be high enough to initiate

the sublimation process. The model also combines the absorption of the laser beam,

the latent heat of complete sublimation (also known as the sublimation enthalpy) and

the heat loss through conduction and radiation respectively [Kahle et al., 2006; Sanchez

et al., 2009]. The sublimation enthalpy is a measure of the volatility of the asteroid.

It is a physical quantity that describes the easiness of vaporisation [Hashimoto, 1982].

Ideal sublimation occurs when there is no compound decomposition. Instead a single

solid-to-gas phase change occurs. This is dependent on the thermodynamic properties

of the asteroid [Harris, 2004].

In assuming a vapour-only flow regime, the sublimation model derived from solar

sublimation can be applied to laser ablation. Instead of focused solar radiation, a

low power and continuous wave laser beam can initiate the ablation process. Ablation

occurs without any ionisatation or the ejection of solid particles. The target asteroid

is also assumed to be a dense, homogenous structure, which behaves as a black body

with an infinite heat sink. The degradation caused by the ejecta plume is based on the

Beer-Lambert-Bougier law. These assumptions were used to develop the ablation model.

However experimental verification was required to assess the viability of the model and

its applicability in inducing a deflection action.

Verification was achieved by ablating a magnesium silicate rock with a 90 W continuous

wave laser beam. Shown in Chapter 6, a number of inconsistencies existed between the

model and the experimental results. Inconsistencies included the measured mass flow

rate, the expected level of contamination and the additional absorption effects between

the laser beam and the ejecta plume. These results enabled the ablation model to be

updated and improved. The improved model combines the energy balance of sublimation

with the energy absorption within the Knudsen layer, the variation of sublimation

temperature with local pressure, the temperature dependent thermal conductivity of

the target material and the partial re-condensation of the ablated material. It was

developed from previous research papers on laser ablation for non-space applications
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[Knight, 1979; Bulgakov and Bulgakov, 1999; Robbie et al., 1982; Ketren et al., 2010;

O’Keefe and Ahrens, 1971]. The momentum coupling was derived from the work of

Phipps [2011a, 1997]; Phipps et al. [2000, 1988].

5.2 Sublimation Model

During the sublimation process, for a static and non-rotating asteroid, the mass flow

rate per unit area of the ablated material can be expressed as:

µ̇ =
1

Ev
[P I −QR −QC ] (5.1)

Equation (5.1) is based on the energy balance of the system. Ev is the latent heat of

complete sublimation (also known as the sublimation enthalpy), PI is the absorbed laser

input power per unit area, QR is the heat loss per unit area through radiation and QC

is the heat loss per unit area through conduction.

For a rotating body, the mass flow rate is found by integrating over the surface of the

illuminated spot. It is then used to calculate the applied thrust (as defined in equation

(5.6)). If the mass flow rate is negative then there is not enough energy available to

initiate the ablation process. The laser beam is also assumed to be uniform in both

space and time, and that ablation occurs instantaneously.

Therefore [Sanchez et al., 2009]:

ṁSUB = 2Vrot

∫ ymax

ymin

∫ tout

tin

1

Ev
[PI −QR −QC ] dt dy (5.2)

The limits [ymin, ymax] and [tin, tout] define the location and duration for which the

surface spot is illuminated respectively. [ymin, ymax] is symmetric and is measured from

the centre of the surface spot. This therefore defines the vertical components of the

surface spot area. [tin, tout] are the times at which the asteroid’s surface moves inside

and out of the illuminated spot. Vrot is the velocity of rotation of the asteroid’s surface

as it travels under the illuminated spot area.

The loss through radiation and conduction are given as:

QR = σSBε
(
T 4
SUB − T 4

AMB

)
(5.3)

QC = (TSUB − To)
√
cAρAκA
πt

(5.4)

The heat loss from radiation is described by the Stefan-Boltzmann law. It therefore

assumes that the asteroid acts as a black-body. A hypothetical black body is an ideal

absorber (and isotropic emitter) of electromagnetic radiation, where no reflection occurs.

This is independent on the wavelength and angle of incidence of the incoming radiation

and on the target body’s shape and composition. σSB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
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(5.6704 · 10−8 W/m2K4) and ε is the black body emissivity of the asteroid. Emissivity

defines, at a given temperature, the ability of a surface to emit energy by radiation. An

ideal black body would have an ε = 1. Any other object would have ε < 1. Emissivity

is dependent on the characteristics of the target material (temperature, physical and

chemical composition, surface roughness) and the angle and wavelength of the emitted

radiation [Tribble, 1961]. TSUB is the sublimation temperature of the asteroid. This is

defined in vacuum conditions and occurs within the vapour-only regime. It excludes any

ionisation. TAMB is the ambient surrounding temperature.

The heat loss due to conduction is determined by the temperature at the centre of the

asteroid To and the specific heat capacity cA, density ρA and thermal conductivity κA

of the asteroid. Each parameter is assumed to be constant and therefore independent

of temperature and time [Chen, 1965]. The specific heat capacity is the amount of heat

energy required to change a fixed mass by one unit of temperature. It is either measured

at a constant temperature or pressure [Opeil et al., 2010; Ghost and McSween, 1999].

Thermal conductivity is also a fundamental parameter. It defines the asteroid’s ability

to conduct heat [Opeil et al., 2010]. During ablation the asteroid is assumed to behave

as an infinite heat sink. It therefore maintains a constant internal temperature [Chen,

1965]. The model is one dimensional and does not account for thermal diffusivity within

a three dimensional body.

Ablation will only occur when the temperature of the illuminated spot is equal to or

greater than the temperature of sublimation. The energy from the laser beam must

therefore be absorbed into the asteroid, increasing its local surface spot temperature.

Absorption is a physical parameter. It provides the energy input for the kinetic ejection

and expansion of the ejecta plume [Phipps et al., 1988; Lowndes, 1998]. It is therefore

dependent on the material properties of the asteroid, and the duration and intensity of

the laser beam [Mayboudi, 2008; Plohli, 2005].

Conduction provides the absorptive heat transfer [Spohn and Benkhoff, 1990]. It is

assumed to be one dimensional, where the heat energy is transferred directly from the

illuminated spot towards the centre of the asteroid [Marla et al., 2011]. According to

the model developed by Clauser and Huenges [1995], heat is modelled without diffusion

from the centre line of the asteroid. Given this, conduction was assumed to occur along

an infinitely long, cylindrical shaped rod, which has a cross sectional area equal to the

spot’s [Sanchez et al., 2009]. The ablation hole will therefore remain constant and be

equal to the initially illuminated spot size diameter. This is a conservative assumption.

Material around the spot location might also heat-up and sublimate. For a lower energy

input, it would increase the mass flow rate of the ablated material and the associated

thrust level. Further experimental and numerical analysis is therefore required to fully

assess this assumption.

The average velocity of the ejecta plume v̄ is calculated by assuming Maxwell’s

distribution of an ideal gas. It is defined by the sublimation temperature TSUB, the

molar mass of the ablated gaseous material Ma and Boltzmann’s constant kb. This is

given by:
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v̄ =

√
8kbTSUB
πMa

(5.5)

The force FSUB acting on the asteroid is therefore given by a product of the ejecta

velocity and the mass flow rate of the ablated material. It is expressed as:

FSUB = λv̄ṁSUB (5.6)

The acceleration a imparted onto the asteroid is given by:

a =
FSUB
m

(5.7)

where m is the initial mass of the asteroid.

In equation (5.6) a constant scatter factor λ is used to account for the hemispheric, rather

than the linear expansion of the ejecta plume. Hemisphere expansion is defined as the

average of all the possible directions in which the ablated material can be randomly

ejected. Linear expansion occurs when the material is directed in a single direction with

a given velocity. Shown in Figure 5.1, the ablated ejecta is assumed to be distributed

over a range of elevation angles θ, between −π
2 and π

2 [Sanchez et al., 2009; Vasile

and Maddock, 2010]. The scatter factor, derived further in Appendix J, is determined

from the integration of the cosine wave divided by the interval of integration [Lin and

Pakhomov, 2005]. A constant scatter factor of 2
π therefore assumes that all of the

ablated material expands uniformly over a half sphere [Vasile and Maddock, 2010; Brown

et al., 2011]. This is a conservative worst-case assumption that requires quantitative

assessment. A constrained cone of ejecta might be more plausible.

The scatter of the ablated ejecta not only affects the direction of the resultant thrust

vector but also (as shown in equation (5.6)) the modulus of thrust. Since 2
π = 0.64,

then on average only 64 % of the ejected gas will contribute to the exchange of linear

momentum, and therefore to the generation of thrust. Particles of gas may also be ejected

in opposite directions, therefore their contribution to the change of linear momentum is

zero. A scatter factor of one would imply that all the gaseous material is being ejected

in a single direction.

Throughout the sublimation process the velocity of the ejecta plume is also assumed to

be constant and independent of the local elevation angle. It has reached a free molecular

flow rate. No molecular collisions occur [Kahle et al., 2006; Skorov et al., 1999]. The

velocity, as previously defined in equation (5.5), is only dependent on the sublimation

temperature of the asteroid. The sublimation temperature was assumed to be 1800 K

(based on forsterite). Therefore the force is dependent on the product between the mass

flow rate and velocity. A higher force can be created by increasing the mass flow rate,

but will result in a faster contamination of any exposed surface [Vasile et al., 2009b].

The relative flow rate, velocity and dispersion of the ablated ejecta will ultimately define

the modulus and direction of the imparted force exerted onto the asteroid.
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Modelling of the sublimation process is also governed by three fundamental assumptions.

This includes the formation of the ejecta plume, the shape, surface topography and

composition of the asteroid, and the ejecta’s potential for causing contamination [Kahle

et al., 2006; Sanchez et al., 2009; Vasile et al., 2009b]. It includes:

ASSUMPTION ONE:

• The formation of the ejecta plume is similar to the rocket exhaust in

standard methods of rocket propulsion.

This assumes the continuous expansion of a gaseous plume of ejecta. The gas expands

from a reservoir, through a nozzle and into a vacuum [Kahle et al., 2006; Komle, 1990].

The same approach is used to model cometary sublimation [Kimura et al., 2002; Komle,

1990; Mohlmann, 1996; Crifo, 1995; Spohn and Benkhoff, 1990; Brown et al., 2011; Kahle

et al., 2006]. A large reservoir of dirty ice is assumed to be located underneath the

near-surface of each comet. The dirty ice consists of a conglomerate, volatile mixture

of water-ice and refractory particles [Whipple, 1950, 1985; Keller, 1989; Grun et al.,

1987]. Gaseous ejection is driven by the solar sublimation of H2O, CO, CO2, NH3 and

CH4 [Espinasse et al., 1991; Seiferlin et al., 1995; Kossacki et al., 1997; Crifo, 1995].

Sublimation excludes the ejection of any solid particles and the ionisation of the ablated

material. The flow is also assumed to be a mono-energetic, friction-free compressible

gas [Phipps, 2002; Phipps et al., 2000]. The plume expands with a constant velocity,

temperature and adiabatic index kI [Kahle et al., 2006; Phipps and Michaelis, 1994].

Adiabatic expansion occurs without the exchange of heat or matter between the system

and the surrounding. For diatomic molecules kI = 1.44 [Legge and Boettcher, 1982].

The majority of chemical compounds will evaporate into diatomic molecules [Dwivedi

and Thareja, 1995]. Each molecule is comprised of either two identical or different atoms.

The jet constant kP for diatomic molecules is 0.345 [Kahle et al., 2006]. It should be

noted that these values are empirical and therefore require verification. The sublimation

of an asteroid may differ significantly [Vasile et al., 2009a].

Accounting for these assumptions, the density of the ablated ejecta ρ can be expressed

as [Kahle et al., 2006]:

ρ(r, θ) = ρ∗kP
d2
SPOT

(2r + dSPOT )2

[
cos

(
πθ

2θMAX

)] 2
kI−1

(5.8)

where dSPOT is the surface spot diameter.

The density at the nozzle (at the sublimation point) ρ∗ is given by:

ρ∗ =
ṁSUB

ASPOT v̄
(5.9)

where ASPOT is the area of illumination by the laser beam onto the surface of the

asteroid.

Equation (5.8) is defined as a function of distance r from the known spot location and

the local elevation angle θ. The elevation angle is measured from the surface normal.

The local reference frame of the plume geometry is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Local Reference Frame and Geometry of the Ejecta Plume

Shown in Figure 5.1 the cosine term in equation (5.8) defines the spatial distribution of

the ejecta plume. It results in an axial-symmetric, Gaussian shape distribution which is

elongated perpendicular to the surface of the asteroid [Gritzner et al., 2002; Harris, 2004;

Schou et al., 2007; Kahle et al., 2006; Komle et al., 1990b,a]. The maximum density

coincides with the centre line of the plume [Komle, 1990]. The density and distribution

of the ejecta plume depends on the size of the ablation spot and the local elevation angle.

The density decreases with an increasing distance from the asteroid. This distribution

is different from the scatter factor distribution that is given in equation (5.6), which is

expected to be less than 1 but greater than 0.64.

Analysis performed by Kahle et al. [2006] assumed that θMAX = 130.45 degs, where

by definition there is a backwards expansion of the ejecta plume. Backwards expansion

occurs behind the spot location and envelopes the asteroid over a total angle of 260.9

degs [Legge and Boettcher, 1982]. It best describes the dispersion (in the far field),

rather than the initial ejection, of the ejecta plume. The scatter factor, density and

velocity direction can be expressed as:

Density Direction[
cos

(
πθ

2θMAX

)] 2
kI−1

(5.10)

Velocity Direction[
cos

(
πθ

2θMAX

)] kI−1

2

(5.11)

Scatter Factor

λ =

∫ θMAX

−θMAX

[
cos
(

πθ
2θMAX

)] kI−1

2
dθ

2θMAX
(5.12)

A better, more robust analysis would be to limit θMAX to +
−90 degs [ +

−
π
2 ]. This defines

the initial expansion of the ejecta plume, which is the main contributor to the momentum
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exchange, rather than its later dispersion. Taking this into account the scatter factor,

density and velocity direction can be reduced to:

Density Direction

[cos (θ)]
2

kI−1 (5.13)

Velocity Direction

[cos (θ)]
kI−1

2 (5.14)

Scatter Factor

λ =

∫ π
2

−π
2

[cos (θ)]
kI−1

2 dθ

π
(5.15)

The scatter factor, density and velocity direction for these two conditions are shown in

Figure 5.2. Case 2 denotes the new imposed limits for θMAX . Analysis is expressed as

a function of the local elevation angle and the direction contribution imparted by the

gaseous ejecta plume. A direction contribution of one would result in the density and

velocity being aligned in a single thrust direction. Both cases result in the same scatter

factor value. Experiments are needed to validate which relationship is correct.
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ASSUMPTION TWO

• The asteroid is a dense, non-porous, homogeneous body.

Forsterite (Mg2SiO4) is often used to represent the entire asteroid population. It is a

compound of MgO and SiO2 and is classified as the magnesium rich end-member of

the olivine solid-solution series [Hashimoto, 1990]. The solid-solution exists between

magnesium rich forsterite and iron rich fayalite (Fe2SiO4). For each case, iron and

magnesium are substitutable for each other. Substitution does not cause any significant

effect on the crystalline structure. Olivine is therefore expressed as Mgx, Fe1−xSiO4,

where x is between the limits of zero and one. Olivine rich surfaces occur throughout

the solar system. It includes the Moon, several asteroids and meteorites.

However, asteroids exist over a diverse range of compositions, geometries and surface

features. It includes loose re-accumulated rubble piles, monolithic structures, porous

bodies and those that contain an inhomogeneous structure [Huebner and Greenberg,

2001; O’Brien and Greenberg, 2005]. The model must therefore be advanced to represent

the diversity within the asteroid population. It includes realistic and representative shape

models that are inclusive of complicated and irregular shape geometries. The variety

within the asteroid population is shown in Figure 5.3 [Richardson et al., 2004]. Variation

is assessed relative to the porosity and the relative tensile strength of the given asteroid.

Porosity is a measure of void space. The tensile strength is defined as the maximum

stress that the asteroid can withstand before fracture or rupture occurs. The relative

tensile strength, as defined in Richardson et al. [2004] is therefore the tensile strength

of the asteroid divided by the mean tensile strength of its components. In Richardson

et al. [2004] both the porosity and relative tensile strength are dimensionless and vary

from zero to one.
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Figure 5.3: Structural Classification of Asteroids taken from Richardson et al. [2004]
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Rubble pile asteroids are strengthless bodies without cohesive or tensile strength. They

are formed from the collection and re-accumulation of small, individual aggregates that

are held together by self-gravity [Korycansky and Asphaug, 2006; Richardson et al.,

2004]. If the individual aggregates provide some cohesive strength (become attached or

cemented to each other) then they are known as cohesive rubble piles. A monolithic

structure is an individual, cohesive shard of a much larger, fragmented body [Harris

and Pravec, 2006]. Fractured bodies are characterised with a large number of faults

or joints. They are unable to resist any long-term disruption. Shattered bodies are

dominated with joints and cracks and can be easily re-oriented. They are susceptible to

significant amounts of disruption. This can contribute to a large rotational component

[Richardson et al., 2004].

Data combined from spacecraft, ground based radar and meteorite analysis suggest that

a large proportion of asteroids are highly porous [Britt et al., 2004; Fujiwara et al., 2006].

Of the surveyed bodies, 43 % have an estimated bulk density of less than 2.0 g/cm3 and

a further 22 % have a bulk density below 1.5 g/cm3 [Britt et al., 2004]. This implies

that much of their structural interior is occupied by void space. Asteroid 253 Mathilde,

located in the main asteroid belt is the most widely accepted example of a highly porous

body. Mathilde has been classified as a C class asteroid with an observed density of

1.35 g/cm3 [Yeomans et al., 2006; Cheng, 2004; Veverka et al., 1999; Thomas et al.,

1999]. The surprisingly low bulk density is associated with an implied internal porosity

- compared with the typical densities of carbonaceous chondrite meteorites - to be in the

order of 50 % [Cheng, 2004]. However this value, due to uncertainty in the observational

data, has the potential to reach as high as 70 % [Korycansky and Asphaug, 2006].

For a highly porous asteroid the gaseous ejecta could expand inside the asteroid. This

would significantly reduce the formation of the ejecta plume [Komle et al., 1990b]. A

pressure wave created during the ablation process may also result in the lateral subsurface

transport of the ablated gas. Penetration and permeability of the gas could occur through

cracks, voids and interlocking pore space [Mohlmann, 1996]. Or alternatively, internal

expansion and compaction could occur. This would create a very thin layer of material

where surface ablation could occur. If the latter is true then laser ablation could be

highly effective on porous asteroids. A similar mechanism may also occur in cometary

sublimation. The KOSI experiments investigated the behaviour of a mineral-ice mixture

under simulated space conditions (vacuum and low temperatures) with a solar-like

spectrum light source [Grun et al., 1991]. Underneath the dust mantle a coherent crust

of modified material was formed. This provided a thermal shield (due to its low thermal

conductivity) to the underling icy mixture [Grun et al., 1993; Kuhrt et al., 1995]. The

magnitude of any ablation event is therefore dependent on the density and composition

of the target material. Substantial experimental verification is therefore required.

Asteroids also exist over a range of rotational states and shapes. Shape is important

as it defines the mass distribution, density and angular momentum of the asteroid. It

is a result of the asteroid’s evolution and formation - occurrence of impacts, catastrophic

collision, geological activity and early planetesimal accretion - with other bodies

throughout the solar system [Skoglov, 1999]. Data reconstructed from ground based
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radar is shown in Figure 5.4. This illustrates the wide range of permissible and possible

shapes. It can include, but is not limited to, simple spherical bodies, asymmetric

structures, elongated bars and close or contact binaries [Taylor et al., 2012; Richardson

et al., 2004]. No group dominates the asteroid population.

Figure 5.4: Reconstructed Shape Models of Asteroids

About their maximum moment of inertia, asteroids have a wide range of rotational

characteristics and orientations. It includes fast and slow rotators, and bodies that

tumble randomly in space [Scheeres and Schweickart, 2004; Pravec et al., 2002; Pravec

and Harris, 2000]. Fast rotating asteroids tend to be small monolithic shards. They are

characterised with a rotational period of less than 2 hours and a diameter (based on

absolute magnitudes) less or equal to 150-200 m [Pravec et al., 2002; Whiteley et al.,

2002]. Any loose material, initially held by self-gravity has been lost. A large centrifugal

force has either transported material towards, or removed from, the equator of the

asteroid [Harris, 1996; Harris et al., 2008]. The remaining structure is held together by

cohesion and tension [Pravec et al., 2006; Harris and Pravec, 2006]. Observations suggest

that asteroids larger than 150-200 m in diameter tend to be rubble pile asteroids. They

have a minimum period of rotation of ∼ 2 hours [Pravec et al., 2006]. This is known as

the rubble pile limit and is shown further in Figure 5.5 [Pravec et al., 2002]. The vertical

scale on the right indicates the period of the asteroid in hours. A light blue cross is for

a NEA and a darker black cross is for a main belt asteroid (and some comets). The red,

solid line indicates the rubble pile limit. Throughout the NEA population the average

period of rotation is approximately 5 hours [Scheeres and Schweickart, 2004].

The rubble pile limit is for structures that have no cohesive or tensile strength. The

maximum achievable spin rate is determined by self-gravity and spin stresses [Holsapple,

2007]. Their tensile strength is too low to withstand any large centrifugal acceleration

[Pravec et al., 2006]. Larger asteroids, characterised with significant equatorial elongation

tend to be slow rotating bodies [Pravec et al., 2006; Harris and Pravec, 2006]. They slowly
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Figure 5.5: Spin Limit - Rotational Rate vs Body Size for Asteroids and Comets taken

from Pravec et al. [2002]

tumble about their non-principal axis of rotation [Pravec and Harris, 2000]. Asteroid

253 Mathilde is a prime example. It has a diameter of about 50 km and a tumbling

rotational period of ∼ 17.4 days [Yanagisawa and Hasegawa, 2000; Richardson et al.,

2004]. Mathilde is further characterised by at least four impact craters whose diameter

is larger than the mean radius of the asteroid. The de-spinning of the asteroid is thought

to be the result of a number of large scale, yet compressive impact events [Yanagisawa

and Hasegawa, 2000].

Variation in shape, structure and rotational state must therefore be accounted for within

the numerical model. It will affect the available illumination time of the laser beam, the

supply of fresh pre-ablated virgin material and the direction of the thrust vector [Melosh

and Nemchinov, 1993]. The illumination time is governed by the angular rotation of

the asteroid and the size of the spot. The asteroid will always move under the laser

beam. Therefore at any given location, the time taken for the asteroid to rotate through

the laser beam must be less than the time taken to reach the minimum sublimation

temperature. Analysis performed by Sanchez et al. [2009] has shown that as the rotation

of the asteroid increases the achievable deflection distance decreases. An irregular, rough,

three dimensional surface will also distort the projection of the laser beam onto the

surface of the asteroid. This will affect the shape and directionality of the ejecta plume.

A flat smooth surface will provide a highly directional plume, whereas a rough surface

will produce a more dispersed plume [Farquhar and Rumble, 1998]. Error can also be

created by the focusing mismatch on a rugged, or significantly elongated asteroid [Kahle

et al., 2006]. Elongation of the surface spot can also be caused by a high elevation

angle of the incoming laser beam. These cumulative effects can reduce the surface power
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density and result in a variable, time dependent distance between the spacecraft and the

surface spot diameter. Any misalignment of the focus point and initial beam diameter

would reduce the performance of the ablation process. It may also, over an extended

period of time, contribute to altering the asteroid’s rotational state. This can be caused

by the creation of an off-axial thrust.

ASSUMPTION THREE:

• The ablated ejecta will immediately re-condense and stick to any exposed

surface.

Within the ablation volume a thin film of deposited material is assumed to form on any

exposed surface. It is caused by the direct impingement and scattering of the ablated

particles within the ejecta plume [Rantanen and Gordon, 1996]. Scattering can be caused

by the collision of an ambient atmosphere or between the ejected particles.

The growth of this deposited material is given by [Kahle et al., 2006; Vasile and Maddock,

2010]:

[
dh

dt

]
layer

=
2v̄ρ

ρlayer
cosΨvf (5.16)

where hlayer is the accumulated thickness. Equation (5.16) is governed by the velocity

and density of the ablated ejecta, the deposition time and the surface properties (roughness,

temperature and stickiness) of the exposed surface [Tribble, 1961; Rantanen and Gordon,

1996; Dursch et al., 1995]. The denominator of equation (5.16) is the layer density. It

is the expected density of the deposited material. Each deposited particle is assumed

to be spherical and have an accumulative layer density of 1000 kg/m3 [Tribble, 1961;

Kahle et al., 2006; Rantanen and Gordon, 1996]. A factor of two in equation (5.16)

accounts for the expansion of gas into a vacuum, as it will cause an increase in the

expansion velocity. Ψvf is the geometric view factor. It is used to relate the fraction

of material that is ejected and deposited onto a given surface. Ψvf therefore accounts

for the physical geometry between the source and the affected surface [Tribble, 1961;

Rantanen and Gordon, 1996]. It is measured as the angle between the normal of the

exposed surface and the incoming flow of the ablated material. A view factor of one

occurs when the flow is perpendicular to the affected surface. The same approach is

used to model the contamination caused by the outgassing and off-gassing of particles

[Rantanen and Gordon, 1996].

The deposited ejecta is also assumed to be permanently attached onto the exposed

surface. This occurs when the particle’s resident time exceeds the period of interest.

The latter is often the life time of the mission. The particle enters a state of thermal

equilibrium with the given surface. Particles will only escape if they acquire enough

energy to overcome the electrical attraction of the surface. This has to be provided by an

external force and varies widely with the particle shape, size and material characteristics.

To account for this permeability a sticky coefficient γ of one is assumed throughout

[Tribble, 1961; Matteson, 1988]. This is the worst case condition. However in practice

it could vary between 0 < γ < 1. The sticky coefficient defines the probability that
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any given particle, colliding with a surface, will stay on the surface before thermal

re-evaporation occurs [Tribble, 1961]. A more realistic, reduced value of the sticky

coefficient would decrease the degrading effects of the deposited ejecta. The exact value

is dependent on the physical properties of the exposed surface. This includes the local

composition, morphology, available area and temperature.

A warmer surface will have a much lower sticky coefficient; its resident time is so small

that particles can escape the surface. Defined in equation (5.17) the average resident

time tr of any particle is given as an exponential of surface temperature [Tribble, 1961;

Smith, 1998]. This is defined as:

tr(T ) = toe
Ea
RTs (5.17)

where R is the universal gas constant, Ea is the activation energy, Ts is the temperature

of the substrate and to is the oscillation period of the molecules on the surface [Chen

et al., 1990]. Scialdone [1981] reported an average oscillation time as 10−13 s. This

however varies in magnitude between 10−14 and 10−12 s. The activation energy is the

thermal energy that is required to excite and remove any unexpected particle from a given

surface. The expression Ea
RTs

therefore accounts for the temperature variation effects on

the overall volatility of the chemical reaction [Hashimoto, 1982]. Shown in equation

(5.18) the activation energy is dependent on the temperature of the system Tsys, the

reaction rate coefficient (the speed of the chemical reaction) ks and the frequency factor

Af of the colliding molecules.

Ea = −RTsysln
ks
Af

(5.18)

Increasing the temperature increases the kinetic energy of the particles. It results in a

faster reaction rate [Smith, 1998]. If the temperature of the substrate material is kept

high enough, then most of the deposited particles with a low enough activation energy

could successfully re-ablate.

One of the easiest methods of removal is to re-evaporate the deposited material from

the affected surface. This can be achieved by connecting the contaminated surface

to a heater or through thermal cycling. In space, a spacecraft can undergo thermal

cycling by re-orientating the affected surface towards the general direction of the Sun

[Rantanen and Gordon, 1996]. This will drive off much of the contaminated surface.

Another method of removal is to gently vibrate the contaminated surface. The energy

of the recoil force can dislodge the attached particles. However care must be taken

not to damage the underlying surface and to leave any surface residual [Tribble, 1961;

Rantanen and Gordon, 1996]. The chosen technique must also be effective on a wide

range of surfaces and substances. The migration of the recently liberated contaminants

must also be considered. Particles could potentially redeposit on a later orbital pass.

This depends on the release angle and velocity of the re-evaporated particles.

The continual accumulation of the ablated ejecta will ultimately affect the behaviour of

any exposed surface. For an optical surface located within the ablation volume it will
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decrease the transmittance and increase of absorbance of the affected surface. More of

the incoming radiation will be absorbed, but will be unable to penetrate to the surface

below [Dursch et al., 1995]. Contamination can also alter the thermal emittance of any

surface or structure. This becomes a critical factor in the design of thermal radiators

and solar arrays. The energy absorbed into the ejecta layer will diffuse throughout

and be conducted into the underlying surface. It can increase the thermal equilibrium

temperature of any affected unit, and more importantly lead to critical components

overheating [Hamberg and Tomlinson, 1971; Tribble, 1961]. Contamination also reduces

the ability of solar arrays as a power generating mechanism.

Contamination of any optical component will affect the performance of the ablation

event. This includes the design of the laser and spacecraft. The surface power density

of the laser beam will be reduced and particle scattering will increase the occurrence

of background noise. [Bousequet et al., 1981; Tribble, 1961]. Complete saturation

of the solar concentrator and steering mirror will prevent any further ablation event

from occurring. The laser will be unable to power, direct and supply the required

power density onto the surface of the asteroid. The system’s ability of generating

thrust will cease completely. Other, optically sensitive payloads will also be affected.

This includes, but is not limited to, LIDAR, star trackers, spectrometers and visible

cameras. Ablated particles captured within the instruments’ field-of-view or line-of-sight

will obscure, scatter and reflect light. It will reduce the performance of each instrument

[Rantanen and Gordon, 1996; Dursch et al., 1995]. Observations in the far-field will

become obscured or degraded [Dursch et al., 1995]. Images will exhibit structural

background and bright streaks will be caused by the transit of the ejected particles

[Dursch et al., 1995]. This will also degrade the ability of the sensor to perform any of

its acquisition, detection, imaging and track correction functions [Dursch et al., 1995].

It can result in inaccurate imaging and unreliable detection. Optical payloads are often

the most contamination-sensitive surfaces. They frequently govern the contamination

control process of the entire spacecraft and define the lifetime of the mission [Tribble,

1961]. System performance depends on the wavelength of the spectral band and the

density of the ejecta layer [Dursch et al., 1995]. A suitably large margin of subsystem

safety should always be accounted for within the mission design process. The success

of any mission may depend on understanding the tolerance of the spacecraft and its

subsystem design.

To account for these cumulative effects, a degradation factor τ is applied to the power

density initially beamed onto the surface of the asteroid. τ is dependent on the thickness

and, at the wavelength of the laser beam, the absorbance profile of the deposited ejecta

[Tribble, 1961; Chen et al., 1987]. Based on the Beer-Lambert-Bougier law, these factors

vary exponentially and can be expressed as [Kahle et al., 2006]:

τ = e−2ηhlayer (5.19)

where η is the absorptivity of the deposited ejecta. It is the absorbance per unit

length. Data derived from the mass absorption coefficient for forsterite often quotes

an absorptivity value of η = 104 cm−1 (106 m−1) [Demyk et al., 2000]. A factor of two
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accounts for the double passing of photons within the ejecta layer. Photons will have

to transverse the contaminated layer, be reflected and then transverse the ejecta layer

for a second time [Kahle et al., 2006; Tribble, 1961]. It therefore defines the worst case,

conservative conditions, where solar concentrators are used throughout.

Photochemical reactions of ultra-violet (UV) radiation can also accelerate the degrading

effects of the deposited ejecta. Illumination of UV radiation darkens the deposited ejecta

[Brunetto et al., 2006]. This provides a far more pessimistic absorbance profile [Stewart

et al., 1989; Judeikis et al., 1993; Tribble, 1961; Rantanen and Gordon, 1996]. It also

increases the resident time and sticky coefficient of the particles [Hall et al., 1985]. There

is a synergistic interaction between UV radiation and molecular contamination.

5.2.1 Mission Simulations

Using the mathematical model described in Chapter 5.2, the achievable deflection distance

induced by a laser ablation event can be determined. Figure 5.6 shows the deflection

distance of a small 250 m diameter asteroid. This is given as a function of warning time

and the number of spacecraft that fly in formation with the asteroid. The deflection

distance is given in kilometers. It was computed using the deflection model developed in

Vasile and Maddock [2010] and by excluding the degrading affects of the ejecta plume.

Gauss planetary equations were used to compute how the ablation process will affect the

orbit of the asteroid [Colombo et al., 2009]. From the start of the ablation process to the

expected time of impact with the Earth, the Gauss planetary equations are propagated

forward in time. The position and velocity of the deflected asteroid was computed at the

expected time of impact with the Earth. It was also assumed that the force is always

aligned to the velocity vector of the asteroid.

Each spacecraft, operating within a swarm, is assumed to be identical and is pumped

indirectly by the Sun. Together each spacecraft simultaneous targets their laser beam

onto the same overlapping spot on the surface of the asteroid. Indirect pumping is

provided by a 10 m diameter primary mirror and a set of solar arrays. This system

has been previously described in Figure 4.9. The solar arrays are assumed to have an

efficiency ηS of 40 %. The conversion efficiency between the electrical-to-laser power

system ηL was assumed to be 20 %. The laser itself has an assumed output power of

22 kW and a combined efficiency of 60 %. The power system operates at an efficiency

ηP of 85 %. The efficiencies of the solar arrays, electrical-to-power conversion and the

power unit defines the overall systems ability of the spacecraft.

On the surface of the asteroid the absorption at the spot αM is assumed to be dependent

on the albedo of the asteroid αs. Discussed further in Chapter 5.4 (Figure 5.10), this is

dependent on the wavelength of the laser beam and can be expressed as αM = (1−αsλ).

Shown in Table 2.2, for a S class asteroid the albedo is between 0.1 and 0.3. An average

S class asteroid has a peak reflectance of about 1.2 between 0.72 and 0.76 µm (720-760

nm) [Bus and Binzel, 2002]. For a worst-case scenario, the expected expected absorption

at the spot would vary between 64-88 %. A wavelength higher than 800 nm or lower

than 700 nm would significantly increase the total energy absorption effects. Wavelength
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also affects the ability of the laser beam to be focused over an extended distance.

The laser system is also assumed to provide a constant spot size diameter of approximately

8 cm. This corresponds to a concentration ratio CR of 5,000. The concentration ratio is

the ratio between the area of the solar concentrator and the area of the spot. It defines

the amount of energy that is focused onto a particular surface spot location [Vasile

et al., 2009a]. It is a key parameter in assessing the focusing capability of the system.

The sublimation temperature is assumed to be 1800 K. This is based on the material

properties of forsterite [Nagahara et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1999; Ranc, 1969].

Taking these parameters into account, the absorbed input power PIN at the spot location,

as given in equation (5.1) can be expressed as:

PIN = ταMηP ηLηSCR
P1AUASA
R2
AU

(5.20)

where P1AU = 1378 W/m2 and is the solar constant at 1 Astronomical Unit (AU). ASA

is the area of the solar arrays and RAU is the distance from the Sun measured in AUs.

τ is the degradation factor caused by the deposited ejecta.

Shown in Figure 5.6, under ideal conditions, a maximum deflection distance of 30,000

km can be achieved. This corresponds with nine spacecraft operating for ten years. To

achieve deflection greater than one Earth’s radius, then three to ten spacecraft are needed

over an operational period of nine to four years respectively. However in accordance with

the model developed by Kahle et al. [2006], taking into account the degrading effects of

the ablated ejecta, then for the same spacecraft configuration the maximum deflection

distance reduces to 4500 km. Shown in Figure 5.7, this results in a significant 85 %

reduction in performance. The deflection distance also varies with a periodic trend with

warning time. This is dependent on the start and end points of the ablation process.

It is relative to the orbit of each spacecraft, and is reported further by Colombo et al.

[2009].

It is this discrepancy between the optimal and worst-case conditions that needs to

be investigated. The laser ablation process is currently subjected to a number of

critical assumptions and phenomena that are not completely understood. It includes the

formation of the ejecta plume, the physical composition and shape model of asteroids

and the ejecta’s potential to cause degradation.
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5.2.2 Outstanding Issues

Currently compelling, open-ended questions include:

The Physical Evolution of the Ejecta Plume

• Does ablation result in the formation of an exhaust in standard methods of

propulsion? Is this limited to the ejection of hot gases, with any solid particles?

What is the geometry of the ejecta plume?

• What is the velocity and temperature of the ejecta plume?

• Can the mass flow rate of the ejecta plume be correctly predicted? Is there uniform,

hemispheric expansion of the ejecta plume?

The Depositing and Contaminating Effects of the Ejecta Plume

• Is it possible to collect the ablated ejecta? Will all the ablated ejecta immediately

re-condense and stick onto an exposed surface? Does it form a permanently

attached, thin layer of material? Does its distribution vary with distance and

local elevation angle?

• What are the physical (height, mass and density) and chemical properties of the

deposited ejecta? How does this vary with the local elevation angle? How does its

composition compare to the original, pre-ablated material?

• How does the deposited ejecta affect the behavior (transmittance, absorptivity and

collection rate) of the underlying substrate?

The Space-based Mission Considerations

• How does the performance of laser ablation compared to other methods of

contactless low thrust deflection? Is there a minimum power requirement? Is

it this achievable with the required spot size radius and optical control? What is

the achievable momentum coupling? How can this be maximised?

• What is the most significant parameter to define the efficiency of laser ablation?

Is it momentum coupling, an efficiency factor or the deflection system mass?

• How much contamination can a given spacecraft tolerate? How does this affect

the lifetime of the mission and the achievable deflection distance? It is possible to

maximise the survivability of any laser-based ablation system?

• How does the integration of a laser-ablation system affect the design of a spacecraft?

The overall effectiveness of the ablation process is heavily dependent on the distribution

and interaction of the ejecta plume. The accumulation of the deposited ejecta is a current

show-stopper. It will affect the design, material selection and operational margins -

performance, lifetime and tolerance - of any given surface or structure. The potential

for contamination is dependent on the generation, transportation and deposition of the

ablated ejecta. A better, more detailed understanding of the contamination process is

therefore critical. Contamination reduces the achievable surface power density of the
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laser beam and the associated thrust imparted onto the asteroid. It will therefore have

a major impact on the overall performance, design and success of any asteroid deflection

mission.

To address these outstanding questions a series of laser ablation experiments were

performed. This aimed to validate the existing modeling technique given by Kahle

et al. [2006]; Sanchez et al. [2009]. The initial assumptions could be confirmed, updated

or removed. Presented in Chapter 6, the experiments were used to answer the first two

sets of questions. This examined the physical formation of the ejecta plume - mass flow

rate, temperature, velocity and divergence geometry - and the contamination effects of

the deposited ejecta. It also enabled the additional temperature-dependent absoprtion

effects of the ablation process to be considered. This included the interaction of the

laser beam with an optically dense ejecta plume, the formation of a self cleaning hole

and the incoherent ablation of the target material. A fundamental assumption is that

the thermal model is one dimensional and therefore only includes the heat loss through

conduction and radiation. There is no absorption of the ablated gas, nor the ejection

of solid particles or the formation of plasma. The asteroid is also assumed to have a

constant value of emissivity, specific heat capacity and density.

Chapter 7 shows how the results from the experiments were used to re-evaluate the

performance of laser ablation in producing a deflection action. Performance was compared

to other forms of contactless low thrust deflection that uses electric propulsion. Chapter

8 demonstrates how a moderately sized laser system can be integrated, and affects the

design of, a space-based ablation system. Chapter 7 and 8 therefore addresses the

aforementioned space-based mission considerations. It has provided a critical insight

into the effectiveness of the laser system, the proposed mission configuration, and most

importantly, laser ablation as a viable method for the deflection of NEAs. However, it

should be noted that time limited the number of experiments that could be performed.

It was not possible to test the response of a wide range of asteroid analogue target

material. Under vacuum, only an olivine sample was ablated. The model’s subsequent

development is therefore limited to the ablation of a rocky and dense body. The affect

of porosity has not been included. Future work should therefore examine the ablation

response of loose rubble piles, porous bodies and more realistic shape models. This is

discussed further in Appendix A and B.

5.3 Momentum Coupling and Energy Efficiency

The mathematical model also enables the momentum coupling Cm between the laser

beam and the ablated asteroid to be determined [Phipps, 2002; Phipps and Luke, 2007;

Phipps, 2010; Sinko and Phipps, 2009]. For a pulsed laser it is defined by the ratio

of momentum (m∆v) produced relative to the absorbed laser pulse energy E. For a

continuous wave laser, it is the ratio of force FSUB relative to the absorbed laser power,

PIN . It is expressed as either N/W or Ns/J and is defined as [Schall et al., 2007; Phipps

et al., 2000; Phipps, 1997]:
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CmP =
m∆v

E
(5.21)

CmC =
FSUB
PIN

(5.22)

At a low intensity, or fluence for a pulsed laser, the ablated material is considered to be

within the vapour regime. Momentum is created by intense vaporisation of the target

material. [Phipps et al., 2004b; Sinko and Phipps, 2009]. At sufficiently high intensities,

the laser-to-surface interaction is dominated by the development of a hot, high pressure,

optically thick plasma [Bulgakov and Bulgakov, 1999]. Intense absorption of the laser

beam results in the formation of a thin, yet dense layer of electrons, ions and neutrons.

This forms above the target’s surface and is the main contributor to increasing the

localised pressure and temperature of the ejecta plume [Moscicki et al., 2012]. The

temperature of the plasma often exceeds the surface temperature of the target. It also

complicates and attenuates the interaction of the laser beam and the target material.

Absorption is caused by the Inverse Bremsstrahlung effect. Free electrons absorb the

additional energy of the laser beam, and at a certain point, completely shields the target

from the incoming laser beam [Phipps et al., 2004b; Yabe and Uchida, 2007; Sinko

and Phipps, 2009]. Progressively more energy contained within the laser beam is used

to heat-up and accelerate the plasma, rather than in the direct ablation of the target

material [Bhargava et al., 2004]. It results in the progressive reduction in the momentum

coupling, efficiency and the mass flow rate of the ablation event [Phipps and Luke, 2002;

Phipps et al., 2006; Bogaerts et al., 2011; Marla et al., 2011; Phipps and Michaelis, 1994;

Bergstue and Fork, 2011; Russo et al., 1999]. Eventually no further ablation event will be

induced. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.8. This demonstrates the behaviour

of a KrF laser coupling to nylon [Phipps et al., 1988]. The black dashed line is the

least-square fit to the data points at intensities greater than Imax. The green, solid line

is the momentum coupling. This illustrates the transition from the vapour to plasma

dominated regime. From the line of best fit, the standard deviation from the point is
+
−8 %.

The peak value Cmax denotes the maximum momentum coupling. It occurs just before

the onset of plasma, at a threshold value generally greater than 1 GW/cm2 to 5 GW/cm2

[Phipps et al., 1988; Phipps, 1993; Krajnovich, 1995]. The exact value is defined by a

specific laser intensity and duration. [Campbell et al., 2002]. No definite boundary

exists [Phipps and Dreyfus, 1993]. Beyond this point, momentum can only be created

by pulsing the laser beam [Marla et al., 2011]. This would enable the outwards expansion

of the plasma plume. A force would be exerted and ejecta deposited onto any exposed

surface. The fast dissipation of the ejecta plume would enable the re-illumination and

ablation of the target. The pulse spacing must therefore be timed so that it enables the

full expansion and dissipation of the ablated material. A series of short pulses is often

the most effective process [Bergstue and Fork, 2012].

Additionally, Q∗ is used to express how much energy E is required to ablate each kilogram

of material. It is measured in J/kg and is expressed as [Phipps et al., 2000]:
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Figure 5.8: Experiment Data of the Mechanical Coupling of a KrF Laser to Nylon (λb

= 248 nm, τb = 22 ns, Imax = 108 W/cm2). Data gained from Phipps et al. [1988]

Q∗ =
E

∆m
(5.23)

Energy absorption is the product of the absorbed laser power at the spot location

multiplied by the ablation time. ∆m is the mass of the ablated asteroid in a given time

period. From this and the momentum coupling, the efficiency of the ablation process

ηAB can be determined. This is defined by the efficiency at which the laser energy is

converted into ejecta kinetic energy, carried away by the ejecta plume. It is given by

[Phipps et al., 2004a, 2000]:

ηAB =
1

2
C2
mQ

∗ (5.24)

It should be noted that the efficiency value is based on the absorbed laser energy and

power at the spot location. It does not affect the mass of the laser, which is instead

dependent on the momentum coupling. Nor does it include any absorption losses within

the ejecta plume. This would limit the impulse generation [Schall et al., 2007].

5.4 Improved Ablation Model

Shown in Chapter 6, the results from a series of laser ablation experiments have enabled

the ablation model to be updated. This enabled the existing assumptions to be confirmed,

updated or eliminated. For a given input power, a critical discrepancy was in the

variation in the predicted and experimentally determined mass flow rate of the ablated
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material. This could lead to an overestimation of the imparted thrust provided by the

ablation process. Other improvements have also included the energy absorption within

the Knudsen layer, the variation of sublimation temperature with local pressure, the

temperature dependent thermal conductivity of the target material, and the partial

re-condensation of the ablated material.

Based on the experimental analysis, the improved ablation model derives the mass flow

rate per unit area of the sublimated material µ̇. This is achieved by the following

one-dimensional energy balance at the illuminated spot. It is given by:

µ̇

[
Ev +

1

2
v̄2 + CP (TSUB − T0) + CV (TSUB − T0)

]
= PI −QR −QC (5.25)

where Ev is the latent heat of complete sublimation, v̄ is the velocity of the ejecta

plume, CP is the specific heat capacity of the ejected gas at constant pressure, TSUB is

the sublimation temperature, T0 is the temperature of the material prior to sublimation,

CV is the specific heat capacity of the asteroid at a constant volume, PI is the absorbed

laser beam per unit area, QR is the heat loss per unit area through radiation and QC

is the heat loss per unit area through conduction. CV is considered to be constant and

equal to the maximum heat capacity according to the Debye-Einstein asymptotic heat

capacity for solids [Robbie et al., 1982]. CP is the maximum expected heat capacity

value given the range of sublimation temperatures of the target material [Navrotsky,

1995].

The term CV (TSUB − T0) accounts for the energy needed to increase a layer of the target

material from its initial temperature T0 to the sublimation temperature TSUB. The term
1
2 v̄

2 + CP (TSUB − T0) accounts for the energy that is absorbed by the vapour in the

Knudsen layer from the solid-gas interphase (later in the sublimation it is the liquid-gas

interface) and the accelerated gas phase [Knight, 1979]. Under high, steady-state

evaporation a thin layer, immediately adjacent to the evaporating surface is formed.

This is known as the Knudsen layer and is created by the gaseous collision of near-surface

particles during the initial, high pressure expansion of the ejecta plume [Bulgakov and

Bulgakov, 1999]. Under equilibrium conditions, the number of molecules evaporated from

the liquid phase must be equal to those condensed from the vapour phase. The liquid

and vapour temperatures are also assumed to be uniform [Rahimi and Ward, 2005]. The

additional heat absorbed in the Knudsen layer is equivalent to increasing the enthalpy

of sublimation by approximately 1 − 2 · 106 J/kg [Knight, 1979]. Heating the gaseous

ejecta from 3100 K (the expected sublimation temperature) to 4747 K (recorded value

from the spectrometer, shown in Figure 6.6) would consume approximately 2 MW/m2

of energy. This assumes a specific heat capacity of 1361 J/kgK.

The heat loss, per unit area, through radiation and conduction was retained from the

previous model. Both expressions have been defined previously in equation (5.3) and

(5.4). In equation (5.4) CV is used as an improved, and more accurate value for the

specific heat capacity (formerly cA). The model therefore assumes a constant spot

temperature with a one dimensional transfer of heat, where the only heat loss are

through conduction and radiation. The time derived value in equation (5.4) accounts
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for a rotating asteroid. t is the time that the surface of the asteroid is illuminated

under the spot light. Equation (5.3) assumes that the asteroid is acting as a black-body

and is dissipation energy per unit area and with time. For a non rotating asteroid

(as experienced in the laboratory experiments), before the sublimation process starts,

equation (5.26) describes the conditions at the spot location.

PI = −kA
∂T

∂x
+QR (5.26)

Using the case of a simple, one-dimensional heat conduction then:

QC = −kA
∂T

∂x
(5.27)

∂T
∂x is the temperature gradient through the asteroid, as the conducting medium.

Equation (5.27) is only valid for a steady-state heat flow, where the heat flux does not

change with time. The minus sign indicates the direction of the flow is from hot to cold,

down the temperature gradient. Equation (5.26) needs to be solved together with the

heat diffusion equation:

kA
ρACV

∂2T

∂x2
=
∂T

∂t
(5.28)

with the additional boundary conditions of:

T (0, x) = To (5.29)

T (t, L) = To (5.30)

The heat diffusion equation describes one-dimensional heat conduction, in a planar

medium with constant material properties and no heat generation from external sources.

T(0,x) is the initial temperature distribution and T(t,L) describes the later conditions.

L is the path length through the asteroid. kA
ρACV

is the thermal diffusivity of the asteroid.

It measures the thermal inertia of the asteroid, defining its ability to respond to change

in its thermal environment.

When sublimation starts, it is assumed (as given in Chapter 5.2), that the temperature of

the spot remains constant. Therefore the heat diffusion equation can be solved with the

boundary condition T (t, 0) = TSUB in place of equation (5.26). The initial hypothesis

was that To is constant throughout the sublimation process and corresponded to the

temperature of an infinite heat sink. In this case, To was assumed to be the temperature

at the asteroid’s core. However, in the laboratory experiments, during ablation, the

target displayed a substantial increase in temperature. It is therefore expected that the

initial model only provided a conservative estimation of the heat dissipation through

conduction. The thermal conductivity from the sublimated material to the inner core
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has been improved by taking it to be a function of the sublimation temperature. This

is gained through the power law relation:

kA = kA0

(
298

TSUB

)0.5

(5.31)

The model only considers heat diffusion from the illuminated spot to the core of the

target. An additional sideways component can drain more energy away from the ablation

process. This action will be included in a future model. The velocity of the ejecta

plume v̄ is calculated as the average of the Maxwell’s distribution for an ideal gas. This

has been previously defined in equation (5.5). It is governed by the molar mass of the

gaseous ejecta, Boltzmann’s constant and the sublimation temperature. The sublimation

temperature can also be related to the local pressure at the ablation spot. It is gained

through the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and is given by:

ln
ps
pref

=
Ev
R

(
1

Tref
− 1

TSUB

)
(5.32)

where ps is the pressure corresponding to the temperature TSUB and pref is the pressure

corresponding to the reference temperature Tref [Bulgakov and Bulgakov, 1999; Ketren

et al., 2010]. R is the universal gas constant. Equation (5.32) is used to model any

phase transitional event - solid to gas, liquid to gas and solid to liquid. The vapour

pressure of a substance at any temperature can be calculated from its known enthalpy

of sublimation and its vapour pressure at a given temperature. It is determined by

assuming that the enthalpy of sublimation is constant over the interested temperature

range, the sublimated material acts an an ideal gas, the vapour pressure is not affected

by an external pressure and that the change in volume caused by the sublimation process

is equal to the volume of the vapour products.

At the illuminated spot, the ablation of the target material will increase the local

vapour pressure. This will increase the temperature of the irradiated asteroid and

absorption effects of the ejecta plume. Previous research has shown that the sublimation

temperature for a range of Mg-Fe and Si-Fe oxides can vary between 3175-3800 K

[O’Keefe and Ahrens, 1971; Yoo et al., 2000]. A lower sublimation temperature can

also be caused by the transparency of pure minerals [Nagahara et al., 1992]. Therefore,

the reference temperature of 3800 K was taken to be at 1 atmosphere. The enthalpy of

complete sublimation is considered to be constant in the range of temperatures in which

equation (5.25) is valid.

It is also important to link the mass flow rate of the ablated material to the local pressure.

This completes the description of the generation of a gaseous ejecta plume. The mass

flow rate given in equation (5.25) is measured from the outer edge of the Knudsen layer.

It can be related to the local pressure at the interface between the Knudsen layer and

the ablated material. This is achieved through the Hertz-Knudsen equation [Knudsen,

1909]. It is derived from the kinetic theory of gas (assuming the conditions of an ideal

gas under equilibrium) and microscopic reversibility [Shorov and Rickman, 1995; Xia

and Landman, 1994; Knight, 1979; Nagahara et al., 1994].
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This is expressed as:

µ̇ = (1− k) ps

(
1

2πRSTSUB

) 1
2

(5.33)

where k is the fraction of molecules that re-condense at the interphase. (1-k) is therefore

the fraction of vapour molecules that contributes to the pressure of sublimation, but not

the sublimated flux. ps is the vapour pressure and RS is the specific gas constant. RS can

be expressed as a function of the molecular mass Ma and the universal gas constant, R

= 8.3144 J/molK, where RS = R
Ma

. The maximum rate of evaporation not only depends

on the supply of heat (and therefore its temperature), but must also be accompanied

with an increase in the vapour pressure that is caused by the sublimation action. The

fraction of molecules that re-condense is expected to increase with the local pressure.

However the change in the thrust due to the re-condensation is limited. Figure 5.9 plots

the resulting thrust against a wide range of recondensation fractions. The maximum

variation in thrust is only 4 %. This can be considered negligible.
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Figure 5.9: Thrust Sensitivity to the Recondensation Ratio

To account for the additional absorption effects of ablation, the absorbed laser power

per unit area PI can be defined as:

PI =
ττgαMηLPL
ASPOT

(5.34)
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where ηL is the efficiency of the laser system and PL is the input power to the laser.

αM = (1− εaαs) is the absorption at the spot. This is dependent on the albedo αs

of the asteroid multiplied by the increment in reflectively εa at the wavelength of the

laser beam. Table 2.2 gives the range of albedo for the different classes of asteroids. A

standard NEA has an average albedo of 0.154 [Chesley et al., 2002]. The reflectivity

of an asteroid is dependent on its mineral composition, chemistry, particle size and

temperature. Each reflectance spectrum is characterised with wavelength-dependent

absorption features. Figure 5.10 shows the spectral emission of four different asteroids.

The spectral response occurs over the visible wavelength from 0.4 to 1.0 µm. Each

asteroid has been assigned to a different class of asteroid. This provides an illustrative

example, which in practice would vary with time and position. A red spectra refers to

an increase reflectance with increasing wavelength. A blue spectra refers to a decreasing

reflectance within increasing wavelength.

Figure 5.10: Reflective Spectrum of Four Different Classes of Asteroids. All spectral

data is available at http://smass.mit.edu/catalog.php [Bus and Binzel, 2002]

S class asteroids are described as having a moderate to steep red (λ < 0.75 µm) and

blue (λ > 0.75 µm) slope [Bus and Binzel, 2002; Bus et al., 2002]. It is associated with

a deep 1 µm silicate absorption band [Bus and Binzel, 2002]. They sometimes display

shallow absorption features, centered around 0.65-0.7 µm. The spectrum of an average

S class asteroid has a peak reflectance of about 1.2 at a wavelength of around 0.73 µm
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[Bus and Binzel, 2002]. Its albedo can also vary between 0.1 and 0.3. C class asteroids

are more neutral in colour with a featuresless (i.e. linear) to slightly redish (λ > 0.55

µm) slope. They also tend to have a moderate to deep ultra-violet absorption (λ < 0.55

µm) [Bus and Binzel, 2002]. The response of M and E class asteroids are similar and are

often grouped together. Both can be a flat to a moderately red, featureless spectrum.

The only expectation can be an occasional broad convex curvature around 0.5-0.7 µm

and a slight ultra-violet absorptive feature (λ < 0.55 µm) [Bus and Binzel, 2002; Bus

et al., 2002].

Equation (5.34) also accounts for the absorption of the laser beam τg within the rapidly

expanding and absorbing plume of ejecta. From the experimental results, it is expected

that the ejecta plume will absorb 10-15 % of the incoming laser beam. This accounts for

the fraction of laser light absorbed and scattered by the gaseous ejecta plume. Absorption

will increase the temperature of the plume. The input power of the laser beam is also

multiplied by a degradation factor τ . This accounts for the degrading effects caused by

the re-condensed deposited ejecta material. The re-condensed material does not directly

affect the laser beam, but it can reduce the power input generated by the solar array,

or any other power source that uses sunlight. The degradation caused by the ablated

ejecta is computed using the model developed by Kahle et al. [2006]. This was defined

previously in equations (5.8), (5.16) and (5.19).

The mass flow rate of the ablated material can then be computed by integrating µ̇ over

the surface area illuminated by the laser beam. This is in accordance to the model

initially developed by Sanchez et al. [2009]. For a rotating asteroid this is given by:

ṁSUB = 2Vrot

∫ ymax

ymin

∫ tout

tin

1

E∗
v

(PI −QR −QC) dt dy (5.35)

where the new term E∗
v is the augmented enthalpy and is equal to:

E∗
v =

[
Ev +

1

2
v̄2 + CP (TSUB − T0) + CV (TSUB − T0)

]
(5.36)

The force acting on the asteroid FSUB can also be computed using the equation (5.6).

The scatter factor λ is the integral of the trigonometric part in equation (5.8).
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Chapter 6

Experiment Design and Results

6.1 Introduction

To verify the ablation model and to examine the operational constraints of laser ablation,

a series of experiments were performed. The experiments examined the formation of

the ejecta plume and the ejecta’s potential to cause degradation. Assessed factors

included the divergence, average mass flow rate and velocity of the ejecta plume, and

the absorptivity, height and density of the deposited ejecta. Each experiment was

repeated three times and lasted for 10 minutes. Repetition provided viable and calibrated

data-points that could be easily repeated. Standard Error of the Mean was used to

represent the variability in the originally recorded experimental measurement. Error bar

analysis is presented in Appendix I and provided additional confidence in the measuring

technique. The error bars are small (and were consistently small throughout the analysis).

The experiment duration was long enough to measure the degrading effects of the ablated

ejecta. The results gained from the experiments were compared to the expectation of

the improved ablation model.

The experiment platform was developed from a series of initial ablation events. These

preliminary experiments occurred in a dry, nitrogen purged test chamber, under standard

atmospheric conditions [Gibbings et al., 2011b]. The experiment platform was used

to develop the proposed methodologies, data collection techniques and expectation of

the ablation response. Methodologies that were investigated, but did not yield suitable

significant results are reported in Appendix B. Nitrogen was used to create a non-reactive

environment that eliminated the occurrence of any atmospheric combustion. Negligible

amounts of innate material combustion did still occur. The ablated target material

(MgSiO2 and SiO2) dislocated into its Mg, Si and O components, which (as shown in

Table 6.16) then recombined with its primary and secondary chemical species. It is an

intrinsic property of the ablation process and could not be controlled [Hashimoto, 1990].

The ablation experiments were then repeated in a high quality vacuum chamber. Vacuum

was needed to enable the free, maximum expansion of the ejecta plume [Dettleff, 1991].

The rate of ablation, as shown in Chapter 5.4, is also pressure dependent. An ambient,

background gas would have acted as a moderator. Molecular collisions could slow down

the expansion of the ejecta plume. Scattering could change the direction and distribution

of the ejecta plume. Laser attenuation would reduce the mass flow rate of the ablated

material. Ambient gas reactions would also form unwanted oxides [Dettleff, 1991; Marla

et al., 2011; Schall et al., 2007; Bogaerts et al., 2011; Gusarov et al., 2000].
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A vacuum chamber was therefore used to provide a more realistic simulation of the

laser-to-asteroid, space-based, ablation event. A minimum pump-down base pressure of

2·10−5 mbar was achieved with the combined operations of a mechanical roughing pump

(E2MI2) and a diffusion pump (160 Diffstack). Both pumps were supplied by Edwards

Vacuum. Appendix K provides a technical description of the pumping system.

6.2 Laser

A 90 W, continuous wave, fibre-coupled semiconductor laser (LIMO 90-F200-DL8080)

was used to initiate the ablation process. The laser operated at a wavelength of 808

nm and was below the threshold of plasma formation. The health and safety issues of

operating the laser are addressed in Appendix C. The operating procedure is given in

Appendix D. The laser was mounted horizontally, on an optical bench, and cooled via

a fast flow rate recirculating chiller. The initial output of a 2 m long, 200 µm-core fibre

umbilical was collimated with an aspheric lens. This allowed the laser beam to propagate

across the optical table to fill (∼ 75 %) a 50.8 mm diameter lens. A second lens was used

to focus the laser beam onto the surface of the target. Each lens was coated against any

anti-reflections that might occur at the wavelength of the laser beam. The propagation

of the laser beam into the test chamber is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Photographic images

showing this arrangement in the laboratory can be found in Appendix E.

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the Laser Beam and Experiment Set-up

The laser beam was always aligned perpendicular to the surface of the target. For all

alignment activities the laser beam was operated at 2 W. This is just above the threshold

of the laser and created a red, visible, residual spot. When required, a beam blocker was

used to block the incoming laser beam.

The system provided an approximate spot size radius of 0.9 mm and a surface power

density of 2.44-1.69 kW/cm2 (accounting for losses). The surface power density was

calculated from the energy of the laser beam and the surface spot area [Shannon et al.,

1995]. The spot size area was calculated using geometric optical principles and compared

to burn pattern measurements [Fernandez et al., 1995]. The depth-of-focus was

approximately 8.43-9.25 mm. This is the distance over which the focused laser beam has
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roughly the same illumination footprint and intensity. Shown in Figure 6.1, energy is lost

through the transmittance of the window and the central collection plate. Transmittance

losses were confirmed by placing a power meter in the path and at the focus of the

laser beam. The windows were also periodically cleaned. This removed any unwanted,

deposition of the ablated ejecta that did not collect on the collection plates.

6.3 Target Material

Each tested sample needed to be solid with inherent material strength and be an effective

absorber. The latter is relative to the wavelength of the laser beam [Phipps et al., 1988].

Strength is needed as each target material had to be carried about and managed within

the laboratory. Quartz sandstone and a highly porous composite mixture represented

a dense, solid and highly porous, rubble pile asteroid respectively. Both samples were

ablated in the preliminary nitrogen purge experiments. The manufacturing process of

the highly porous samples is given in Appendix A. Olivine represented a dense, rocky,

S class asteroid. It was used exclusively in the vacuum chamber experiments.

Olivine is a low iron, magnesium silicate with a measured bulk density of 3500 kg/m3.

The bulk density was measured from the mass and volume of each sample. All other

values, as given in Table 6.1, were assumed based on the existing literature. The ambient

temperature TAMB coincided with the local temperature (298 K) of the laboratory.

For space-based conditions, this was taken to be 4 K, the temperature of background

radiation.

Parameter Value

Bulk Density ρ 3500 kg/m3

Sublimation Enthalpy Ev [Marinova et al., 2011; Melosh and

Nemchinov, 1993; Melosh et al., 1994]
14.5·106 J/kg

Black Body Emissivity ε [Vasile and Maddock, 2010] 0.97

Temperature at the Centre of the Asteroid To 298 K

Specific Heat Capacity of the Asteroid CV 1361 J/kgK

Specific Heat Capacity of the Ablated Gas CP [Knight, 1979] 1350 J/kgK

Thermal Conductivity κA0 [Lindgrad and Jonansen, 1996] 4.51 W/mK

Table 6.1: Material Characteristics of Olivine

The enthalpy of sublimation combines the enthalpy of vaporisation and the heat fusion.

It is the complete enthalpy of vaporisation rather than the incident of vaporisation.

Ev therefore defines the energy per kilogram of material needed to remove it from the

bulk. The values given in Table 6.1 are critical to the ablation process and are quite

controversial. A large amount of uncertainty exists. Little information is known on

the physical, compositional and surface properties of asteroids and their appropriate
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analogues [Opeil et al., 2010].

Before each experiment, the olivine sample was cut into a cube and inspected with

the SEM. Cutting permitted the laser beam to illuminate a flat face, under direct,

perpendicular irradiation. It avoided, or severely limited, the ablation process being

affected by any surface irregularities. This included surface curvature and roughness.

The aim was to provide illumination of a tightly focused laser beam. It was also

considered to be a realistic analogue of the space-based event. The size of the laser

beam would be small in comparison to the size of the asteroid and its largest geological

feature. The model also assumed a two dimensional flat surface spot.

Cutting was achieved with a diamond coated circular saw blade. The cut samples were

then cleaned in an ultra sonic bath of ultra-pure deionised water. This removed any

contaminated particles that might have adhered to the surface. The samples were then

oven-dried overnight at 30 ◦C and stored in a small polythene bag. It followed the same

procedure reported in Lee et al. [2006].

6.4 Cameras and the Spectrometer

Shown in Figure 6.2 the test chamber was surrounded with two high speed, high resolution

cameras (CMOS Panasonic HDC-SD60) and a dual channel spectrometer. Viewing

access into the vacuum chamber was provided by three, fused quartz, optical windows.

Each window had a transmittance of approximately 94 %. Before each ablation

experiment the test chamber was covered with a dense, black cotton sheet. This removed

any unwanted ambient reflections from the surrounding laboratory environment.

S

Spectrometer

High Resolution 

Cameras

Focusing 

Optics

Figure 6.2: External Arrangement of the Test Chamber
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Each camera was mounted to be near-orthogonal to each other. The cameras measured

the divergence of the ejecta plume. It was used to validate whether or not the expansion

of the ejecta plume is similar to the formation of a rocket exhaust. The cameras were

able to distinguish between the ejection of hot gas and solid particles. The field-of-view

of each camera covered the entire ablation volume. A filter was mounted onto the lens

of each camera. This removed the excessive laser light (at the wavelength of the laser

beam), limited the occurrence of stray light and prevented the saturation of the camera’s

CCD. Post-processing of the collected data enabled the maximum cone angle of the ejecta

plume to be examined. Together, with the static images, it was possible to assess the

shape model of the expanded plume of ejecta. Data was extracted with the open sourced

Kinovea and ImageJ programmes. Each video was segmented into a series of images.

Segmentation occurred every 0.04 s.

The cameras recorded the volumetric removal of the target material. This was caused

by the evacuation of the initially illuminated surface and subsurface material, where a

small and narrow hole extended into the target material. In all experiments a small,

yet extended plume of ejecta was created. This occurred perpendicular to the target’s

surface. Shown in Figure 6.3a, ablation was dominated by the gaseous and hemispheric

expansion of the illuminated material. It was similar, although not identical to, the

formation of the rocket exhaust in standard methods of rocket propulsion. Ablation also

resulted in the initial, additional ejection of small, yet solid particles of ejecta. This is

shown in Figure 6.3b with the creation of white streaks.

(a) Gaseous Ablation (b) Ejection of Solid Ejecta

Figure 6.3: Formation of the Ejecta Plume

Figure 6.3b indicated that each particle had a direct, forward velocity that originated

from the laser-to-surface interaction point. Ejection is a fast and short-lived process.

Shown in Figure 6.4, ejection of solid material was concentrated at the start of the

ablation process. The majority of the ejected material was distributed over +
−90 degs

and was symmetric from the surface normal. In the later stages of sublimation the

material that is ejected come from the inhomogeneous layers of the target material,

which may have a lower sublimation temperature.
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Figure 6.4: Time-averaged Ejection of the Solid Ejecta

The ejection of solid material is representative of an explosive and volumetric removal

of mass. It is similar to a surface detonation or explosive event [Domen and Chuang,

1989; Kelly and Miotello, 1996]. Intense heating from the laser beam results in the

thermal breakdown and the build-up of pressure beneath the surface of the target

material [Domen and Chuang, 1989; Vidal et al., 2001]. Thermal breakdown is therefore

dependent on the absorptive, optical, chemical and thermal properties of the target

material. The increased pressure, combined with imperfections in the target material,

such as voids, cracks, crevices and other surface features, leads to local mechanical

fragmentation [Domen and Chuang, 1989; Clauser and Huenges, 1995].

The generation of solid ejecta is not currently accounted for in either ablation models. It

is currently an unmodelled, observed parameter. Instead a constant scatter factor is used

to account for the uniform dispersion of the gaseous-only ejecta plume. The inclusion

of solid particles should therefore be a topic of future work. The additional ablation

of solid material would affect the modified linear momentum of the target material. It

would result in the temporal variation of the cone angle and affect the resultant thrust

vector.

The spectrometer was used to infer the temperature and velocity of the gaseous ejecta

plume. It measured the intensity, wavelength and peak wavelength λPEAK of the emitted

spectra. The temperature of the gaseous ejecta Tgas could then be calculated from the

peak wavelength. This was inferred from the Wien Displacement law. It assumes the

characteristics of a black-body radiator and is given by:
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Tgas =
2.898 · 10−3

λPEAK
(6.1)

It is a useful technique for determining the temperature of any object whose temperature

is much greater than its surroundings. From the temperature, the velocity of the gaseous

ejecta (as given in equation (5.5)) was also calculated. It is based on the temperature of

sublimation and assumed Maxwell’s distribution of an ideal gas.

The spectrometer was used by first aligning it to the known surface spot location on

the target. Here, the laser beam was operated at a minimum current level of 15

amp. This provided a red, visible spot, but there was not enough energy to ablate

the illuminated material. There was no noticeable change in the target material’s

structure or appearance. The position of the spectrometer was adjusted until it became

sensitive to the known wavelength of the laser beam. A typical alignment response of

the spectrometer is given in Figure 6.5. The spectrometer was aligned in the infrared,

but recorded the spectral emission in the visible wavelength band. It ensured no overlap

between the incoming laser beam and the inferred temperature recording of the ejecta

plume. The results recorded and inferred from the spectrometer are given in Figure

6.6 and Table 6.2. Ablation resulted in a gaseous ejecta velocity of approximately 1.51

km/s.
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Figure 6.5: Alignment of the Spectrometer - Showing the Operational Wavelength of

the Laser Beam
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Figure 6.6: Data Recorded by the Spectrometer - Olivine Sample Under Vacuum

λPEAK (nm) Tgas (K) v̄ (km/s)

Measurement 1 630 4599 1.56

Measurement 2 671 4320 1.51

Measurement 3 610 4747 1.58

Measurement 4 668 4336 1.51

Measurement 5 672 4312 1.51

Measurement 6 659 4396 1.52

Measurement 7 669 4332 1.51

Measurement 8 676 4285 1.51

Measurement 9 675 4289 1.51

Measurement 10 675 4292 1.51

Table 6.2: Recorded and Inferred Results from the Spectrometer
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Shown in Figure 6.2, the spectrometer indicated a spot temperature of 4285-4747 K. If

this temperature corresponds to the sublimation temperature, then the heat diffusion

equation (5.28), with the boundary conditions of equation (5.26) can be used to plot

Figure 6.7a. This displays the temperature of the olivine target material as a function of

time and thickness. The figure was generated assuming the material properties in Table

6.1, an effective power of 60 W (part of the laser light is lost through absorption in the

window of the vacuum chamber) and a spot size diameter ranging between 1·10−3 and

1.4·10−3 m at the beginning of the ablation process. This resulted in a surface power

density of 7.64·107 - 3.89·107 W/m2.
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(a) TSUB = 3700 K
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(b) TSUB = 4747 K

Figure 6.7: Solution of the Heat Diffusion Equation

However, the model’s expectation was to predict a sublimation temperature to be about

1000 K lower than the temperature registered with the spectrometer. In this later case,

the solution of the heat diffusion equation is shown in Figure 6.7b. For both cases the

sublimation point is reached in less than a couple of tens of seconds, as observed in the

experiment.

6.5 Collection Plates

Inside the test chamber, each target material was mounted on a raised pedestal. This

was at a pre-determined location relative to the known focal point of the laser beam. The

target material was also surrounded by a number of collection plates. These were used

to collect the deposited ejecta. It enabled the physical and chemical properties of the

deposited ejecta to be examined. Assessed parameters included its distribution, chemical

composition, absorptivity, height and density. Each collection plate was positioned at

a fixed radius, either 3, 7 or 10 cm away from the focus. Shown in Figure 6.8, each

collection plate was a highly cleaned microscope slide, manufactured from fused quartz.

The microscope slides were sourced from UQG Optics.

A pre-fabricated steel mount was used to hold each collection plate. This, together

with the local accessible angles from the surface normal is shown in Appendix F. Each

collection plate had a transmittance (at the wavelength of the laser beam) of ∼ 98 % and
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dimensions of 22·75·1.2 mm. Kapton tape was used as alignment markers. It is a low

out-gassing, anti-static and high temperature polyimide film with a silicone adhesive.

(a) 3 cm from the Spot (b) 7 cm from the Spot (c) 10 cm from the Spot

Figure 6.8: Arrangement of the Collection Plates

Similar to Cummings and Walsh [1993]; Meier et al. [1995]; Ohkoshi et al. [1994], the

collection plates were used to:

1. Examine the Elemental Composition of the Deposited Ejecta

The contaminated collection plates were viewed under an optical microscope

(magnification ranging from x5 to x100) and a SEM. Results were also compared with

the bulk properties of the original, pre-ablated target material.

All SEM analysis, reported herein, was obtained from the Imaging Spectroscopy and

Analysis Centre at the School of Geographical and Earth Science, University of Glasgow.

The FEI Quanta 2007 Environment SEM with EDAZ microanalysis provided information

on the surface morphology, microstructure and elemental composition of each sample.

Under vacuum, a focused beam of high-energy electrons was used to interact with the

surface atoms in a solid sample. This produced various electron-to-sample interaction

signals. Data gained from scattered, secondary and backscattered electrons provided

high resolution images of the sample. Images showed the morphology and topography of

the sample. The crystalline structure, orientation and composition of the sample were

also determined. Elemental mapping showed the textural content and elemental spatial

distribution (including zoning) of the sample.

Shown in Figures 6.9-6.11, laser ablation resulted in the accumulation of a dark layer of

deposited material. This was formed by the incoherent ablation of the olivine sample.

Incoherent ablation occurs when the Fe
Mg ratio of the pre-ablated sample and deposited

ejecta is different [Nagahara et al., 1994, 1988, 2009]. Inspected by the SEM, the

initial Fe
Mg ratio of the target was 0.218. This reduced to 0.165 for the deposited

ejecta. Reduction was caused by the full, partial and failed vaporisation process of

the inhomogeneous target material, and can occur over a range of temperature limits

[Lindgrad and Jonansen, 1996]. At 3 cm from the spot the deposited ejecta formed a

symmetrical, elliptical pattern. The shape of the ejecta plume will control the density

distribution, and therefore the spatial formation of the deposited ejecta. At 7 and 10

cm from the spot, the deposited ejecta was more evenly distributed. This was due to

the extended expansion and distribution of the ejecta plume.
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(a) Collection Plate (b) Deposited Ejecta

Figure 6.9: Collection of the Deposited Ejecta - 3 cm from the Spot Location

(a) Collection Plate (b) Deposited Ejecta

Figure 6.10: Collection of the Deposited Ejecta - 7 cm from the Spot Location

(a) Collection Plate (b) Deposited Ejecta

Figure 6.11: Collection of the Deposited Ejecta - 10 cm from the Spot Location
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2. Measure the Height of the Deposited Ejecta

The height of the deposited ejecta hEXP was measured at the centre line of each collection

plate, along the x-axis. This is illustrated further in Figure 6.12. It provided data

points at all points of interest. These values corresponded to a few, but discrete and

representative samples.

Sampled points 

x-axis 

y
-a

x
is

 

Figure 6.12: Sample Points on the Collection Plate

Measurements were taken with a Nikon Nomarski microscope. At a constant (x20)

magnification the microscope was focused onto a clean, non-contaminated collection

plate. The position of the focus was recorded. The microscope was then re-focused onto

the top, outermost surface of the deposited ejecta. The difference in focus corresponded

to a difference in height. This was measured in micro-meters.

Figures 6.13-6.15 show the accumulated height of ablated material that was deposited

on each collection plate. Reported in each figure, each test (i.e experiment) produced a

different measured mass flow rate. The measured mass flow rate was the average value

that was reported over an ablation period of 10 minutes. Variation was caused by the

inhomogeneous nature of the target material. For comparison, the modelled mass flow

rate in each legend was calculated from the improved ablation model given in Chapter

5.4. Inspected in each figure, the improved ablation model provides a much better

prediction to the experimentally measured ablated mass flow rate. The same is also

reported for the Figures that show the accumulated mass per unit area of the deposited

ejecta. There is a direct correlation between the amount of deposited material and the

ablated mass flow rate.
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Figure 6.13: Height of the Deposited Ejecta on the Collection Plate - Comparison

between the Experimental Measurements and Improved Simulation. Results at 3 cm

from the Spot
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Figure 6.14: Height of the Deposited Ejecta on the Collection Plate - Comparison

between the Experimental Measurements and Improved Simulation. Results at 7 cm

from the spot
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Figure 6.15: Height of the Deposited Ejecta on the Collection Plate - Comparison

between the Experimental Measurements and Improved Simulation. Results at 10 cm

from the Spot

These three figures show that the experimentally measured height of the deposited ejecta

is significantly higher than predicted in the improved model, although it does follow a

similar variation with the local elevation angle. The only exception to this occurred at

the central point, with a local elevation of zero degrees.

A rapid reduction in height is caused by the self cleaning action of the laser beam, where

there is no apparent visual deposition of material. As the laser beam passes through

the central collection plate localised heating from the laser beam either: [1] thermally

re-ablates the previously deposited ejecta or [2] re-excites and re-directs any ejecta that

enters the laser beam. Re-excitation will prevent the ejecta from reaching and depositing

onto the central collection plate. No opaque material will be able to re-condense along

the path length of the laser beam as it would be constantly excited. This would serve

to increase the lifetime of any laser ablation system and the associated optics.

Inspected through optical microscopy and the SEM, remains of carbon, oxygen,

magnesium, silicon, chromium, iron and nickel were present within the self-cleaning hole.

Shown in Figure 6.16a, these are particles that failed to be re-excited and removed by

the passing laser beam. Figure 6.16b also showed the occurrence of micro-cracking. This

only occurred at 3 cm from the spot. It was believed to be caused by the ablated ejecta

impinging onto the collection plate, or the cooling and cracking of the accumulated ejecta

layer. It was not caused by the passing laser beam. Each deposition imparts a small,

but accumulative transfer of kinetic energy. This theory was validated by performing a

controlled experiment. For the duration of the experiment, the laser beam was passed
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through the collection plate, but no target material was ablated. Inspected through

optical microscopy, no micro-cracking occurred. Nor did any structural changes occur.

Micro-cracking could decrease the performance of the underlying substrate.

(a) At the Central, Self-cleaning Hole (b) Occurrence of Micro-cracking

Figure 6.16: Microscopic Imagery of Ejecta Deposited on the Collection Plates

The continual re-evaporation and illumination of the ablated ejected will also increase

the absorption of the gaseous ejecta plume. It will contribute to the ongoing heating

and formation of an optically dense plume of ejecta. After the initial ablation event, the

ablated particles will recombine and separate into much simpler molecules and atoms.

More energy will be released into the ejecta plume and assist in increasing its overall

temperature [Pabani and Pathak, 2012].

The additional augmented absorption effects can explain the temperature difference

between the expected spot temperature (3100-3800 K, based on the improved model

given in Chapter 5.4) and the result measured with the spectrometer (4285-4747 K).

The inclusion of the Knudsen layer also provides some of the corrective factors [Gibbings

et al., 2013].

3. Measure the Absorbance of the Deposited Ejecta

This was achieved by measuring the one-way light transmittance and absorbance effects

across each contaminated collection plate. Initially a power meter was used, but this

was replaced with photographic analysis. After each experiment, a Canon SLR camera

mounted with a macro lens was used to image the contaminated collection plates.

Imaging occurred under constant illumination conditions and at a fixed distance. Each

image was assessed at a resolution of 640·480 pixels. A light box provided background

lighting. This eliminated any shadowing and surface glare.

Photographic, computational analysis was achieved through CamSam. The programme

was developed internally at the Institute of Photonics, University of Strathclyde. It

measured the light intensity across each pixel. The deposited ejecta will decrease the

transmittance Tm and increase the absorbance αb of the collection plates. A transmittance

value of one would describe an optically transparent material, whereas a value of zero

would indicate a highly absorptive material. The increase in absorbance was calculated

from the Beer-Lambert-Bougier law for optical absorbance. For one-way transmittance
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this is given by:

Po P

Substrate

Deposited 

Ejecta

αb = log
1

Tm
(6.2)

where

Tm =
P

Po
(6.3)

Figure 6.17: Measuring the Transmittance and Absorbance Effects of the Deposited

Ejecta

where Po is the initial power and P is the power transmittance through the collection

plate. Data pertaining to αb and Tm was extracted at the centre line of each collection

plate, along the x-axis. The data points coincided with the location of each height

measurement. The transmittance of light across each collection plate is shown in Figure

6.18. It was evaluated as a function of elevation angle. The rapid peaks indicate the

boundary of each collection plate. Relative to Figures 6.9-6.11, an error is introduced

by the use of a flat plate on a curved surface.

Results from each data set is given in Tables 6.3-6.10 and was used in the subsequent

analysis. Due to the small step size of the processed data, around each reading of

elevation, an average value was used. Averaging smoothed and filtered the raw data so

that it could be easily manipulated into a meaningful result. Shown in Figures 6.19-6.21,

the degrading effect of the deposited ejecta can be evaluated in more detail by assessing

the absorptivity and degradation factor of the affected and exposed surface.
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Figure 6.18: Measured Transmittance of the Collection Plates

θ (degs) Tm ab

-55 0.843 0.074

-40 0.820 0.086

-25 0.570 0.244

-9 0.000 1.000

0 0.639 0.000

10 0.000 1.000

25 0.553 0.257

37 0.796 0.099

50 0.891 0.050

Table 6.3: 3 cm from the Spot

(Test 1): Measured Transmittance

and Absorbance Effects

θ (degs) Tm ab

-57 0.832 0.075

-44 0.315 0.501

-31 0.045 1.351

-15 0.000 1.000

0 0.498 0.303

11 0.000 1.000

44 0.549 0.260

57 0.925 0.034

70 1.000 0.000

Table 6.4: 3 cm from the Spot

(Test 2): Measured Transmittance

and Absorbance Effects
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θ (degs) Tm ab

-57 0.978 0.010

-41 0.716 0.145

-31 0.349 0.457

-8 0.020 1.708

0 0.150 0.853

17 0.133 0.875

45 0.919 0.037

58 1.000 0.000

71 1.000 0.000

Table 6.5: 3 cm from the Spot

(Test 3): Measured Transmittance

and Absorbance Effects

θ (degs) Tm ab

-62 0.941 0.027

-41 0.956 0.019

-20 0.861 0.065

-4 0.734 0.134

0 0.760 0.119

5 0.729 0.137

22 0.853 0.069

43 0.931 0.031

63 0.952 0.021

Table 6.6: 7 cm from the Spot

(Test 1): Measured Transmittance

and Absorbance Effects

θ (degs) Tm ab

-62 0.934 0.030

-41 0.892 0.050

-20 0.742 0.129

-6 0.621 0.207

0 0.806 0.094

6 0.692 0.201

23 0.817 0.088

44 0.924 0.034

63 0.948 0.023

Table 6.7: 7 cm from the Spot

(Test 2): Measured Transmittance

and Absorbance Effects

θ (degs) Tm ab

-64 0.965 0.016

-45 0.930 0.032

-23 0.805 0.094

-7 0.694 0.159

0 0.746 0.127

8 0.734 0.135

19 0.764 0.117

40 0.889 0.051

60 0.989 0.005

Table 6.8: 7 cm from the Spot

(Test 3): Measured Transmittance

and Absorbance Effects
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θ (degs) Tm ab

-47 0.949 0.023

-24 0.929 0.032

-4 0.823 0.085

-0 0.818 0.087

5 0.790 0.103

23 0.927 0.033

46 0.948 0.023

Table 6.9: 10 cm from the Spot

(Test 2): Measured Transmittance

and Absorbance Effects

θ (degs) Tm ab

-45 0.907 0.042

-25 0.989 0.050

-5 0.822 0.084

0 0.80 0.082

6 0.822 0.084

27 0.894 0.049

58 0.968 0.014

Table 6.10: 10 cm from the Spot

(Test 3): Measured Transmittance

and Absorbance Effects

4. Calculate the Absorptivity of the Deposited Ejecta

The absorptivity ηEXP of the deposited ejecta was calculated by dividing the

experimentally measured absorbance with the experimentally measured height of the

deposited ejecta. Absorptivity is defined as the absorbance per unit length. Therefore:

ηEXP =
ab

hEXP
(6.4)

Degradation of the collection plates is dependent on the mass, height and absorptivity

of the deposited material. These factors depend on the surface growth of the deposited

ejecta layer. By measuring hEXP over time, it was possible to derive a correction

factor to equation (5.19) and compute a degradation factor that was consistent with

the experimental results.

Shown in Figures 6.19-6.21, at specific locations across the collection plates, the

experimentally derived degradation factor was determined. The location of each sample

point was prearranged (as defined by Figure 6.12) to coincide with the reported height

and absorbance value (given by equations (6.4) and (5.19)). In Figures 6.19-6.21 the

experimentally derived degradation factor, as given in equation (5.19), is denoted T. It

was calculated by combining equation (5.19) with equation (6.4).

Where:

τ = e−2ηhlayer (6.5)

Becomes:

T = e−2ηEXP hEXP (6.6)

And can be reduced further to:

T = e−2ab (6.7)
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Figure 6.19: Degradation Factor: Comparison between the Experimental Results and

Improved Model Prediction at 3 cm from the Spot
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Figure 6.20: Degradation Factor: Comparison between the Experimental Results and

Improved Model Prediction at 7 cm from the Spot
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Figure 6.21: Degradation Factor: Comparison between the Experimental Results and

Improved Model Prediction at 10 cm from the Spot

The profile of the degradation factor follows closely to the distribution of the deposited

ejecta height shown in Figures 6.13-6.15. It is symmetric about the central point and

shows the characteristics of a self cleaning hole. These results are, in part, expected as a

thinner film will have a higher transmittance (and vice-a-versa). Degradation is expected

to be higher at lower elevation angles where the plume density is larger. More ejecta

is available to be re-deposited from the ablation volume. However, although the shape

model is fairly accurate the amount of degradation produced is significantly different.

At all three distances from the spot, the improved model was overly conservative. It

predicted a much larger degradation factor than was otherwise observed. This will,

critically, affect the lifetime of any ablation event and the achievable rates of deflection.

At 3 cm from the spot, the degradation factor over an elevation angle of +
−20 degs should

of caused the complete saturation of the collection plates. Instead the degradation factor

is 0.2, and increases with increasing elevation. There is a consistent difference between

the experimentally and theoretically predicted result. The same result occurs at 7 and 10

cm from the spot location. Although complete saturation does not occur, the difference

between the measured and predicted data sets are consistent. The only expectation in

the shape profile occurs at zero degs elevation. A rapid peak in the degradation factor

is caused by the effects of the self-cleaning hole. Material previously re-evaporated or

re-excited increases the transmittance and decreases the absorbance of the deposited

ejecta. Data in Tables 6.11-6.15 show that the average absorptivity at 7 and 10 cm from

the spot is around 104 m−1. At 3 cm from the spot, on the central slide the average

absorptivity increases to about 105 m−1. The absorptivity value then dropped off rapidly

below 104 m−1 over the two collection plates positioned at +
−45 degs. Importantly, the

experimentally determined absorptivity value is two orders of magnitude lower than

previously assumed in the initial model and reported in Kahle et al. [2006].
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θ (degs) ηEXP (m−1)

-47 1.97·104

-25 1.48·104

-4 1.59·104

0 4.02·104

5 1.93·104

23 1.32·104

46 1.15·104

Table 6.11: 10 cm from the Spot

(Test 2): Absorptivity Results

θ (degs) ηEXP (m−1)

-45 5.04·104

-25 3.33·104

-5 2.52·104

0 4.92·104

6 2.65·104

27 2.67·104

58 1.20·104

Table 6.12: 10 cm from the Spot

(Test 3): Absorptivity Results

θ (degs) ηEXP (m−1)

-62 2.70·104

-41 8.77·103

-20 1.26·104

4 1.45·104

0 1.75·104

5 1.39·104

22 1.29·104

43 1.33·104

63 1.80·104

Table 6.13: 7 cm from the Spot

(Test 1): Absorptivity Results

θ (degs) ηEXP (m−1)

-62 3·104

-41 1.58·104

-20 2.35·104

-6 1.91·104

0 1.25·104

6 2.01·104

23 2.20·104

44 1.57·104

63 1.97·104

Table 6.14: 7 cm from the Spot

(Test 2): Absorptivity Results

θ (degs) ηEXP (m−1)

-64 3.20·103

-45 2.13·104

-23 2.35·104

-7 2.07·104

0 4.76·104

8 1.93·104

19 2.81·104

40 2.78·104

60 5.00·103

Table 6.15: 7 cm from the Spot

(Test 3): Absorptivity Results

It is therefore reasonable to assume that at 3 cm from the spot location that the plume is

very focused and that the deposited material appears to be the subject of compression.

The deposited ejecta is mainly distributed over the central slide. High kinetic energy

results in the compaction of the film and will disrupt the development of the material

lattice. This will lead to an inferior film quality. Shown in Figure 6.22, spontaneous
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peeling of the deposited material occurred.

Figure 6.22: Spontaneous Peeling of the Deposited Ejecta on the Central Collection

Plate, 3 cm from the Spot

The conditions at 3 cm from the spot are not representative of the space-based ablation

environment, which the spacecraft will be exposed to. The collection plate is positioned

too close to the ejecta plume. The collection plates positioned at 7 and 10 cm from the

spot are far more representative. Here, the plume is more expanded and therefore leads

to a more even distributed layer of deposited ejecta. In all cases the deposited ejecta

could also be easily removed by applying a small vibration or increase in temperature.

The deposited material was not fully bounded to the underling substrate of the collection

plates.

5. Calculate the Density of the Deposited Ejecta

The density of the deposited ejecta ρlayerEXP was calculated by first measuring the

deposited mass per unit area of each collection plates
[

∆m(r,θ)
A

]
Plates

. Before and after

each experiment, an electronic mass balance was used to measure the mass of each

collection plate. The mass balance had a readability of 0.0001 g and was supplied by

Elvet Scientific. From this, the density of the deposited ejecta (the ejecta layer) could

be calculated. This is given by:

ρlayerEXP (r, θ) =

[
∆m(r,θ)

A

]
Plates

hEXP
(6.8)

where A is the known area of each collection plate.
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It is also possible to derive the expected collection rate of ejecta on each collection plate.

Based on the model, given in equation (5.16), and assuming that all the ablated mass is

following perpendicular (cosψ=1) to the collection plates, then:

ρlayer

[
dh

dt

]
layer

= 2v̄ρ (6.9)

Using dimensional analysis this is equivalent to:

1

A

dm

dt
= 2v̄ρ (6.10)

Therefore, during the experiment, at each collection plate:

[
1

A

dm

dt

]
Plates

= 2v̄EXP ρEXP (r, θ) (6.11)

where
[

1
A
dm
dt

]
Plates

is the expected collection rate of the ejecta on each collection plate,

v̄EXP is the calculated velocity of the ejecta plume and ρEXP (r, θ) is the density of the

ejecta plume. Equations (6.10)-(6.11) assumes that the velocity of the gas is 2v̄. This

is used to account for the full expansion of gas into a vacuum. It also assumes that the

impinging particles of ejecta will immediately recondense and stick onto the surface of

each collection plate. From this, an alternative method of calculating the density of the

deposited ejecta can be derived. By substituting equation (6.9) into (6.11) then:

[
1

A

dm

dt

]
Plates

= ρlayer

[
dh

dt

]
layer

(6.12)

In the experiment:

[
1

A

dm

dt

]
Plates

= ρlayerEXP

[
dh

dt

]
Plates

(6.13)

Therefore,

ρlayerEXP

[
dh

dt

]
Plates

= 2v̄EXP ρEXP (r, θ) (6.14)

Accounting for the sticky coefficient of the ejecta, then:

ρlayerEXP

[
dh

dt

]
Plates

= 2v̄EXP ρEXP (r, θ)γ (6.15)

The density of the deposited ejecta can therefore be derived from the velocity and density

of the ejected plume and the height of the deposited ejecta.

Figures 6.23-6.25 show the mass per unit area of deposited material on each collection

plate. The distribution of material with the local elevation angle is correctly predicted

with the improved model. Both factors are very similar to the experimental results.
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Figure 6.23: Deposited Mass per Unit Area: Experimental Results vs Improved Model

Prediction at 3 cm from the Spot
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Figure 6.24: Deposited Mass per Unit Area: Experimental Results vs Improved Model

Prediction at 7 cm from the Spot
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Figure 6.25: Deposited Mass per Unit Area: Experimental Results vs Improved Model

Prediction at 10 cm from the Spot

The deposited mass over area is correctly predicted with the improved model. However,

there is still a signification variation in the height of the deposited ejecta. When these

three figures are evaluated with Figures 6.13-6.15, it can be concluded that the deposited

ejecta density is much lower than the 1000 kg/m3 assumed in the initial model as given

by Kahle et al. [2006]. The experiment resulted in a much higher thickness, but with an

equal mass per unit area. From inspection, at 7 and 10 cm from the spot the average

deposited ejecta is about 250 kg/m3. At 3 cm this is much higher with an average over

the central slide of about 700 kg/m3. Here, the plume is very focused and the majority

of the deposited ejecta is distributed over the central collection plate.

6.6 Rock Analysis

High resolution images of the ablation site were also taken. This enabled the diameter

of the ablation hole and any areas of recrystallisation or local depositions around the

ablation rim to be assessed. Using ImageJ, pixel width was converted into length. The

depth and internal angle α of the ablation hole was also measured. Illustrated in Figure

6.26 it enabled the shape of the ablation hole to be determined. It was achieved by

measuring the vertical length (i.e the depth) Lv and angle length La of the ablation

hole.
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αC αA αT 

La La La 

Lv Lv Lv 

αA >  αC >  αT

Figure 6.26: Determining the Shape Profile of the Ablation Hole

Where for each condition:

αA = sin−1

(
Lv
La

)
αC = sin−1

(
Lv
La

)
αT = sin−1

(
Lv
La

)
(6.16)

Rim deposition was not observed in vacuum. It would have represented an inefficiency

within the ablation process. It is material that has been ablated by the laser beam, but

failed to contribute to the fully formed and developed plume of ejecta. Therefore, surface

deposition does not contribute to the measurable ablated mass flow rate or change in

the target’s linear momentum. Deposition is dependent on the size of the focused laser

beam and the pressure, temperature and composition of the ejecta plume.

In the experiment however the rim was partially evaporated. Shown in Figure 6.27, the

ablated hole was always larger than the initially illuminated spot size. It implies that the

ablation process is not limited to the area immediately under the spot, but also extends

around the local area. A relatively large layer of semi-melted, re-formed material was

also formed around the ablation rim.

(a) Olivine - Test 2, 7 cm from spot (b) Olivine - Test 2, 3 cm from spot

Figure 6.27: Ablation Response at the Rim

Inspected further with a macro lens camera (Canon SLR) and the SEM, Figure 6.28

shows recrystallisation of the original source material. Recrystallisation occurred under

intense temperatures and pressures. A new micro-structure was created which, as shown

in Appendix H, has a prevalence of magnesium, silicon and oxygen. It was caused by the
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thermal absorption and propagation of the laser beam inside the target material. The

smooth appearance in Figure 6.27 suggests that it is not associated with any explosive

melting or phase explosion event. It does however have the potential to extend the

ablation area and increase the internal gas pressure.

(a) Inspected Rim (b) Recrystallisation

Figure 6.28: SEM Image of Recrystallisation at the Ablation Rim

During ablation, as the illuminated surface material is ablated way, new underlying

material is exposed. A mixture of melted, subsurface material is sourced, pushed from

the bottom of the ablation hole, and from within the material matrix of the target

material. Ablation results in the release of additional secondary and tertiary elements

[Moroz et al., 1996]. It is caused by the chemical breakdown evaporation, condensation,

recombination and decomposition of the target material [Hashimoto, 1990]. Dissociation

of the silicon and magnesium molecules can also occur. Inspected by the SEM, and shown

in Appendix G, the original olivine sample was a magnesium silicate rock (Mg2Si04). It

contained secondary elements of oxygen and iron, and smaller amounts of aluminium,

calcium, carbon and sodium. The ablated surface also became enriched with chlorine and

potassium. The target material is therefore an inhomogeneous mixture of SiO2, MgSiO3,

CaAl2Si2O8, NaAlSi3O8, CaMgSi2O6, CaFeSi24O6, NaAl(SiO3)2 and KAlSi3O8 [O’Keefe

and Ahrens, 1971; Farquhar and Rumble, 1998]. Silica is a mixture of the pure and oxide

Si regions. The ablated material dissociates into diatomic oxides, which shown in Table

6.16, has a prevalence of Mg and SiO [Robbie et al., 1982; O’Keefe and Ahrens, 1971;

Farquhar and Rumble, 1998; Hashimoto, 1990; Wang et al., 1999; Brown and Prewitt,

1973; Schick, 1960; Brewer, 1953]. This has a molar mass of 0.06 kg/mol. It is governed

by the gaseous ablation of MgO, SiO, SiO2, O and O2 [Hashimoto, 1990]. Lighter,

more reactive elements, with a low sub-atomic mass are more susceptible to the ablation

process. The forward direction of the arrow in Table 6.16 indicates evaporation, where

the backwards reaction is condensation [Hashimoto, 1990].
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Solid Silicate Oxide Gas

PRIMARY

Mg2Si04 
 2MgO + SiO + 1
2O2

Mg2Si04 
 2MgO + SiO + O

Mg2Si04 
 2MgO + 2SiO2

Mg2Si04 
 2Mg + SiO2+ 2O

Mg2Si04 
 2Mg + SiO2 + O2

Mg2Si04 
 2Mg + Si + 2O2

SECONDARY

SiO2 
 SiO2

SiO2 
 SiO + O2

SiO2 
 SiO + 1
2O2

MgSiO3 
 MgO + SiO + 1
2O2

CaAl2Si2O8 
 CaO + 2AlO + 2SiO + 3
2O2

CaMgSi2O6 
 CaO + MgO + 2SiO + O2

CaFeSi2O6 
 CaO + FeO + 2SiO + O2

TERTIARY

NaAlSi3O8 
 Na + AlO + 3SiO + 2O2

NaAl(SiO3)2 
 Na + AlO+ 2SiO + 3
2O2

KAlSi3O8 
 K + AlO + 3SiO + 2O2

Table 6.16: Vaporisation Products and Reactions

The list in Table 6.16 is not exhaustive, but is representative of a range of possible

reaction products [Wang et al., 1999]. Shown in Figure 6.29, the first enthalpy change is

the formation of crystals from the oxides. This is followed by the formation of elements

in their standard state and the direct sublimation of a solid to a gas. It includes the

reactions and dissociations of the gas to form the vapour species [O’Keefe and Ahrens,

1971]. These additional reactions will increase the temperature of the ejecta plume.

Energy is released in the gaseous formation of the vapour species.
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Solid 

[Mg Si O3]
MgO     +     SiO2

Mg(s)     +    Si(s)     +     3/2O2(g) 

Mg(g)+O     Si(g)+O(g)    1/ O2(g) 

MgO(g)       SiO(g)           1/ O2(g) 

Enthalpy from Elements

Sublimation Enthalpy

3
2

1
2

1
2

Figure 6.29: Enthalpy Change of MgSiO3 - Adapted from O’Keefe and Ahrens [1971]

Additional compounds represent an impurity within the olivine sample. Each will have

a different sublimation temperature, which will affect the mass flow rate of the ejecta

plume, the induced vapour pressure and also result in the incoherent ablation of the

target material [Wei et al., 1975]. The ablation rate will vary as the composition of the

illuminated material changes. The laser beam will have to heat the target material to a

higher temperature, while also experiencing the effects of a slightly defocused laser beam

(with an increased spot size diameter). The affect will vary on a case-by-case basis and

is element and molecule dependent. Eventually the surface power density will fall below

the ablation limit. This occurs when the propagation of the laser beam has deviated too

far away from the initially illuminated focus point.

For a non-rotating asteroid this affect can be controlled with adaptive optics or with a

precisely controlled collimated laser beam. For a rotating body the tunnelling action of

the ablation process would create a subsurface groove. The groove assists in collimating

the formation of the ejecta plume, making it more directional with a progressively smaller

divergence angle. It will also contribute to the volumetric heating of the target material.

The control of the focus will therefore have to be considered throughout the mission

design of any ablation-based deflection action. This issue is addressed further in Chapter

8.3.1.

6.7 Momentum Coupling and Mass Flow Rate

Limitations in the experimental design prevented the force FSUB of the ablation event

to be directly measured. It was instead calculated from the measured, average mass

flow rate and calculated velocity of the ablated ejecta. This has been previously defined

in equation (5.6). The average mass flow rate was determined by measuring the mass

of the target material before and after each experiment, then dividing the difference by

the experiment duration. All mass measurements were taken using an electronic mass

balance. The mass balance was supplied by Elvet Scientific and had a readability of
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0.0001 g. It also enabled an estimation of the momentum coupling coefficient. Previously

defined in equation (5.22), at the spot location, it is the force relative to the incoming

absorbed laser power PINEXP .

This is expressed as:

Cm =
FSUB
PINEXP

(6.17)

The absorbed power combines the known power illumination at the spot and the assumed

absorption of both the target material and the laser beam within the ejecta plume. The

experiment recorded an initial mass flow rate of the ablated ejecta of 2 · 10−7 kg/s.

At the end of the ablation period (10 minutes) the experimental mass flow rate of the

ejecta plume had reduced to 2.5 · 10−8 kg/s. The rapid reduction in the mass flow

rate is expected, in part, due to the defocusing of the laser beam at the ever increasing

depth of ablation, and the additional thermal effects that are not currently accounted

for in the numerical model. Presented in Chapter 5.2, the model does not account for

the three dimensional thermal diffusivity. It is limited to a one-dimensional transfer of

heat. It also assumes a constant value of emissivity, heat capacity, density and thermal

conductivity. These parameters have a temperature dependent effect on the optical

and thermal properties of the target material [Anisimov and Luk’yanchuk, 2002]. Each

factor will contribute to increasing the localised temperature of the target material and

the temperature, velocities, species and pressure of the ejecta plume [Brewer, 1953].

Figure 6.30 shows two possible scenarios for predicting the mass flow rate of the ablated

ejecta. The red line is the prediction based on the old ablation model given in Chapter

5.2. The red circles are the experimental results. The blue is the improved ablation

model given in Chapter 5.4, but with different recondensation fractions.
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Figure 6.30: Predicted Mass Flow Rate vs the Measured Mass Flow Rate for Two

Different Estimated Spot Diameters and Different Recondensation Factors

From the experiments, it can be observed that there can be different possible diameters

for the ablated spot. These two figures represent the two extreme cases, where the

registered mass flow rate was loosely related to the mean diameter of the spot that was
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measured after the ablation event. In Figure 6.30a the measured diameter of the spot is

between 1.5·10−3 and 1.75·10−3 m. In Figure 6.30b the measured diameter is between

1.8·10−3 and 2.1·10−3 m.

According to both models, at this power level, the minor variation in the surface spot

diameter has a substantial consequence. In order to fit the experimental data with

the new model, as shown in Figure 6.30a, the heat dissipation through conduction had

to be assumed to be twice the value predicted by the one dimensional heat diffusion

model. In this case, the variation in the mass flow rate due to a variation in the

recondensation fraction is very small, and a 50 % recondensation fraction correlates well

to the experiment. Figure 6.30b suggests a different scenario. If the heat conduction loss

is exactly predicted by the one dimensional model, then the recondnsation is around 90

%. In both cases the old model predicts a mass flow rate that is one order of magnitude

higher than the new model. Note that the curve associated to the new model stops before

reaching a maximum registered spot size. This occurs as the mass flow rate predicted

by the model drops to zero. The measured mass flow rate, on the other hand, is an

average value over the sublimation period. The observed ablation event did cease due

to the defocusing of the laser beam.

In addition, the outcome of the old model in Figure 6.30b suggests that if the sublimation

temperature of the spot corresponds to the spectrometer, then the mass flow rate should

be substantially higher and the spot size smaller. Although the new model never

converges to a temperature that high for the target material. A possible explanation for

the higher temperature registered by the spectrometer is the interaction between the gas

and ejecta, and the laser beam during the expansion of the ejecta plume. Interaction can

have two effects: one is heating up the gas and the other is to induce the gas to emit at

a higher frequency than the simple temperature (via the spectrometer) would suggest.

The latter may include plasma. These two points remain open and more experiments are

required to fully complete the model. It is a discrepancy that is not yet fully understood.

If it is assumed that the laser beam increases the temperature of the gas by 1000 K, an

additional 1.35 MW/m2 needs to be included in the amount of dissipated energy. It is

also interesting to note that the new model shown in Figure 6.30a predicts a transition

in the mass flow rate. This occurs when the power density diminishes and the heat

transfer is twice the one in the one-dimensional model. The transition corresponds to a

sudden drop in performance and a change in the equilibrium sublimation temperature.

This was not measured experimentally, and therefore needs more thorough experimental

analysis.

In the experiment, the efficiency of the ablation process varied between 0.022 % and

0.148 %. This corresponded with an inferred momentum coupling coefficient between

6.15 · 10−7 N/W and 4.10 · 10−6 N/W and an energy usage of between 1.78 · 108 J/kg

and 1.17 · 109 J/kg. The range of data was caused by the inhomogeneous nature of the

target material. It resulted in a variation of the ablated material’s mass flow rate. All

values given are, in part, calculated from the average ablated mass flow rate (over the

ablation period) gained from the experiment.

The momentum coupling coefficient was considered to be a more important parameter
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than the energy usage and efficiency of the ablation process. An increase in the momentum

coupling coefficient implies an increase in the ablated mass flow rate. Also unlike

conventional propulsion-based ablation, the deflection of asteroids through laser ablation

is not fuel (i.e. mass) limited. If required the entire asteroid could be ablated. This

could provide a potentially endless supply of propellant for the ablation process. However

the current show-stopper is in the degrading and contamination effects of the ablated

ejecta. Factors include the height, density, absorptivity and growth rate of the deposited

material.
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Chapter 7

Performance Analysis

7.1 Introduction

The improved ablation model, together with the experimentally determined values of

absorptivity and density of the deposited ejecta, can be used to re-evaluate the

performance of laser ablation in providing a deflection action. Its effectiveness can

also be compared to other forms of low thrust contactless deflection. This includes ion

engines - RIT10 and RIT22 - and a Hall Effect thruster (PPS1350G). These three generic

low-thrust electric propulsion (EP) systems could be used for ion beaming and on the

gravity tractor. Critical parameters include the absorptivity of the deposited ejecta,

momentum coupling, ∆v , deflection system mass, input power of the laser, spot size

radius and the distance between the spot and the laser. The first three parameters define

the mission performance of the ablation process, and the last three define the operational

conditions of the laser system.

7.2 Revised Absorptivity as a Contamination Factor

Using the improved model and the new, experimentally determined value of absorptivity

(104 m−1) the performance of laser ablation in providing an achievable deflection distance

was re-examined. Identical to the mission simulations used in Chapter 5.2.1, the same

mission design and overall system level efficiencies were used throughout. This permitted

a direct comparison with the initial simulations presented in Figure 5.7. The deflection

distance of a small, 250 m diameter asteroid is given as a function of warning time and

the number of spacecraft that fly in formation with the asteroid.

Shown in Figure 7.1, a revised deflection distances between 85 and 10,000 km can be

achieved. This occurs over a one to nine year operational period, with an increasing

number of spacecraft. Figure 7.1 therefore demonstrates a substantial increase in

performance. The achievable miss distance doubles in magnitude, which results in

an increase in performance of 122 %. The increase in performance is caused by the

reduction in the deposition and contamination effects of the ejecta plume. Degradation

is still present, but it is reduced with respect to the expectation given in the previous

model.

It should also be noted that this new simulation does not take into account the higher

sublimation temperatures that were registered during the experiments, nor the additional
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Figure 7.1: Revised Deflection Distance of a 250 m Diameter, 2.7·1010 kg (based on

Apophis) Asteroid: With the Experimentally Measured Degradation Factor

energy drains. From preliminary calculations, if the additional energy drains and a higher

sublimation temperature (in the 3100-3800 K range) are considered then, to achieve an

equivalent performance the concentration ratio would need to be increased to 60000.

During the experiment, each collection plate was at room temperature (25 ◦C). It is

therefore reasonable to expect that a higher collection plate temperature would decrease

the condensation and deposition of the ejected material. Contamination could be reduced

by maintaining the collectors at a moderately high temperature, over 100 ◦C.

7.3 Momentum Coupling Analysis

The momentum coupling was first evaluated over a range of laser input power, surface

spot size radius, and then compared against the three EP methods. For the laser, the

momentum coupling used herein relates the achievable thrust delivered by the ablation

process to the input power installed onto the spacecraft for the laser system, PL. This

definition is slightly different than previously defined in Chapter 5.3 and found in Phipps

et al. [2000]; Phipps [1997, 2011a]. The modification was essential to be able to compare

the performance of the laser to the EP systems. The interest was to size the power

system onboard the spacecraft. The revised expression for momentum coupling therefore

becomes:

Cm =
FSUB
PL

(7.1)
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Equation (7.5) defines the input power to the laser. Discussed in Chapter 3.3, two engines

are needed for ion beaming and on the gravity tractor. RIT22 has an ISP of 4500 s.

This occurs at a thrust of 150 mN and an input power of 5000 W. With two engines

a momentum coupling of 1.5·10−5 N/W is achieved. RIT10 has an ISP of 3325 s, at a

nominal thrust of 15 mN and an input power of 460 W. Its momentum coupling would

therefore be 1.63·10−5 N/W. PPS13505 has a higher momentum coupling. Systems with

an average thrust of 67 mN at 1190 W and a ISP of 1540 s have been demonstrated.

The expected momentum coupling would be 2.81·10−5 N/W.

The laser was assumed to operate with a plug-in efficiency of 55 %. This is based on

the performance of electrically pumped, high power (∼ 1.5 kW) fiber laser systems.

Here, high power semiconductor lasers are coupled with a length of doped fibre that is

placed in a laser resonator. The efficiency of the diodes (∼ 75 % state-of-the-art) and

fibre laser (>70 %), at an output wavelength of 1070 nm (based on existing industrial

kilo-watt class lasers), results in a laser with an electrical-to-optical efficiency of 55

%. These values are based on the current and perceived near-future advancement in

fibre technology and system efficiencies. For example, recent advancement by nLIGHT

Photonics demonstrated, through the DARPA Super Efficiency Diode Sources and

Architecture for Diode High Energy Laser Systems programmes, a diode laser pumped

efficiency greater than 75 %. These pumped lasers represent the most compact, efficient

and highest power currently available for a continuous wave light source.

Figure 7.2 shows the momentum coupling as a function of the power input to the different

deflection systems. It was assumed that the efficiency of the ion engines does not change

with the power level. This assumption is valid for high power systems, but is not

generally true for very low propulsion levels, where the efficiency can drop below 40 %

or less. The momentum coupling is therefore expected to be lower for much smaller

thrust levels. The asteroid was assumed to be a small, 4 m diameter silica-based body.

It was characterised with an assumed mass and rotational period of 1.3·105 kg and 500

rotations per day respectively [Vasile et al., 2013b].

To exceed the performance of the three EP systems (RIT22, RIT10 and PPS13505),

Figure 7.2 shows that the laser unit would have to have an input power laser of at least

480 W. This corresponds with a minimum spot size radius of 0.5 mm. The small size

of the spot would therefore limit the in-orbit flexibility of the laser system and require

rigid control of the optics. To relax this requirement, but still exceed the performance

of the EP system, then the spot size radius can be increased to 0.8-1 mm. This would

provide a momentum coupling coefficient of 1.5·10−5 N/W and a peak thrust of 10 mN.

It would allow for a much larger, uncontrolled excursion of the spot radius.

There is a strong dependency between the input power of the laser, the spot size radius,

the desired momentum coupling, and the thrust level. Figure 7.3a and Figure 7.3b show

this dependency as a function of the input power and spot radius respectively.
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Figure 7.3: Input Power and Spot Size Radius as a function of Momentum Coupling

and Thrust Level

If the spot size can be controlled down to a fraction of a millimeter, then the momentum

coupling can be extremely large. This translates directly into requiring a smaller sized

laser system with a much lower input power. For example, a 300 W laser can deliver

almost 2·10−5 N/W at a thrust level of 5 mN, if the spot size can be reduced to 0.2 mm.

A 0.2 mm spot size is a very demanding requirement on the optical system. Illustrated

in Figure 8.4, controlling the beam radius to 0.2 mm (or smaller) is possible, but would

require precise control as the 2ZR value drops rapidly below 1 m. A spot size between

0.6-1 mm is far more reasonable and enables the requirements on the focusing distance to
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be relaxed. Although the laser to spot distance, known herein as the shooting distance,

will impact on the sublimation time. Contamination caused by the ablated ejecta will

reduce the surface power density. This could fall below the sublimation limit. The size

and mass of the laser system (including its optical control) must also be considered.

7.4 ∆v for Different Operational Conditions

Results shown in Figure 7.4 assessed the achievable ∆v at different laser input powers,

spot size radius and shooting distances. The ∆v was computed by integrating the

resulting thrust action on the asteroid over the ablation time. This is therefore defined

as:

∆v =

∫ tf

ti

FSUB(t)

mA(t)
dt (7.2)

where the total sublimation time can be expressed as ∆t = tf − ti. The sublimation

process will decrease the mass mA of the asteroid. The asteroid was assumed to complete

one rotation a day and have an initial mass, diameter and average density of 1.1·109 kg,

84 m and 3500 kg/m3 respectively. All other material properties were based on the

assumed values given previously in Table 6.1. The sublimation time was also assumed

to be 10 years. This is therefore representative of a low thrust, long-duration deflection

technique.
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Figure 7.4: Imparted ∆v as a Function of Spot Size and Input Power to the Laser

A longer shooting distance is always preferable. Contamination caused by the ejecta

plume is lower. It will however impact on the size of the optics that are required to

focus the laser beam. For example, a 1.5 mm spot at 500 m would theoretically require

a focusing mirror with a diameter of 430 mm. The same spot size at 250 m would

require a focusing mirror with a diameter of 210 mm. This reduction is advantageous

in reducing the mass of the optical system. A 100 mm diameter mirror would require

10 kg of optics. This is based on system level design considerations reported in Vasile

et al. [2013b]. Assuming that the mass of the optics can be scaled to the area of the

mirror, then a 210 mm in diameter mirror would have an optical mass of 44 kg. A 430

mm diameter mirror would have an optical mass of 185 kg. Reported in Vasile et al.
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[2013a,b], the analysis assumed a fiber laser with a standard beam quality 6 1.1. The

actual scalability of the optical system and the beam quality remains an open issue.

7.5 Deflection System Mass

Performance can also be evaluated by the deflection system mass. This defines the mass

of the deflection system that is required to obtain a given ∆v [Vasile et al., 2013b,a,

2014]. For laser ablation, the deflection system mass includes the mass of the laser, the

laser-pumping power system, any optical elements, and the radiators that are dedicated

to only rejecting the heat of the laser. Given this, the mass of the laser system mLS can

be estimated as:

mLS = αPPL + ρR (1− ηL)
PL

σSBεRT 4
R

+mL (7.3)

where mL is the mass of the laser (including optics). It was derived from system design

considerations reported in Vasile et al. [2013b] and was assumed to be 10 kg/kW. The

first and second expression in equation (7.3) describes the power and thermal subsystem

mass of the laser system respectively. σSB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. ρR, AR, εR

and TR are the specific mass, area, emissivity and operating temperature of the radiators

respectively. ρR was calculated, assuming 0.5 kg/m2. The area of the radiators were

derived from a simple, steady state thermal equation. This is given by:

Qlaser = σSBεRART
4
R (7.4)

The emissivity and temperature (based on the operating temperature of the diodes of

the laser) of the radiators were assumed to be 0.8 and 283 K respectively. It was also

assumed that the radiators provide a heat sink in the thermal control subsystem. Qlaser

is the radiating power of the laser. αP is the mass per unit power of the power system.

It was derived from system design considerations reported in Vasile et al. [2013b] and

was assumed to be 40 kg/kW. PL is the input power to the laser. ηL is the efficiency of

the laser. This was assumed to be 55 %. The input power to the laser is assumed to be

generated by a set of solar arrays. This is given by:

PL = ηP ηS
P1AUASA
R2
AU

(7.5)

where ASA is the area of the solar arrays, RAU is the distance from the Sun in AU. P1AU

is the power per square meter at 1 AU, ηP is the efficiency of the power system and ηS

is the efficiency of the solar arrays.

The mass of the EP system should include the mass of two engines (whether it is ion

beaming or a gravity tractor), the related power system, the radiators, propellant and

the mass of the tanks. It is assumed that each EP system employs two identical engines,

which are operating at the same time. The mass of the radiators and the power system
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was computed using the same figures and assumptions used in the laser system, except

for the efficiency of the engines. The efficiency of the engines was assumed to always

equal 60 %. It does not change if the engine is scaled down and the power level changed.

This is a rather optimistic assumption as the efficiency does not always scale with the

thrust level. For example, current nano-ion engines can achieve an optimistic efficiency

of 40-50 %. Larger engines, delivering 100 mN can achieve an efficiency of 60 %. The

momentum coupling is therefore expected to be lower for low thrust levels.

The mass of the propellant mp is simply:

mp =
2FEP∆tthrust

ISP g0
(7.6)

where ISP , FEP and ∆tthrust are the specific impulse, force and thrust time of a single

engine respectively. The specific impulse was assumed to be 3500 s. g0 is the standard

acceleration due to free fall.

The mass of the EP system is therefore:

mEP = 2.2
FEP
g0ISP

∆tthrust + αPPEP + ρR (1− ηEP )
PEP

σSBεRT 4
R

+ 2me (7.7)

where me is the mass of a single engine. PEP and ηEP is the input power and efficiency

for the EP system respectively. The efficiency and ISP values used were the values quoted

by each supplier of the engines. The thrust and mass were scaled down linearly. Both

engines are also assumed to be operational at the same time. The mass of the propellant

tanks was assumed to be only 10 % the mass of the propellant. This is accounted

for in the first expression of equation (7.7). It therefore assumes that the mass of the

propellant has no impact on the structural mass of the spacecraft. The transfer of

momentum was also equal to one. This only occurs under ideal conditions, providing

the best possible momentum transfer. The asteroid is subject to the full thrust delivered

by one of the engines. The mass per unit power of the engine was 5 kg/kW. This excludes

any electronics and the power, control and distribution unit (PDCU). These additional

units are assumed to be included in the power system. The temperature of the radiators

for the laser system is lower than the EP system. It is assumed that the laser needs to

operate at 283 K while the EP system can operate at 374 K.

Figures 7.5-7.6 show the mass of the LP and EP deflection system against a wide range

of achievable ∆v. Each system has a different momentum coupling, specific pulse and

thrust level. Figure 7.5a and Figure 7.5b show the comparison of the laser system

against RIT10. This assumed a momentum coupling of the laser of 1.4·10−5 N/W and

1.16·10−5 N/W respectively. For the same momentum coupling, Figure 7.6a and Figure

7.6b compared the laser system against PPS1350G. The laser system was also evaluated

at a different spot size radius. The analysis assumed that the mass of the power and

thermal subsystem remained constant, and that a constant thrusting action is always

applied to the asteroid. No gravity losses were included in the analysis, nor was the effect

of contamination (this is reported further in Chapter 8.2). The asteroid was assumed to

be a small, 4 m diameter silica-based body. It was characterised with an assumed mass
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and rotational period of 1.3·105 kg and 500 rotations per day respectively [Vasile et al.,

2013b].
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Figure 7.5: RIT System - Total Deflection System Mass as a Function of ∆v
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Figure 7.6: PPS1350G - Total Deflection System Mass as a Function of ∆v

For the EP systems the imparted ∆v increases linearly with the deflection system mass.

More mass is required from the propulsion - tanks, propellant, more pipe work, larger

hardness and structure mass - subsystem to provide the required deflection action.

The radiator mass has a small impact on the deflection system mass and the mass of

the power system would be the same. This is not an issue for laser ablation. The

propellant to sustain the deflection action is provided for free. Mission mass and

system complexity is therefore saved by the direct ablation of the asteroid’s surface and

subsurface material. As the ∆v increases, the performance of the laser system always

becomes more advantageous. The laser system requires significantly less deflection

system mass than the other three forms of EP. For a given deflection system mass,

the laser ablation process becomes effective over an ever increasing range of ∆v. This

increases the operational flexibility of the system as the deflection process can be used

over a wider range of energy levels. Analysis clearly demonstrates that if the laser system

had the same momentum coupling as the EP system, then for a given ∆v, the deflection

system mass would always favour the laser system. It could be used for the deflection

of small to medium size asteroids.
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To make the dependency on the ∆v more explicit, equations (7.3) and (7.7) were recasted.

Figure 7.7 shows the mass of the laser and EP system against the mass of the asteroid

and imparted ∆v. The EP system was assumed to have the same input power as the

laser and delivered the same ∆v. Both systems also operated with a shooting distance of

250 m. For a correct and fair comparison between the two concepts, it was assumed that

the thrust of the EP system (as shown in Figure 7.7b) follows the same thrust profile as

the laser system. It is also operational for the same amount of time (10 years). In Figure

7.7a the laser system was assumed to deliver a spot size of 1 mm. The mass of the optics

does not change with power as the shooting distance and the spot size are constant. To

account for this, a fixed mass of 10 kg was added to the mass of the deflection system.

This corresponded to a 100 mm diameter optic [Vasile et al., 2013b]. These simulations

were for a much larger, 84 m diameter asteroid (as used in Chapter 7.4). For the same

installed power, resulting in the same ∆v, the laser system is always more advantageous.

The main difference in mass is due to the propellant consumption and associated tanks.
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Figure 7.7: Imparted ∆v - Function of the Asteroid Mass and Deflection System Mass

However it should be noted that this analysis is sensitive to the expected level of

contamination caused by the ablated ejecta plume and the efficiency of the EP system.

With the same overall system mass, an EP system with highly efficient engines could

potentially induce a faster deflection action. The laser system may need to cope with

an actual contamination rate that is higher than predicted by the model and current

experimental investigations. If a three dimensional heat diffusion model is considered,

the energy efficiency of the ablation process may also be lower than expected. The latter

should therefore be the subject of future investigations
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Chapter 8

Technology Demonstration

Mission

8.1 Introduction

Following the development of the improved ablation model, it was possible to assess the

preliminary mission feasibility and spacecraft design of a small, laser ablation deflection

system. It aimed to demonstrate the technological capabilities of laser ablation in

providing a sufficiently high and measurable deflection action. The mission objective, to

which the performance of the deflection action was compared, was to deflect a small and

irregular 4 m diameter asteroid by at least 1 m/s. Deflection had to be completed with a

total mission lifetime of less than three years, and be developed from highly innovative,

yet achievable technologies within the 2025+ timeframe.

Following launch and rendezvous, a moderately size spacecraft would be used to

successfully ablate the asteroid’s surface. Deflection is assessed by either measuring

the integral of acceleration imparted onto the asteroid or through the variation in the

asteroid’s orbital position and velocity [Vasile et al., 2013a]. Variation is with respect

to the nominal, pre-ablated orbit. Each method gives a measure of the imparted ∆v.

The design of the spacecraft was developed by first considering the performance and

specifications of the laser. Critical parameters included the minimal input power, spot

size radius, expected level of contamination and shooting distance. These factors will

affect the overall thrust time of the mission and the required optical alignment, stability

and control of the laser system. The laser system was developed using simple optical

control. The laser was then integrated into the subsystem analysis of the spacecraft. The

specifications of the laser will govern the size and mass of the solar arrays and radiators,

the physical configuration and accommodation of all payload, hardware and supporting

units, and the close proximity operations between the spacecraft and the asteroid. The

design approach maximised the use of near-term technologies and embraced a robust

design philosophy of simplicity, reliability and mission heritage. The mission concept was

called LightTouch2 and the spacecraft was called AdAM (Asteroid Ablation Mission).

The study demonstrated how a relatively simple, laser ablation system could be

integrated into a moderately sized spacecraft design. The laser system is powered by

conventional solar arrays. It therefore verified the laser’s proof-of-concept, performance

and feasibility of its space-based application [Vasile et al., 2013a]. This also supports

the general diversity and durability of using space-based lasers and the applicability of
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the model’s experimental verification. Work was supported by the 2012/13 SYSNova

Challenge Opportunity (ESA, General Studies Programme).

8.2 Mission Architecture

Launched in 2027, AdAM will be injected into a geosynchronous transfer orbit (200·36000

km, 16 degs inclination) via a PSLV launch vehicle. An onboard bipropellant chemical

propulsion system would be used to escape, transfer and rendezvous with the target

asteroid (2006 RH120). This is achieved by two initial Earth apogee raising manoeuvres

and an interplanetary transfer. The interplanetary transfer includes one deep space

manoeuvre. The nominal time-of-flight to the asteroid is 306.5 days.

2006 RH120 is a small, monolithic, rocky, S class asteroid that completes approximately

500 rotations per day [Granvik et al., 2011; Kwiatkowski et al., 2009]. Due to its small

size, 2006 RH120 is not a PHA. Laser-induced deflection poses no risk to the Earth.

Target selection was based on the asteroid’s observability, knowledge of its orbital

ephemeris and the ability to provide a reliable rendezvous. If the asteroid is visible

from Earth before the spacecraft rendezvous occurs, then the ephemeris of the asteroid

can be updated. Radar observations can significantly reduce the uncertainty in its size,

mass and orbital elements. It is also important to track the transfer trajectory of the

spacecraft from Earth during its approach and rendezvous.

The design of the AdAM spacecraft was driven by its primary payload; a laser system

and an impact sensor. A diode pumped fibre laser was selected to initiate the ablation

process. An impact sensor would be used to measure the momentum created by the

ablated ejecta. It would also monitor the deposition and degrading effects caused by

the ejecta plume. Results gained from the impact sensor can improve the current

contamination model for spacecraft design. To first design the system, the required

accumulative thrust time needed to achieve a deflection of 1 m/s was assessed. Shown in

Figures 8.1a-8.2b, the thrust time was evaluated at different input powers (850-1000 W),

spot size radius (0.8-1 mm) and shooting distances (20-50 m). The contours in each plot

show the thrusting time. Analysis included the degrading effects of the ablated ejecta.
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Figure 8.1: Thrusting Time to Achieve a ∆v of 1 m/s - 20 and 30 m Shooting

Distance. Reproduced from Vasile et al. [2013a]
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Figure 8.2: Thrusting Time to Achieve a ∆v of 1 m/s - 40 and 50 m Shooting

Distance. Reproduced from Vasile et al. [2013a]

Ablation becomes more affective when the spacecraft is 50 m from the asteroid. Here,

the contamination caused by the ejecta plume is considerably lower. The spacecraft is

trailing the asteroid and the solar arrays have an maximum aspect angle of 15 degs with

respect to the impinging ejecta plume. Contamination of the solar arrays only results

in a 5 % reduction of power. The laser beam will also have a self-cleaning effect on the

impinging ejecta plume. A small spot can lower the laser input power. Shown in Figure

8.2b, a laser system with an input power of 860 W and a spot size radius of 0.8-1 mm,

operating 50 m from the asteroid, would require an accumulative thrust time of 165-200

days. It would result in a surface power density between 428-274 MW/m2.

Combined with the fast transfer, the mission objective of deflecting the asteroid by

1 m/s can therefore be achieved in just over two years. The total thrust time will

be divided into several ablation phases, each lasting 30 days. Each ablation phase is

followed by a dedicated orbit determination campaign. The sequential ablation of the

asteroid’s surface is used to improve the robustness and reliability of the deflection

action. New procedures can be tested and verified. The ablation response can also
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be monitored throughout. The remaining mission year of operations can be used to

increase the robustness (by providing a larger contingency margin) of the mission and

to perform additional opportunistic science objectives. Opportunistic science objectives

can be achieved with the inclusion of a combined Raman/Laser Induced Breakdown

Spectrometer (LIBS). Selected to best complement the ablation process, the LIBS can

examine the chemical, mineralogical and isotopic composition of the ejecta plume. It

includes both volatile and refractory elements.

The scientific return of the mission is also supported with the operations of the narrow

angle camera (NAC) and the wide angle camera (WAC). Both cameras are used primarily

for GNC purposes, but will be operational before, during and after the ablation event.

Each camera will therefore provide high resolution, scientific images. Local and global

images of the ejecta plume and the target asteroid can be obtained. This enables the

definition of the asteroid’s shape, size model and rotational state (for example, period

and axial orientation) [Vetrisano et al., 2013]. The formation, bulk density and mass of

the ablated ejecta plume can also be derived. These additional science objectives were

derived from the flight heritage gained from the previous Rosetta, Stardust, Deep Space

1, Venus Express and Hayabusa missions. Technological advances were also taken from

the planned Marco Polo-R mission.

8.3 Spacecraft Design

8.3.1 Laser

Selection of the laser was based on the power, beam quality and focusing requirement

needed for the ablation process. Based on current technological development (presented

in Chapter 7) a fibre coupled diode laser was selected. It covers a range of wavelengths

and is used widely in laser-based manufacturing. The laser system was therefore assumed

to operate with a laser input power and overall efficiency of 860 W (increasing to 1032

W with a 20 % design margin) and 55 % respectively (as previously discussed and

justified in Chapter 7), a temperature of 10 ◦C (based on the diodes), a wavelength

of 1070 nm (previously justified in Chapter 7) and have a system mass of 24 kg.

The system mass was based on the performance of existing kilo-watt class industrial

lasers, the heritage of previously flown and therefore space qualified reflective telescopes

(for example, the HiRISE instrument on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter) and the

achievable technological developments within the 2025+ timeframe.

The laser system has been designed using a simple, combined beam expansion and

focusing telescope. Here, with a nominal focus length of 50 m, a collimated beam (that

appears as a point source) will be expanded and refocused onto the desired point on the

surface of the asteroid. Shown in Figure 8.3, the telescope will expand the collimated

output of the high-power fibre laser to about 75 mm in diameter. The laser beam

will then be focused by a highly reflective and metallic off-axis parabolic or aspheric

mirror, with an approximate diameter of 100 mm. The focusing laser beam will then be

reflected from a right-angle, half-cube reflector. This will allow for the final position and
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orientation of the output laser beam. For repositioning of the exit laser beam, the end

optic could be placed in a domed window. Beam steering will be provided by motorised

actuators on the focusing optics. Movement of the focus will also be provided by an

actuator mounted on the expansion telescope mirror. This can improve the pointing

and stability of the laser beam, and so minimises any focusing errors. The motion of

the laser beam can also be tracked. Tracking could be achieved with an onboard laser

range finder, or similar instrument.

Initial Collimator
Fibre 6 mm Diameter Beam

100 mm Diameter Beam

XY Mirror mount

Figure 8.3: Schematic of the Laser System and Telescope Beam Expander. Image

reproduced from Vasile et al. [2013a]

The laser output is fed from the fibre enclosure via a fibre umbilical to a collimation unit.

This couples the output to free-space. The use of off-axis reflective optics will provide the

maximum transmission of the optical system, with minimal component heating and loss.

This system provides a m-squared factor of 1.1. The m-squared value defines how much

the laser beam departs from an ideal Gaussian beam. The smaller the value the better

the quality - focusing and depth-of-field - of the laser beam. This translates directly into

the ability of the laser beam to achieve a small focused spot with nearly all the laser

power tightly focused.

Figure 8.4 shows the relationship between the beam diameter at the exit of the focusing

mirror and the focused spot radius at 50 m from the surface. This is for a laser wavelength

of 1070 nm. The distance from the focus, over which the laser beam will double its area

is known as the Rayleigh Range, ZR [Siegman, 1990]. It is a measure of the focusing

power of the laser beam. For a Gaussian beam, propagating in free space, the Rayleigh

Range is defined in Figure 8.5. λb is the wavelength of the laser and ωo is the beam

waist. The beam waist is the narrowest radius of the spot under nominal conditions.

In Figure 8.4, the distance between the corresponding points on either side of the focus

is 2ZR. 2ZR is therefore given as a function of the beam diameter and beam radius. For

a 100 mm beam diameter the 2ZR value is 2 m. Therefore, either side of the focus, the

beam intensity will not change appreciably over 1 m. Ablation can still occur with a

de-focused laser beam. For a 70 mm beam diameter and a 0.8 m spot radius, the 2ZR

value is over 3 m.
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Figure 8.4: Beam Behaviour of a 1070 nm Fibre and a f = 50 m Optic. Data

reproduced from Vasile et al. [2013a]
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Figure 8.5: Parameters of the Laser beam

The 2ZR value provides a degree of operational flexibility and control in the focusing of

the laser beam. It can account for any irregularities in the asteroid’s shape, rotational

velocity and surface features. A precise, distance measurement, between the spacecraft

and the spinning asteroid may be difficult to achieve. It also reduces the control and

size requirements of the optics. With the active alignment of the telescope’s optical

separation, the focus point of the system can be easily manipulated. This can occur

over many meters, where the focus point of the laser beam on the surface of the asteroid

can be tracked with an onboard laser range finder, or similar instrument.

8.3.2 Impact Sensor

The impact sensor consists of five piezoelectric transducers (PZT). PZT have been

used as impact sensors for many years and have therefore demonstrated a high level of

reliability [Bussoletti et al., 1999]. It is a fundamental impact detection technique [Leese

et al., 1999]. Five PZTs are mounted underneath a 0.5 mm thick, squared aluminium
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diagraphm plate; one in each corner and one in the centre [Esposito et al., 2002]. This

provides an exposed detecting area of 100·100 mm.

Each impact event, caused by the ablated ejecta, will generate an acoustic wave. The

wave carries the impulse momentum, which is propagated along the aluminium plate.

The PZT then converts this wave into an electrical signal, where the output voltage is

proportional to the momentum of the impinging particle. The proportionality factor is

(1+eI), where eI is the coefficient of restitution of the particle [Esposito et al., 2002].

A similar, yet more multi-purpose instrument is currently flying on the Rosetta mission.

The impact sensor is a subsystem of a much larger Grain Impact Analyser and Dust

Accumulator (GIADA) instrument. GIADA aims to analyse the physical, chemical and

dynamic evolution of the individual particles ejected by the comet’s nucleus and to

examine the spatial and temporal distribution of the dust population [Bussoletti et al.,

1999; Colangeli et al., 2007]. It is achieved by three different remote sensing methods,

including, the Grain Detection System (GDS), an impact sensor and a network of five

micro-balance sensors. The GDS is used to detect the optical transit and cross-section

of each particle entering the instrument. It is placed in cascade with an impact sensor

which can determine the velocity and mass of each particle with a diameter ranging

between 60 and 500 microns [Epifani et al., 2002; Della-Corte et al., 2012]. Momentum

measurement ranges from 3·10−11 to 3·10−5 Ns [Esposito et al., 2002]. Detection is

limited by the electrical and mechanical noise of the system, and the efficiency of the

sensing plate and PZT elements. The micro-balance sensors are used to monitor the

cumulative incoming dust deposition rate from the different space directions [Esposito

et al., 2002; Colangeli et al., 2007; Palomba et al., 2002].

Heritage can also be taken from the In-Orbit Evaluator instrument. This flew on the

2001 PROBA-1 mission as a low cost, low resource, rapid response dust environment

monitor. The instrument consists of piezo-electronic microphones with impact-sensing

and foil penetration capabilities [Leese et al., 1999; Schwanethal et al., 2002, 2005]. It

is presented as a universal instrument for in-situ dust and debris flux measurement that

is applicable for Earth orbit and interplanetary space missions.

8.3.3 Raman/Laser Induced Breakdown Spectrometer

The LIBS instrument has been internationally recognised as a powerful, next generation,

remote sensing in-situ instrument for asteroid and planetary analysis. It can assess the

spectral dispersion and response of the excited species - atoms, molecules and molecular

fragments - contained within the ejecta plume [Rohner et al., 2003; Brinckerhoff et al.,

2000]. It is based on the vibration frequencies, relative intensities and the number of

bands emitted within the spectrum of the plume. The spectral emission lines identify

the elemental composition, while the intensity of the emission lines indicate the quantity

and concentration of mass contained within the ejecta plume [Russo et al., 2002]. Fast,

direct, quantitative analysis enables the simultaneous identification of all major, minor

and trace elements [Rohner et al., 2003; Russo et al., 2002]. The LIBS can therefore

address multiple science themes [Rohner et al., 2003; Brinckerhoff et al., 2000; Wuest
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et al., 2007; Tarcea et al., 2007]. It includes:

• The chemical analysis and structural classification of mineralogical and geochemical

material. It includes the identification of any structural changes within the laser

irradiated areas and the geological, mineralogical and petrology characteristics of

the asteroid.

• The analysis of volatiles, gaseous elements and inclusions within the ejecta plume.

It enables scientists to further characterise the chemical processes that has shaped

the compositional evolution of the asteroid.

• The determination of the reaction kinetics, molecular fractionation and ablated

products within the ejecta plume.

Additional scientific measurements also include the geometry, spatial distribution (at

high resolution) and dimensions of the ejecta plume [Courreges-Lacoste et al., 2006].

LIBS analysis can be performed on any sample, regardless of size, and without the need

of sample preparation. Samples include all solid, liquid and gaseous states. It is also

inclusive of both transparent and opaque samples that have a range of surface textures

[Rohner et al., 2003; Russo et al., 2002; Tarcea et al., 2007].

The LIBS can either be mounted onto a planetary rover or orbiting spacecraft. For

example, a combined LIBS instrument has been selected as a science payload of the

2018 European ExoMars Rover [Courreges-Lacoste et al., 2006]. Detailed chemical,

mineralogical and structural analysis of the Martian landscape will be achieved by

ablating small portions of the exposed surface. This includes rocks and boulders and

is accomplished through the remote operations of a continuous wave laser (wavelength

of 532 nm). Surface illumination of a 50 µm spot size diameter provides an irradiance

level of approximately 1.2 kW/cm2 [Rull et al., 2011]. It is operational from a stand-off

distance from 10-100 m. The LIBS instrument for ExoMars is currently undergoing

detailed breadboard modelling. This includes environmental and operational testing

- thermal, vibration and radiation - within a simulated Martian environment. The

instrument has a mass of 2 kg (including electrical hardness) and a power of 30 W. It

also contains three main units. This includes the optical head, the spectrometer and the

backend electronics. All units are interconnected via optical and an electrical harness.

The development of the LIBS is also supported by the pioneering technological

advancement in laser sources, optical elements, spectrometers and detectors. It has

led to the development of robust, compact and miniaturised spectrometers. These

spectrometers have the onboard spectral capability (for example, high spatial resolution

over an extended wavelength range from UV to near infrared) of any advanced

ground-based laboratory system [Rohner et al., 2003; Perez and Martinez-Frias, 2006;

Courreges-Lacoste et al., 2006]. The LIBS instrument for the LightTouch2 mission

opportunity will have to be space qualified, but it does not drive the system performance

of the AdAM spacecraft.
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8.3.4 Spacecraft Configuration

Following rendezvous, AdAM can operate in two orbital configurations; either trailing

the asteroid or in a radial direction. The different orbital configurations correspond to

the two operational strategies for ablation. It is important to understand how the close

proximity operations of the spacecraft would affect the design of the GNC subsystem

and the overall performance of the deflection action.

Shown in Figure 8.6, in the trailing configuration the spacecraft is flying in formation

with the asteroid’s along track, trailing or leading by 50 m. This limits the contamination

effects of the ejecta plume on the performance of the optics, radiators, MLI and solar

arrays. In the radial configuration, as shown in Figure 8.7, the spacecraft is located

between the asteroid and the Sun. This reduces the number of actuators by balancing

the forces acting on the spacecraft, while still providing a measurable deflection action

[Vetrisano et al., 2013; Vasile et al., 2013b]. Here, the laser beam operates perpendicular

to the spacecraft’s solar arrays, from the umbra side. The laser, impact sensor, LIBS

and laser rangefinder are located on the top face of the spacecraft. It ensures that all

instruments are exposed to the full formation of the ejecta plume. Any ejecta that does

deposit, will do so on the rear of the solar arrays. This poses a negligible risk to the

power generating ability of the solar arrays. The WAC and the NAC point towards the

asteroid.

Asteroid

Sun

Radiating Surfaces

High Gain Antenna

Reaction 

Control Wheels 

Sun Sensor 

(another one on the opposite face) 

Solar Arrays

Star Trackers

Whipple Shield

Laser Electronics

Laser Optics Box

Laser Turret

Raman Spectrometer 

and Impact Sensor

LIDAR Laser 

Rangefinder

WAC

NAC

Figure 8.6: Deployed Configuration of AdAM in the Trailing Configuration - All

Externally Mounted Instruments and Units
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Figure 8.7: Deployed Configuration of AdAM in the Radial Configuration - All

Externally Mounted Instruments and Units

In the trailing configuration the laser is again located on the top face of the spacecraft.

However the laser beam is directed across, towards the asteroid. The LIBS, impact

sensor and laser rangerfinder are located on the same face as the NAC and WAC. Each

instrument points towards the asteroid. To reduce the deposition effects of the ejecta on

the solar arrays, the solar arrays have been rotated. This provides a smaller frontal area

to the incoming ejecta plume. Two Whipple Shields have also been included. Each shield

is mounted on the front edge of the solar array and can protect the spacecraft (and its

system performance) from the abrasive effects of the ablated ejecta. A similar solution

was implemented on the NASA Stardust mission to comet Wild2 and is currently flying

on both the ISS and the Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV). Whipple Shields provide

an innovative, relatively low mass shielding solution. It consists of a thin, multi-layer

structure of mylar and kapton that acts as a sacrificial bumper shield.

In both configurations the laser and radiators are always in the shadow cone of the

spacecraft. This allows maximum heat dissipation. All external instruments are body

mounted. The high gain antenna points towards the Earth and the solar arrays are

oriented towards the Sun. Radiators face into deep-space. The spacecraft is 3-axis

stabilised with four reaction wheels and sixteen reaction control thrusters. These units

are used to maintain the orientation of the spacecraft. The thrusters are mounted in

eight double-nozzled units located on the corner of the spacecraft bus. Each thruster is

oriented to avoid direct impingement onto the solar arrays. Acquisition and navigation

to the asteroid is provided by two star trackers, sun sensors, an inertia measurement unit

(IMU), a laser range finder and two optical cameras. The WAC and NAC will be used
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for navigating the far and close approach respectively, and the laser range finder will be

used for close proximity operations. The GNC system has been designed to account for

the forces of the laser recoil, the gravity of the asteroid, the gravity gradient of the Sun,

solar radiation pressure, plume impingement and the induced deflection action. These

factors will be used to estimate the spacecraft’s trajectory and the asteroid’s response

to the ablation process [Vetrisano et al., 2013]. It includes changes to the asteroid’s

rotational state and local acceleration. Solar radiation pressure, plume impingement and

the laser recoil can create additional torque. This occurs when the spacecraft’s centre of

pressure does not coincide with the centre of mass. Plume impingement depends on the

cross sectional area of the exposed surface. Passive collision avoidance is also included.

If sudden failure occurs, the motion of the spacecraft is driven by the solar radiation

pressure and the asteroid’s gravitational field. Solar radiation pressure may push the

spacecraft along the Sun-spacecraft direction [Vasile et al., 2013b].

Power is supplied by two deployable and steerable solar arrays, with a total array area of

7.4 m2. The solar arrays are separated into four panels; two on each opposite sides of the

spacecraft. With a specific mass of 2.5 kg/m2, this provided a total array mass of 22.2

kg (including a 20 % margin). A solar array drive mechanism will ensure the spacecraft’s

Sun-pointing direction. The solar arrays will be stored at launch, secured by a hold-down

and release mechanism. Power is stored in the onboard batteries. Thermal control is

provided passively by large radiators (4.23 m2), heat pipes, MLI (9.85 m2) and heaters.

Heat pipes will be used to transfer the rejected heat from the laser to the radiators. The

size of the radiators were determined by solving a simple, steady state thermal equation

given previously in equation (7.4). The emissivity and maximum allowable temperature

were 0.8 and 293 K respectively. With an assumed specific mass of 0.3 kg/m2, the

radiator mass is 1.27 kg. The size of the propellant tanks, the wet mass of the spacecraft,

the launch loads and the physical accommodation of all equipment and instruments drive

the structural design of the spacecraft. Heritage was also taken from the Venus and Mars

Express missions. The external size of the spacecraft bus is 1.3·1.7·1.6 m (h·w·d). A

liquid apogee engine is located within the launch adapter. Communication is provided

by a 1.3 m high gain antenna and a 12 m X-band telecommunication link (planned

upgrade from S-band) with the ESA ground station site at Harwell, England. This

will provide low-cost telemetry, tracking and command. The ground station at Malindi,

Kenya, Africa was selected as the low-cost secondary back-up option. This will be used

when the downlink with Harwell is not possible (two months before and after arrival).

Table 8.1 summarised the mass budget for the AdAM spacecraft. This is for a nominal

laser input power of 860 W. From the momentum coupling and deflection system mass

analysis in Chapter 7, the laser ablation system is equivalent to a small scale EP system

that has the same installed power. With responsibly sized optics and realistic optical

control, this provides a short deflection time.

The design of the spacecraft was based on a conservative and robust design approach.

It therefore included a 5 % mass margin for existing off-the-shelf components, a 10 %

margin when small modifications are required and a larger 20 % margin for new design

units. A 20 % margin was also added onto the nominal dry mass. This is in accordance
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with ESA standards. Shown in Table 8.1, the largest proportion of the spacecraft’s

mass is the structure, followed by the power and GNC subsystems. Each subsystem also

included a conservative 20 % mass margin.

AdAM Mass Budget
Current

Mass (kg)

Maturity

Margin (%)

Maximum

Mass (kg)

Payload 24.4 19.2 29.1

Data Handling Subsystem 17.1 10.9 18.9

Power Subsystem 66.5 16.3 77.3

Communication Subsystem 37.7 8.8 41

GNC & AOCS Subsystem 31.5 9.5 34.4

Thermal Subsystem 12.9 20 15.5

Propulsion Subsystem 59.9 12.3 67.3

Harness 28.2 20 33.9

Structure and Mechanisms 100 20 120

SPACECRAFT DRY MASS 437.4

Subsystem Mass Margin 20 87.5

SPACECRAFT DRY MASS

WITH MARGIN
524.9

Propellant 442.2

SPACECRAFT WET MASS 967.1

Launch Vehicle Capability 1074

Launch Vehicle Margin 10.69

MASS MARGIN % 10

Table 8.1: Mass Budget for the 860 W Laser - PSLV XL GTO

A second iteration was also performed. Shown in Table 8.2, this investigated whether a

reduction in the laser input power to 480 W would be possible. Analysis presented in

Chapter 7 and Figure 7.2, showed this to be the minimum possible input power of the

laser. To remain a competitive deflection technique, laser ablation must always provide

a higher momentum coupling value than other forms of EP systems. It corresponded

with a 0.65 mm spot size radius, a peak thrust of 5.5 mN and a momentum coupling

value of 1.15·10−5 N/W. The LIDAR range finder was also replaced with a low-mass

and low-power range finder. Shown in Figure 8.4 and discussed in Chapter 8.3.1, the

Rayleigh range can be increased to 3 m. This can be used to further reduce the navigation

requirement. The spacecraft’s mass was also optimised. This included improvements in
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the propellant mass, and the thermal, structural and power subsystem mass. It will have

a cascade effect on the rest of the spacecraft design. The same margin philosophy was

used throughout.

AdAM Mass Budget
Current

Mass (kg)

Maturity

Margin (%)

Maximum

Mass (kg)

Payload 20 19 23.8

Data Handling Subsystem 17.1 10.9 18.9

Power Subsystem 46 14.6 52.8

Communication Subsystem 37.7 8.8 41

GNC & AOCS Subsystem 44.5 12.6 50

Thermal Subsystem 12.4 20 14.8

Propulsion Subsystem 59.9 12.3 67.3

Harness 25.3 20 30.9

Structure and Mechanisms 83 20 99.6

SPACECRAFT DRY MASS 399.2

Subsystem Mass Margin 20 79.8

SPACECRAFT DRY MASS

WITH MARGIN
479

Propellant 351.9

SPACECRAFT WET MASS 831

Launch Vehicle Capability 1074

Launch Vehicle Margin 243

MASS MARGIN % 22.6

Table 8.2: Mass Budget for the Revised 480 W Laser - PSLV XL GTO

Reducing the laser input power decreased the size (and therefore the mass) of the solar

arrays, radiators, PCDU and the laser itself. A solar array area reduced to 4.25 m2. The

mass of the laser could also be reduced to 5.6 kg. In the previous analysis, over 50 % of

the laser mass was a thermal heat sink. This had already been included in the mass of

the spacecraft’s thermal subsystem. The mass of the optics remained the same.

The reduction in the input power was only possible because of the fast transfer time of

the baseline trajectory and an reassessment of the accumulative push time. Figure 8.8

shows the thrust history and the imparted ∆v of the reduced power solution. The thick

red line represents the accumulative push time needed to reach a deflection of 1 m/s.

In practice this would be divided into a series of ablation periods, followed by an orbit
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determination campaign. The push time plotted on the x-axis is measured as a fraction

of the orbital period of the asteroid.
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Figure 8.8: Thrust Level and ∆v for a Reduced 480 W Laser Input

If the peak thrust is reduced to 5.5 mN and the input power to the laser is 480 W, the

push time increases to 83 % of the orbital period of the asteroid [Vasile et al., 2013a,b].

The accumulative thrust time almost doubles to 302-403 accumulative days. Despite

this increase, the time to achieve the 1 m/s deflection action is still achievable within

the mission duration of three years.

It should also be noted that the substantial reduction in the laser’s input power does

not significantly affect the mass of the spacecraft. Only 136 kg is saved. This relates

to a reduction of about 0.12 kg/W of laser power. The dry mass is dominated by

the structural mass. Here, for reliability reasons a 20 % mass margin was applied.

A 20 % margin was also added to existing flight proven components and industry

standard hardware. It included the solar array mechanism, impact sensor and thermal

components. A more relaxed 10 % mass margin would lower the spacecraft’s total wet

mass to 779 kg and the dry mass to 445 kg. The result is comparable with the NEAR

Shoemaker mission.

8.4 Opportunistic Potential

The study also demonstrated the additional scientific, exploration and exploitation

potential of laser ablation. Shown in Chapter 6, laser ablation results in the subsurface

tunnelling and volumetric removal of deeply situated and previously inaccessible material.

This is due to the formation of a subsurface groove and the ejection of highly volatile

material within the ejecta plume. Confirmed by the SEM, the ablated material is

elementally identical to the original source material. However the absorptive properties -

deposited ejecta height, density and absorptivity - are considerably different. Deposition

results in a fine, powder-like material that can be easily removed.

The exposure, interaction and possible collection of this newly ablated material can

maximise the scientific capability of any contactless deflection-based mission. It can
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also be used to enhance any remote sensing, in-situ or sample return mission. Deep,

subsurface material extraction is not currently possible through conventional exploration

techniques. Nor is it being considered in any future asteroid missions (i.e. Marco

Polo-R). Sample depth (for an asteroid mission), using current state-of-the-art drilling

techniques is limited to a few centimetres below the surface [Mueller et al., 2011].

Laser ablation could therefore be used to advance the scientific return of any planetary,

exploration or deflection-based mission. This includes detailed elemental, structural,

mineralogical and isotopic analysis.

Mounted onboard a rendezvousing spacecraft, the spectra response of the ablation

event could be examined through optical cameras, a laser range finder or a suite of

visual-infrared and mid-infrared spectrometers [Koschny et al., 2009]. Data from optical

cameras and a laser range finder can determine the shape model, albedo and surface

roughness of the asteroid. Spectrometers can perform spectral-thermal analysis and

secondary global mineralogical and compositional analysis. A spacecraft passing through

the plume can also be used to collect the ablated ejecta. Material could then be examined

in-situ or as part of a sample return mission. The composition and velocity of the ablated

material could be assessed by an interstellar dust analyser, microwave spectroscopy or

ion mass spectroscopy. An externally mounted sticky-pad mechanism (or similar) could

also be used to retrieve the ablated ejecta [Lee et al., 2006]. This currently provides a

passive collection method for loose surface regolith, but could be developed to collect

the ablated ejecta [Lees et al., 2006]. The spacecraft would use the sticky-pad to skim

the exposed, ablated surface. Similarly the Stardust mission successfully collected and

returned cometary and interstellar material to Earth. Material was captured in aerogel

and secured within a sample return capsule.

Laser ablation could also be extended to include the commercial extraction and exploration

of resources. The ablation process could be used to mine the extra-terrestrial subsurface

material. Any prospecting resource mission would depend on the accessibility of the

asteroid, its telescopic spectral analysis, the feasibility of the resource extraction technique

and the concentration of material being sought [Elvis, 2013]. Analysis performed by

Sanchez and McInnes [2011a, 2012] demonstrated that a substantially large amount of

resources (in the order of 1014 kg) can be accessed at a relatively low energy level.

Using current technologies, neighbouring asteroids ranging from 2-30 m in diameter can

be returned for scientific, exploration and resource utilisation purposes [Garcia-Yarnoz

et al., 2013]. This can occur across a wide spectrum of energy levels. Some are, in fact,

more accessible than the Moon. For example, with only 100 m/s of ∆v, approximately

8.5·109 kg of asteroid material could be exploited [Sanchez and McInnes, 2013; Yarnoz

and Sanchez, 2013]. This is significantly lower than any lunar exploration activity, which

(due to the presence of a gravity well) is limited to a minimum threshold of 2.37 km/s

[Sanchez et al., 2012; Binzel et al., 2004b].

It is estimated that a C class asteroid contains 60 % of extractable, useful material. This

includes a rich mixture of volatile substances (for example, carbon dioxide, nitrogen,

ammonia, water, carbon and sulphur), complex organic molecules, dry rocks and metals

(for example, iron, nickel, cobalt, platinum group metals, magnesium and titanium)
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[Lewis, 1996, 1994; Brophy and Friedman, 2012a; O’Leary, 1977]. Other exotic material,

with new and unknown properties, might also form in space [Bindi et al., 2012; Ma

et al., 2012]. Platinum group metals are siderophiles as they dissolve readily in molten

iron. This makes them rare, and therefore expensive, as they are mostly trapped in the

Earth’s core [Kargel, 1994]. The iron content in M class asteroids can be as high as 88 %

[O’Leary et al., 1979]. They are also believed to be rich in platinum group metals [Kargel,

1994]. The iron content for a S class asteroid is reduced to 22 %. It is dominated with

silicon dioxide (38 % by mass), a magnesium-oxide (24 % by mass) and ion-oxide (10

% by mass) [O’Leary et al., 1979]. Extracted material could provide radiation shielding

against galactic cosmic rays, distilled for fuel extraction, provide thermal control, space

structures, manufacturing and continued life support [Hills, 1992; Mazanek et al., 2013;

Phipps, 2002; Gibbings et al., 2012]. Material could either be processed at the in-situ

locations, or returned to Earth. Laser ablation could slice the asteroid into multiple,

smaller and more manageable segments. Engineering and scientific precursor missions

could also be used to test new surface science and extraction techniques. The captured

asteroid could act as a platform for testing and developing future deep-space operational

experience. This would enable manned and robotic missions to extend their reach across

the solar system. Asteroids could act as staging posts and life support units for future

space exploration activities. It could also kick-start an entirely new in-situ resource

utilisation industry [Brophy and Friedman, 2012b].

To translate these theoretically perceived benefits into a viable space-based application,

certain technologies and system design approaches would need to be developed. Shown

in Table 8.3, the most critical component in the design of the AdAM spacecraft (or any

other ablation based activity) is the laser system, its associated optics and the cascade

effect it has on the design of the power, thermal, GNC and structural subsystems. All

other subsystems have a relatively high level of technology readiness. Each TRL level

is ranked on a scale of 1 to 9. Levels 1 (basic principle observed) to 4 (component

or breadboard validation in a laboratory environment) relate to the use of innovative

technologies before or during the mission assessment phase. Analytical or experimental

demonstration of emerging hardware or software can provide an initial proof of concept.

A breadboard model is a low fidelity system that displays the function of the unit.

Modelling occurs without any integration of case hardware or a software platform. Levels

5 (component or breadboard validation in a relevant environment) to 9 (flight proven

technology, gained through a successful mission operation) relate to existing technology.

For the AdAM mission concept, the data handling subsystem and the onboard computer

can be adapted from the planned Lisa Pathfinder mission (TRL 7 - system prototype

demonstrated in a space environment) and the flash mass memory (TRL 5) can be

developed from the ESA Cross-scale study. The high gain antenna (TRL 9) was taken

from the Venus Express mission. All other components in the communication subsystem

were reused from the Marco Polo-R mission (TRL 7). This includes the low gain

antenna, transponder, electronics power conditioner and cables. The RF distribution and

waveguide (TRL 7) are modified from BepiColombo. The spacecraft bus was modified

from Venus Express (TRL 7). The propulsion system was developed from standard

flight hardware. Components include a 35 litre helium tank, a 267 litre propellant tank,
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pressure regulators and transducers, valves, filters, reaction control thrusters and a liquid

apogee engine. The only modification would be in the re-design of the pipework and a

height reduction of the propellant tanks.

Platform TRL Heritage Expected Modification

PAYLOAD

Laser 3/4 Ground-based Design and Space Qualification

Laser Optics 3/4 Ground-based Design and Space Qualification

Impact Sensor 5 GIADA Rosetta Modification and Space Qualification

LIBS 5 ExoMars Modification and Space Qualification

POWER

Solar Arrays 5 IMM Cells Cell Development and Qualification

Whipple Shields 5 ISS and ATV Significant Modification

Battery 7 Lisa Pathfinder None - Off the Shelf (still to be flown)

PCDU 6 TerraSAR-X2 Cell Development and Qualification

Solar Array Drive 9 Sentinel 1 None - Off the Shelf

Deployment 5 Marco Polo Scaled down from Marco Polo-R

GNC

Star Tracker 9 Haydra - Spot 6 None - Off the Shelf

Sun Sensor 9 Marco Polo None - Off the Shelf

Reaction Wheels 7 AstroFein None - Off the Shelf (still to be flown)

IMU 9 Astrix 120HR None - Off the Shelf

NAC 4 Marco Polo-R Continued Development

WAC 5 NPAL Breadboard - Continued Development

Laser Rangefinder 9 ATV, HTV Testing for a Non-collaborative Target

THERMAL

Heaters 7 Standard Unit System-level Design and Qualification

MLI 7 Standard Unit System-level Design and Qualification

Radiators 7 Standard Unit System-level Design and Qualification

Heat Pipes 7 Standard Unit System-level Design and Qualification

Table 8.3: Critical TRL Components of the AdAM Spacecraft

Critical components include the laser (and associated optics), impact sensor, LIBS, solar

arrays, Whipple Shields and the NAC. The impact sensor and LIBS are both based on

European technology. The impact sensor is currently flying on the ESA Rosetta mission

and the LIBS have already undergone extensive breadboard and environmental testing.

Both instruments will however need to be adapted to ensure compliance with the system
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configuration and mission requirements of AdAM. Other system level considerations

include a compact, high power, but low mass PCDU and a high solar-to-electric power

conversion system. The development of the solar arrays and NAC are already included

in ESA’s technology roadmap for general space missions. These systems will therefore be

developed and qualified independently of AdAM and the LightTouch2 mission opportunity.

The development of a highly reliable and efficient (> 80 %), high power laser will also

have a significant impact on a range of terrestrial applications. This includes, but is

not limited to: cleaning, mining, cutting, surgery and wireless power transmission. It

is therefore likely that the evolution of lasers will follow a parallel path. The ablation

system (including the laser and the optics) must be capable of focusing and steering the

beam onto the surface of the asteroid. It must therefore include control algorithms with

in-situ dialogistic integration for adaptive control, and an advanced thermal management

system for cooling the laser. The system will also have to be space qualified against

the effects of radiation, launch loads, thermal cycling, vacuum and electromagnetic

compatibility.

The space-based detection, tracking and ablation of small asteroids could be

demonstrated through simple precursor missions. This would support the development

of a fully developed deflection mission. It could be achieved in LEO with a dummy

asteroid, a piece of space debris or combining it into a rendezvous mission with multiple

themes. The mission opportunity could test the integration of the attitude motion’s

reconstruction strategy and the in-situ measurement of the asteroid’s rotational state.

Alternatively a science dominated precursor mission could test the ability of the laser

system to analyse the material properties of an illuminated sample. The opportunistic

potential of the laser payload would serve as a technology demonstration of an ablation

deflection system. Either option would improve the TRL of the laser, optics and ablation

process.

NASA, and a range of private space-based companies, are also investing into asteroid

exploration and exploitation missions, and their necessary technological developments.

In 2012, Planetary Resources Ltd, Deep Space Industry and Scott Space Industries

announced their intention to develop a set of deep-space prosecuting spacecraft. Based on

affordable and realistic technologies, they plan to use spacecraft to harvest the precious

minerals and materials found on asteroids. Planetary Resources Ltd also intend to

develop a network of deep-space propellant deposits. NASA is also investigating highly

innovative system concepts for a proposed asteroid re-direct mission. This aims to

capture and re-direct a small size asteroid into trans-lunar space. Here, astronauts would

be used to explore the asteroid’s surface, composition and mechanical properties, and

evaluate its resource potential. To further refine the mission concept, NASA is currently

evaluating information on advancing asteroid observations, asteroid redirection systems,

asteroid deflection demonstrations, asteroid capture systems, crew systems for asteroid

exploration and partnership & participatory engagement.

The mission concept was developed from an earlier study performed in 2013 by the Keck

Institute for Space Studies. This investigated the feasibility of identifying, capturing and

returning a small 7 m diameter asteroid to near-Earth space. Powered by a 50 kW solar
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electric propulsion, a single robotic spacecraft could return 1000 metric tonnes of material

[Brophy and Friedman, 2012b]. A similar system could also be used to capture a 2 m

diameter asteroid to the ISS [Brophy et al., 2011]. These mission concepts were developed

to combine NASA’s activities in human exploration, space technology and science. It

could be used as a stepping stone between LEO operations and a fully developed,

long duration, deep-space NEA exploration mission. Laser ablation, as a low thrust

orbit modification system, could gravitationally capture an asteroid within an Earth or

cis-lunar orbit, or around the liberation points of L1 and L2 [Garcia-Yarnoz et al., 2013;

Sanchez et al., 2012, 2013; Sanchez and McInnes, 2011b; Hills, 1992]. The same approach

could also be used for geo-engineering related purposes. Material extracted from a much

larger (> 500 m diameter) captured asteroid could create a solar insulating dust ring

around the Earth [Bewick et al., 2013, 2012b; Pearson et al., 2006; Stuck, 2007]. A

cloud of ejected and unprocessed material would become gravitationally anchored at, or

around, the L1 point [Bewick et al., 2012a,b, 2010]. By preventing, and controlling how

much sunlight is absorbed into the Earth’s atmosphere, the effects of global warning

could be reduced.
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Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis, through a series of laser ablation experiments, has examined the potential

effectiveness of laser ablation for the deflection of NEAs. It has studied the development

of the ejecta plume and the potential for the deposited ejecta to contaminate any exposed

surface. The results from the experiments were used to update the ablation model and

to reassess the performance of laser ablation in providing a deflection action.

Laser ablation is dominated with the volumetric removal of gaseous material. Excluding

the initial and rapid ejection of solid particles, the plume shape and geometry followed

the prediction given in Kahle et al. [2006]. This is applicable for the ablation of a dense

and rocky body. It is similar to the formation of an exhaust in standard methods of rocket

propulsion. Despite these similarities, the absorptive properties of the deposited ejecta

were found to be significantly different. For a given mass flow, the deposited material

was much thicker than expected, but had an equal mass per unit area. The density

of the deposited material was therefore much lower than the 1000 kg/m3 originally

assumed for forsterite (olivine-like) in the initial ablation model. The initial model

also assumed an incorrect surface layer growth and significantly overestimated (by two

orders of magnitude) the absorptivity of the deposited ejecta. From the experiment,

for the ablation of the olivine sample, the absorptivity of the deposited ejecta was 104

m−1 and had a deposited density of 250 kg/m3. There was no immediate saturation

of the exposed surface, nor the formation of a permanently attached opaque surface.

Instead the deposited ejecta was loosely bound to the underlying substrate. The laser

beam also provided a self-cleaning action. There was no apparent deposition along the

path length of the laser beam. The initial ablation model was overly conservative in

an unexpectedly benign environment. The original model also excluded the additional

optical-thermal effects between the laser beam and the ejecta plume, the occurrence

of incoherent ablation from the target’s surface and incorrectly predicted the measured

mass flow rate of the ablated sample.

Experimental analysis was used to verity the improved ablation model. This enhanced

the current understanding and modeling of the ablation and contamination process

for a dense and rocky body. The improved model combined the energy balance of

sublimation with the absorption within the Knudsen layer, the variation of sublimation

temperature with local pressure, the temperature dependent thermal conductivity of the

target material and the partial re-condensation of the ablated material. The improved

model provided a better prediction of the mass flow rate of the ejecta plume and the

thrust induced by the ablation process.
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Based on these improvements, the performance of laser ablation was reassessed. For

a given ∆v, and compared to other methods of contactless low thrust deflection, the

deflection system mass of the laser ablation system is always more advantageous.

Comparatively large and achievable levels of deflection can be accomplished. The

momentum coupling was found to be comparable and, critically, is a key parameter

to assessing performance. The size of the laser system is based on a minimum power

requirement, the required momentum coupling and the expected level of contamination.

The latter will drive the system comparison between laser ablation and electric propulsion

deflection techniques. The efficiency of the ablation process does not affect the mass of

the laser. It is instead dependent on the momentum coupling. The mass of the EP

system, by comparison, is defined by the efficiency and mass per unit power of the low

thrust engines. This offers laser ablation a distinct, and advantageous feature. The

required mass for the deflection action is provided for free. This is achieved by the

ablation of the asteroid’s surface. The size of the laser system will drive the surface

spot size radius, the onboard optical control and the shooting distance of the laser. The

specifications of the laser will then govern the size and mass of the solar array and

radiators, and the physical configuration and accommodation of all other units. It was

shown that an ablation system can be easily integrated into a conventional solar-powered

spacecraft. This can be achieved with current technologies, and following a robust design

philosophy of simplicity and reliability.

The results also demonstrated the opportunistic potential of the ablation process. Laser

ablation resulted in the subsurface drilling and volumetric removal of deeply situated and

previously inaccessible material. The capture of this ejected material could maximise

the scientific capability of any remote sensing, in-situ or sample return mission. This

would enable scientists to further characterise the composition, formation and evolution

of asteroids, develop the commercial exploitation of their natural resources and act as a

staging post for the future robotic and scientific exploration of the solar system. These

themes could be addressed with the development of a moderately sized space-based laser

system.

Future work is still required to fully develop the ablation model. This includes more

detailed, inclusive experiments and theoretical modelling. Additional experimental

procedures were developed, however time limited their implementation into the test

campaign. These are given in more detail in Appendix B6. They include:

• Measuring the online mass flow rate of the ejecta plume

• Measuring the temperature profile of the ejecta plume and the target material

• Measuring the initial expansion, distribution and velocity of the ejecta plume

• Measuring the temperature dependent effects of the ejecta deposition.

• Measuring the ablation response of more realistic and representative shape models

A pulsed or off-axis laser beam could also be used to examine the response of higher

energy ablation without the additional absorption effects of the laser beam. Other

areas of diagnostic measurement include a mass spectrometer or residual gas analyser
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to identify the gaseous composition of the ejecta plume, a shadowgraph to assess the

initial expansion of the ejecta plume, and a quartz-crystal micro-balance (QCM) or PZT

impact detectors. Highlighted in Chapter 8.3.2, these two instruments can measured the

in-situ deposition effects of the ejecta plume and the force imparted onto the target

material [Kuper et al., 1992; Pakhomov et al., 2002; Tribble, 1961].

The QCM operates by comparing the resonant frequencies of two quartz crystals. This

can occur at a range of temperatures [Kurosaw et al., 2002; Fabreguette et al., 2005;

Tribble, 1961]. One crystal is exposed to the ablation event and the other is shielded.

The deposition of mass will affect the crystal’s resonant frequency, and from this the

mass deposition can be inferred. At 25 ◦C, sensitivities as small as 4.32·10−9 g/cm2 at

10 MHZ have been recorded [Wallace and Wallace, 1988] - although no information on

the absorptive nature of the deposited material can be collected [Tribble, 1961]. Particle

Image Velocimetry can reconstruct the three dimensional velocity, wavefront location

and particle distribution of the plume [Elsinga et al., 2006; Ganapathisubramani et al.,

2007; Boxx et al., 2009]. It is achieved by introducing, then illuminating tracer particles

into the ejecta plume. The scattered light is then recorded simultaneously from several

different directions. Three dimensional data can be extracted from two dimensional

optical tomography [Elsinga et al., 2006]. The deposition affects of the ejecta plume could

also be examined on a greater range of more realistic space-based materials. Examples

include MLI, solar cells and radiating surfaces.

An improved space-based environment could also be achieved by decreasing the

temperature of the vacuum chamber and thermally cycling a rotating sample on a small

motorised stage. Experiments could also be performed in microgravity. Microgravity

would provide validation of the ablation model in a relevant space environment. It is

advantageous as it: [1] provides a free-falling initial state of the target material, [2]

enables the ablation events to occur under all the translational and rotational degrees

of freedom without any restraining forces, and [3] eliminates the confounding influence

of gravity on the long-term motion of the sample. It also includes the motion of an

unconstrained three dimensional tumbling body.

Initially proposed by Gibbings et al. [2011c,d], a series of self contained (vacuum chamber)

ablation experiments would examine the kinetic response of laser ablation. Microgravity

could be accessed through a series of parabolic flights on the Airbus A300 Zero-G aircraft,

the Zarm Drop Tower, a sounding rocket launch or as a scientific payload on a privately

owned commercial space vehicle. Access to commercial spaceflight could be achieved

through the NASA Flight Opportunities Programme. Table 9.1 shows how each method

varies in duration and quality [Fitton and Seibert, 2001; Rath, 1995].
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Method Maximum Duration Gravity (g0) Mass (kg)

Zarm Drop Tower 2-10 seconds 10−5-10−6 300

Sounding Rocket 14 minutes 10−4-10−5 300-800

Parabolic Flights

20-25 seconds per

parabola with ∼ 40

parabolic trajectories

per flight

10−2-10−4 500

SpaceShipTwo

(Virgin Galactic)
3-5 minutes 10−3-10−6 600

Lynx

(XCOR Aerospace)
3-5 minutes < 10−1 120-650

Table 9.1: Comparison of Different Methods for Accessing Microgravity. The mass is

defined as the experiment mass per payload, with possibly multiple payloads per flight

opportunity.

Results from these additional experiments can improve the ablation model. It will enable

a direct measurement of the initial expansion and development of gas and ejecta, and

further improve the model to predict the thrust magnitude of the laser-induced action.

It is also important to understand the three dimensional energy balance of sublimation

(rather than a mono-dimensional heat diffusion model), the inclusion of solid particles

within the ejecta plume, the effects of a de-focused laser beam and the reduction of

laser energy during the lifetime of the ablation mission. These factors may lower the

energy efficiency of the ablation process. The scalability of the optics and the beam

quality required to achieve the necessary spot size is an open issue. This requires further

investigation. The model’s applicability to a greater range of asteroid analogue target

material (including an inhomogeneous structure) should also be improved.
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Appendix A

Manufacture of the Composite

Sample

A1 Introduction

The highly porous composite sample was manufactured by mixing expanded perlite, fly

ash, dry quartz sand and water [Housen and Holsapple, 2003]. It provided a

homogeneously weak, dry material with very little cohesion. Expanded perlite provided

the main source of porosity within the target material. It is formed from naturally

occurring siliceous rock, which when heated to ∼ 870 ◦C expands to form a highly

porous, low mass aggregate. Fly ash was used as the main cementing agent. This

ensured that the grains of expanded perlite and quartz sand did not separate. Quartz

sand was used to fill the void spaces between the grains.

A2 Manufacturing Process

The target material was manufactured by mixing, by mass, 70 % dry quartz sand, 3 %

expanded perlite, 10 % fly ash and 17 % water. It provided a sample with 45 % porosity

[Housen, 2010]. The component parts are shown in Figure A.1.

(a) Expanded Perlite (b) Quartz Sand (c) Fly Ash

Figure A.1: Component Parts of the High Porous Composite Mixture

The dry particles were first measured and then mixed together. Water was then added.

This avoided the clumping of particles and ensured an even blend within the mixture.

Care was taken not to unduly compress the individual grains of expanded perlite. Once

mixed, the mixture was placed into a number of small aluminium target containers and

allowed to cure for five days at ambient temperature. The mixture was too weak to

be free-standing. The surface of each target container was levelled with a screed. This
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removed any excess waste. Curing enabled the particles to settle allowing for a chemical

reaction (i.e bonding) to occur between all of the particles. This gave the target material

minimal strength which prevented any material seperation from occurring. Seperation

could have been caused by the handing, transportation and ongoing operations of the

experiment.

Once cured the samples were then placed in an oven and baked-out at 90 ◦C for two

days. This is the standard operating temperature for the bake-out of material; avoiding

the loss of material and structure. Uniform heating enabled the volumetric removal

of water. An aluminium target container was selected due to its high conductivity. It

prevented the formation of any hot spots. During bake-out, each sample was periodically

removed and their mass was measured. This was used to monitor the removal of water.

After bake-out each sample was cooled. A long cooling time minimised the creation of

any internal thermal stresses. This followed a pre-existing procedure that has been used

successfully in a number of impact cratering experiments [Housen, 2004; Housen and

Holsapple, 2003; Schmidt and Holsapple, 1980; Gibbings and Vasile, 2011].

A3 Note on Porosity

The measurement of porosity does not specify the form and size distribution of the pore

space. It is assumed that the pore spaces are uniformly homogeneous and that the

granulation of the target material is significantly smaller than the focus point of the

laser beam. This ensured comparative assessment between the different targets. An

inhomogeneous sample could have been created by varying the length-scale relationship

between the spot size diameter of the laser beam and the target material’s largest grain

diameter. It would have resulted in the spatial variation of the target material’s physical

properties.
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Appendix B

Tested Equipment and Proposed

Methodologies

B1 Introduction

Throughout the design and development of the experiment platform, equipment,

techniques and proposed methodologies were tested. These experiences have been

documented in the hope that it will assist in the development of any future experimental

campaigns and users of the vacuum chamber.

B2 Selection and Testing of the Target Material

In the design of the experiment the selection of the asteroid analogue target material

was critical. Relative to the surface power density of the laser beam, and the chemical

composition of the target material, it was uncertain whether or not a measurable ablation

response could be achieved. Therefore each candidate target material had to be tried

and tested on a trial-and-error basis. Testing was achieved through static and simple

pendulum experiments. This is shown further in Figures B.1-B.6. Initially all samples

were shaped into a small sphere with a diameter of approximately 3 cm. It provided

a volumetrically similar shape that would ensure the same degree of surface curvature,

assisting in the quantitative comparison. However only after testing was it determined

that this was not the case. The surface curvature was too great. This was relative

to the model’s assumed parameters (for example, the spot providing two dimensional

illumination) and the focal point of the laser beam. The focus of the laser beam also

became overly sensitive to any inhomogeneous variation within the terrestrial target

material. This varied on a case-by-case basis.

Advice on target material selection was given by Professor Martin Lee, School of

Geographical and Earth Sciences, University of Glasgow. Initial candidates included:

paraffin wax, carbon (representing an organic compound), pure and impure quartz

sandstone (representing a S class asteroid), limestone (representing a C class asteroid),

chalk , shale (representing a weak chondrite), granite (representing a strong chondrite),

clay, white and black marble, olivine and a highly porous composite mixture (representing

a rubble pile asteroid) [Shafer et al., 1997].
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Figure B.1: Range of Tested Material Figure B.2: Initial Limestone Ablation

Figure B.3: Initial Sandstone Ablation Figure B.4: Initial Shale Ablation

Figure B.5: Initial Marl Ablation Figure B.6: Initial Shale Ablation

A torsion pendulum was also built. Shown in Figure B.7, this consisted of a balanced,

horizontal bar that was hung from a central hook. The bar was free to rotate about

its suspension point. At the far end of the bar the laser beam was used to ablate a

given surface. This created a torque, which was measured by reflecting (off a highly

polished section) a low power laser beam at the opposite end of the bar. The motion

was tracked with a camera. Frame-by-frame analysis determined the maximum swing

of the pendulum. This is proportional to the applied force. However, despite continued

effort, with the available apparatus, this approach was found to be overly sensitive to

the initial requirements. It was not investigated further.
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Figure B.7: Initial Development and Testing of a Torsion Pendulum

B3 Quality and Selection of the Collection Plates

During each experiment a number of standard, laboratory grade, microscope slides were

used as collection plates. The central collection plate was also used to protect the main

window of the vacuum chamber from the depositional effects of the ejecta plume. Each

collection plate was initially manufactured from low grade silica. This was adequate for

short duration ablation events that lasted less than one minute. However for extended

periods of time the intense heating caused by the laser beam passing through the central

collection plate caused the collection plate to crack and break. The central slide had to

be upgraded. It was replaced with a microscope slide manufactured from a substrate

of high quality fused silica (supplied by UQG Optics). This cost considerably more,

but was necessary to the development of the experiment. Each collection plate had a

low coefficient of thermal expansion. It was therefore highly resistant to the effects of

thermal shock and a rapid variation to its thermal gradient. Qualification data states

that each microscope slide can operate at temperatures over 1250 ◦C. Data was provided

by UQG Optics.

B4 Ongoing Maintenance of the Experiment

The test chamber, the two pumps and the chiller needed constant maintenance and

repair. After each experiment it was vital that the test chamber was wiped clean with

an isopropyl alcohol solvent wipe. This prevented the accumulation of the ablated ejecta

and general dirt degrading the system. The system was also checked thoroughly for any

leaks. This was achieved by using the helium leak checker machine and by applying
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a thin layer of vacuum grease to all seals and interfaces. The efficiency of the pumps

was also monitored. Pump efficiency is affected by the cooling operations of the chiller,

the sealing of the O-rings and the quality of the oil within the pumps (Ultra Grade

19 oil was used for the roughing pump and Santavac 5 for the diffusion pump). After

prolonged activity, the oil within the roughing pump and the water level of the chiller

needed to be topped-up. The chiller could also not be operational for extended periods

of time (maximum limit of 8 hours). This therefore excluded any over-night pumping

activities. The O-ring interface between the top of the diffusion pump and the bottom

of the pumping line also needed ongoing care and attention. After continued operations

it was found that the metal isolation valve between the two units was fouling the O-ring.

A large gash was created around the rubber seal. Fouling can also be caused by the

O-ring twisting or waste material becoming embedded across the sealing interface. It

prevented the system from pumping down to base pressure. All seals need to have the

same level of system integrity. To overcome this fault a metal spacer was manufactured.

This allowed the isolation valve to be opened and closed freely, and more importantly,

prevented any rubbing against the O-ring. It maximised the overall pumping efficiency

of the system.

B5 Development of the Experimental Procedures

During the design, development and calibration of the experiment, several different

experimental procedures were tested. Not all were successful techniques in producing

meaningful results. This included:

• The Use of Neutral Density Filters to Separate the Incandescent Light

from the Formation of the Ablated Ejecta Plume.

It was initially very difficult to optically separate and record the formation of the

ejecta plume. The plume was hidden by the visible radiation emitted during the

ablation process. This included stray light and laser light. It was thought that

a neutral density filter mounted over the aperture of each camera could be used

to attenuate the received light. It could also be used to prevent saturation of the

camera’s detector. Four different neutral density filters were tested. Each was

pre-mounted with a diameter of 25 mm, but had a different optical density. The

variation in optical density included: 0.6 (transmittance of 25 %), 0.5 (transmittance

of 32 %), 0.4 (transmittance of 40 %) and 0.3 (transmittance of 50 %). The filters

were supplied by Thorlabs Ltd. Each filter resulted in recording a small orb of

light. It had little effect in improving the visualisation of the ejecta plume. Nor

could the size of the solid particles be determined. Instead a thermal camera could

be used.

• The Use of Magnetic Levitation

Magnetic levitation was tested as a method of re-creating the effects of microgravity.

An irregular, composite target material could be created around a magnetic core.

Stable magnetic levitation occurs when the magnetic force counter balances the
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gravitational force. This has to be exact. It also restricts all linear forms of motion.

This is due to the creation of a potential well. The target is only able to rotate. The

direction of the ejecta plume is also restricted. This limits the ablation response

and it is not representative of a freely-tumbling space-based body. It was therefore

excluded from future investigation.

• The Use of the Atomic Force Microscope.

The Atomic Force Microscope at the School of Engineering, University of Glasgow

was used in an attempt to measure the height and size distribution of the deposited

ejecta. It was tried through colour analysis of the contaminated collection plates.

However the available resolution was too fine to extract any worthwhile data. The

SEM and optical microscopy were far more effective.

• The Manufacture of the Highly Porous Composite Sample

The manufacture of the highly porous, composite mixture was inherently messy

and labour intensive. Dust from the expanded perlite was hard to control. A

conscious effort had to be made to contain the mess and thoroughly clean the

laboratory facilities after use [Gibbings et al., 2011a, 2010]. This should be noted

for all future activities.

Between each manufactured sample, a small amount of scatter in the final porosity

reading was observed. This was due to the unavoidable variation in the placement

of the target material into the target container. Due care and attention was made

to minimise this. The scatter was less than 5 %. This was deemed an acceptable

level of tolerance.

The initial target containers (60·60·30 mm seamless tins) were too heavy for the

electronic scales and had to be replaced. The low-strength, fragile nature of the

porous sample also meant that it was impossible to attach a thermocouple onto

the back of the sample. This was intended to measure the temperature related

affects of ablation. A thermal camera could be used instead.

B6 Preliminary Development of Additional Experimental

Techniques

During the experiment campaign, detailed and more inclusive procedures were developed.

Although time limited their implementation, preliminary activities validated their initial

proof-of-concept. Each proposed experiment has been documented. It is hoped that this

will support any future investigations into the ablation process. This included:

• Measuring the online mass flow rate of the ejecta plume

Supplied by Mettler Toledo, a small and highly sensitive analytical mass balance

can measure the continuous, in-situ (online) mass flow rate of the ablated ejecta

plume. It is advantageous in increasing the sensitivity (and therefore decreasing the

uncertainty) in the mass flow rate measurements [Fernandez et al., 1995]. Shown in
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Figure B.8, preliminary testing of the WM25-SH analytical mass balance occurred

under standard atmospheric conditions.

Laser beam

Figure B.8: Preliminary Testing of the WM25-SH Analytical Mass Balance

A small 18 g sample of either olivine or sandstone rock was positioned on top of

the mass balance, between a 10 mm thick piece of aerogel foam (Pyrogel XT-E,

supplied by Aspen Aerogels). The laser beam always illuminated the middle,

central, flat face of the target material. Aerogel was used to thermally insulate

the top of the weighting pan. It is a commercially available, low density and

highly porous silicate structure, which provides high temperature insulation. The

foot print of the aerogel was always slighter larger than the target material.

Two thermocouples positioned across the scale-and-aerogel interface were used

to monitor the temperature of the target material and the scale head. Local

temperatures were not allowed to exceed 40 ◦C. This would have destroyed the

electronic sensors in the scale head. The high ejection velocities prevented any of

the ablated material from falling, hitting and depositing onto the weighing pan.

The mass balance was also limited to a maximum sample mass of 21 g and a pan

draft shield length of 2.5 cm. The system does however provide a readability

reading of 1·10−5 g. During the experiment, data was transferred through a

hermetic sealed, electrical feedthrough. A RS232 series cable connected the data

onto a laptop with an APW software link. Provided by Mettler Toledo, the APW

software enabled the real-time monitoring, storage and analysis of the ablated

sample mass. Analysis can be combined with data gained from the spectrometer,

thermal camera and fast cameras.

Results from this experiment could also be combined with the orientation of the

resultant thrust vector. A simple, ballistic or torsion pendulum could be used to

measure the ablation generated momentum [Grun and Ripin, 1982; Zhang et al.,

2011a; Zheng et al., 2005; Lenk and Witke, 1995; Lenk et al., 1996]. The recoil

momentum of the ablation event causes the pendulum to swing [Lenk et al., 1997].

Video cameras can measure the maximum height of the pendulum swing, where

the force and velocity can be measured [Zhang et al., 2011b].
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• Measuring the temperature profile of the ejecta plume & target material

Supplied by the Institute of Photonics, University of Strathclyde, a FLIR thermal

camera (SC700) can measure the spatial and temporal thermal distribution of

the ejecta plume and the temperature gradient effects - thermal conductivity,

distribution, emissivity and absorption - of the target material. Viewing access is

achieved by mounting a small 60 mm diameter, 4 mm thick calcium fluoride (CaF2)

window into the main window of the vacuum chamber. Temperature gradients are

expected to develop as the ejecta plume expands, acquiring a three dimensional

character. Subsurface heating depends on the penetration depth of the laser energy,

the ablation rates and heat conducting into the bulk of the target material.

• Measuring the initial expansion, distribution and velocity of the ejecta

plume

Instead of track images, small time-delay gate analysis from a high speed camera

can track the expansion, distribution and velocity of the ejecta plume. Initial

velocity can also be correlated to particle size. Small particles will be ejected at

higher velocities.

• Measuring the temperature dependent effects of ejecta deposition

Deposition of the ejecta plume is dependent on the mass flow rate of the ablated

ejecta, the deposition time and the temperature profile of the exposed surface. To

examine this further, a small flexible polyamide heater mounted onto the back of

a collection plate was used to provide localised heating. Temperature intervals

of 50, 100 and 150 ◦C can be easily achieved. These values are based on the

expected operational limits of the laser (0-40 ◦C) and the thermal equilibrium

temperature of the solar arrays (100 ◦C). At each interval the deposited density,

height and absorptivity of the collected ejecta can be assessed. The deposition

response would be compared to a nominal test sample (denoted by A in Figure

B.9). The nominal sample would not experience an increase in surface temperature.

Both collection plates would be positioned at a fixed radius from the spot, at a

mirrored, symmetrical elevation (+
−45 degs).

The polyamide heater needs to be controlled through a dedicated relay system

(for example, an EZ-Zone PM controller). Power is supplied through an electrical

feed-through and BNC connectors. A small thermocouple, positioned to touch

the external surface of the collection plate provides a feedback control. It is used

to increase, decrease or maintain the surface temperature of the collection plate.

The temperature profile from the thermocouple is assumed to be uniform across

the entire collection plate. A stiff connection between the heater and collection

plate is maintained by two purpose-built clamps. Shown in Figure B.9, one is

attached to the bottom and another one to the top of the collection plate. The

use of a pressure sensitive adhesive was also investigated. This was thought to

provide a thin, secure and semi-permanent bond. However in practice it was a

very messy and permanent process. It was difficult to control the distribution

and curing conditions of the adhesive. The adhesive would often spread onto the
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Clamps

Clamps

Thermocouple

Figure B.9: Proposed Test Configuration

metal elements of the heater. This reduced the performance and reliability of the

heater in providing a uniform heating load. The rapid heating and cooling of the

collection plate must also be avoided. If not, the collection plate may crack. The

heater, provided by Watlow Ltd, can provide a power density of 7.75 W/cm2 and

operate at a maximum temperature of 200 ◦C.

• Measuring the ablation response of more realistic and representative

shape models

The selection of target material can be improved by ablating a range of meteorite

samples and including more realistic and representative shape models. Examples

include an irregular potato shape, samples with a layer of surface regolith and

highly porous structures. Currently, open ended questions include: 1) How does

the ablation response vary between a dense, porous and inhomogeneous composite

material? - Are there any differences between a monolithic structure, fractured

shard and rubble pile body?, 2) How does the variation in shape model, surface

roughness and rotation affect the ablation event? - Does this create any elongation

of the surface spot?, 4) What are the effects of ablation on a three dimensional

tumbling body? - Does this significantly alter the asteroid’s rotational velocity

and orientation? How does this affect the surface power density?

To answer these questions, the samples could also be mounted onto a simple,

ballistic or torsion pendulum. A pendulum can measure the ablation generated
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momentum that causes the pendulum to swing [Grun and Ripin, 1982; Zhang et al.,

2011a; Zheng et al., 2005; Lenk and Witke, 1995; Lenk et al., 1996]. Video cameras

can measure the maximum height of the swing, where the force and velocity can

be directly measured. It will enable the orientation of the resultant thrust vector

to be derived. For an improved shape model, the dimensions of the asteroid can

be estimated by using an ellipsoidal shape model. This is further defined in Figure

B.10, where aI , bI and cI are the three radii along the orthogonal axis [Delbo et al.,

2007]. dA is the estimated diameter based on the asteroid’s observed magnitude.

aI =
√

2dA (B.1)

bI = dA (B.2)

cI =
dA√

2
(B.3)

aI ≥ bI ≥ cI (B.4)

Figure B.10: Ellipsoidal Shape Model

Meteorites Bensor, Allende and Thuathe were also pre-selected as analogues of an

S, C and M class asteroids respectively. Each sample is classified further in Table

B.1. Samples were sourced from MeteoriteMarket.com. This is an approved and

official supplier of the International Meteorite Collection Association. A certificate

of authenticity was supplied. Each sample comes from a witness fall (this is very

rare for a carbonaceous chondrite meteorite) and has experienced negligible levels

of terrestrial weathering [Gattacceca et al., 2003; Russell et al., 2004; Reimold

et al., 2004]. They do however have a dark fusion crust. This is shown in Figure

B.11, where a small one centimetre cube is used for scale.

Meteorite Type Material

Bensor
Ordinary

chondrite (LL6)

Olivine, pyroxenes, feldspar, iron,

nickel, troilite and chromite [Russell

et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2006].

Allende
Carbonaceous

chondrite (CV3)
Carbon and microscopic diamonds.

Thauthe
Ordinary

chondrite (H4/5)

High iron content, including olivine,

iron-nickel and troilite [Reimold et al.,

2004].

Table B.1: Classification of the Pre-selected Meteorites

A fusion crust is formed as the meteorite passes through the Earth’s atmosphere.

Intense heating melts the outermost portion of the meteorite, forming a thin
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(a) Bensor (b) Allende (c) Thuathe

Figure B.11: Photos of the Pre-selected Meteorites

(0.1-0.2 mm) layer of contaminated material [Reimold et al., 2004; Lee et al.,

2006]. The interior of the meteorite is unaffected. The fusion crust must therefore

be removed. Ablation has to occur on the surface of the meteorite. Reported in

Lee et al. [2006], removal can be achieved by either cutting away the affected area

with a diamond blade or mechanically breaking the sample to produce smaller

subsamples.
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Health and Safety of Operating

the Laser

Lasers produce electromagnetic radiation that is located in the ultra-violet, visible and

infra-red spectrum. Hazard classes based on their power level have been defined. Given

in Table C.1, this is the amount of energy emitted by the laser that is accessible to the

user.

Laser Class Hazard Level

1 Safe

1M Safe if not viewed through magnifying optics

2 Safe for short exposure

2M Safe for short exposure, if not viewed through magnifying optics

2R Hazardous to eyes, for direct exposure longer than 0.25 seconds

3B Hazardous for eyes, for direct and diffused exposure

4 Hazardous to eyes and skins, can constitute a fire hazard

Table C.1: Hazard Classes for Laser Beams

The LIMO laser is a class 4 laser. It can cause serious burns, wounds (particularly eye

injury), accidental fire and electrocution. To reduce this risk, the following precautions

were taken:

1. Appropriate signage was used throughout. A laser hazard label was fixed onto the

laser housing.

2. All operators were trained, qualified and familiar with the risks related to the use of

the laser. The operators defined and followed a set of clear experiment procedures.

The laser was never left on in an unoccupied room.

3. Protective goggles were provided and readily available. Goggles were worn

throughout the experiment campaign. It avoided accidental contact with the laser

beam. The goggles were compliant with EU regulation and the wavelength of the

laser beam.

4. The laser was mounted on an optical table with the laser beam travelling in the
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horizontal plane. The laser beam was always lower than eye level. The set-up

was designed to minimise the possibility of any direct and scattered radiation from

entering the eye.

5. The track of the laser beam was always known and contained. This included any

possible reflecting surfaces. The laser light was prevented from leaving the optical

table.

6. All testing, alignment and calibration activities were performed at minimal power.

An infrared viewer and card was always used to locate the laser beam. No hand

(or other part of the body) was placed in the path of the laser beam.

7. Equipment inside the vacuum chamber was compatible with the laser beam. Non

flammable material was used. This avoided the risk of fire and toxic smoke.

8. The chiller for the laser was always operational (when the laser was on) and

functioning efficiently. Water was always contained and kept away from the electric

connections.
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Operations of the LIMO

Fibre-Coupled Diode Laser

D1 Turn-on Procedure

Do not proceed unless you have been trained by David Burns or John-Mark Hopkins -

any problems, issues call 0141 548 4120 immediately.

1. Wear the appropriate laser safety glasses. Warn others in the laboratory that you

are about to turn the laser on. Check the optical bench for anything that should

be removed.

2. Check that the diode is shorted at switch.

3. Turn on the chiller

4. Set the chiller temperature to 15 ◦C - check that the temperature is reached

5. Check that the flow rate is at least 5 litres/minute

6. Check that the current knob on the diode driver is fully turned down and that the

voltage knob is fully turned up

7. Ensure that the travel short (small lead) on the diode is removed

8. Turn on the diode power supply (black knob)

9. Turn the key to the ON position, the RSD LED should go OFF

10. Push the driver ON/OFF button, the DCF LED should go ON

11. Open the short and switch

12. Dial up the current on diode the driver (threshold ∼ 7.1 A) to a maximum of

36.5 A. Use 36 A for all experiments

D2 Turn-off Procedure

1. Dial down the current on the diode driver

2. Short the diode at switch

3. Push the driver ON/OFF button, the DCF LED should go OFF
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4. Turn the key to the OFF position, the RSD LED should go ON

5. Turn off the driver (black knob) - wait, it will switch off!

6. Wait for the diode temperature to stabilise

7. Turn off the chiller

8. Replace the travel short for long periods of inactivity

Revised JMH 30th August 2012
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Images of the Optical Bench
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Figure E.2: Optical Bench
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Holder for the Collection Plates
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Figure F.1: Orientation of the Collection Plate Holder
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Appendix G

SEM Analysis of the Pre-ablated

Olivine Sample

 

PURE ABLATION SITE 1: OLIVINE 
 

 Elem     Wt %  At % K-Ratio    Z       A       F 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

  O K   44.62  57.98  0.1905  1.0291  0.4144  1.0009 

  MgK   29.68  25.37  0.1653  0.9874  0.5625  1.0031 

  SiK   19.24  14.24  0.1110  0.9863  0.5848  1.0001 

  FeK    6.46   2.40  0.0564  0.8697  1.0039  1.0000 

Total  100.00 100.00  

IMPURE  SITE 2  
 

Elem     Wt %  At % K-Ratio    Z       A       F 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

  O K   47.11  60.67  0.1881  1.0268  0.3886  1.0007 

  MgK   20.14  17.07  0.1125  0.9852  0.5643  1.0049 

  AlK    1.05   0.80  0.0052  0.9562  0.5180  1.0082 

  SiK   26.53  19.46  0.1675  0.9841  0.6416  1.0002 

  CaK    0.55   0.29  0.0049  0.9553  0.9245  1.0026 

  CrK    0.54   0.21  0.0047  0.8686  0.9919  1.0141 

  FeK    4.08   1.50  0.0354  0.8676  1.0015  1.0000 

Total  100.00 100.00  

1 

2 

Figure G.1: Elemental Analysis of the Olivine Target Material

Figure G.2: Rock Sample for Compositional Analysis
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The brighter the colour the more abundant the element is.

Figure G.3: Presence of Silicon Figure G.4: Presence of Magnesium

Figure G.5: Presence of Oxygen Figure G.6: Presence of Iron

Figure G.7: Presence of Carbon Figure G.8: Presence of Calcium

Figure G.9: Presence of Aluminium Figure G.10: Presence of Sodium
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Appendix H

SEM Analysis of the

Recrystallised Ablation Rim

Figure H.1: Assessed Section Figure H.2: Recrystallised Silicon

Figure H.3: Recrystallised Magnesium Figure H.4: Recrystallised Oxygen

The brighter the colour the more abundant the element is. The magnesium rich surface

indicated the preference of ablating the fayalite component of the olivine target material.

The observed heterogeneity suggests that the surface diffusion was not fast enough to

homogenise the surface.
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Figure H.5: Recrystallised Calcium Figure H.6: Recrystallised Aluminium

Figure H.7: Recrystallised Iron Figure H.8: Recrystallised Carbon
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Appendix I

Error Analysis

For increased confidence in the experimental results, each test was repeated three times.

Error bar analysis was also used to assess whether or not an additional experiment needed

to be performed and repeated. An example of this analysis is presented in Figure I.1. It

was produced using Standard Error of the Mean (SE).

Figure I.1: Error Bar Analysis

Where:

SE =
SD√
n

(I.1)

SD is the standard deviation. It is given by:

SD =

√√√√ 1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 (I.2)

n is the number of values in the sample population, (x1, x2.....xn) are the measured

values of the sample and x̄ is the mean of those values.
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Scatter Factor
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Figure J.1: Definition of the Scatter Factor
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Roughing and Diffusion Pump

With a maximum pumping time of four hours, the combined operation of the roughing

and diffusion pump system can provide a minimum based pressure of 2·10−5 mbar. The

roughing pump was first used to remove (rough) the majority of the air molecules from

the test chamber. This provided a back-down pressure and an outlet exhaust pressure

below 1·10−2 mbar. It was low enough to ensure the safe and continued operations of

the diffusion pump. Diffusion pumps cannot operate directly from standard atmospheric

pressure, nor can they be directly discharged into an atmosphere. The roughing pump

must therefore be used to back-down the pressure inside the diffusion pump’s main

chamber. The pump-down operating procedures is given in Appendix L. Figure K.1

outlines a schematic of the entire system, including the location of all the back-end

pumping equipment.

A diffusion pump is a stainless steel chamber. Shown in Figure K.2 it contains a number

of vertically stacked, cone-shaped, jet assemblies. At the base of the chamber there is a

pool of high quality, low vapour pressure oil. An electric heater is mounted at the base

of the chamber, below the pool. The heater is used to vaporise the pool of oil, which is

then forced upwards through the central columns of the jet assembly. They then strike

an umbrella and are expelled downwards, through the nozzle of each jet stack. Each

vaporised molecule exits with a high velocity and travels downwards, between the jet

assemblies and the chamber wall. They then collide with any air molecules still present

within the diffusion pump’s main chamber or collide and condense onto the cooled outer

shell of the diffusion pump. Collision is caused by thermal motion. This compresses the

air molecules, forcing them towards the base of the chamber. The condensed material

is recovered, running down the inside of the pump, and is re-directed back to the pool

of oil. By the time that the vaporised-oil-oxygen mixture reaches the pool of oil it has

cooled enough to release the trapped air molecules. It is then available to be re-vaporised

into another cycle through the jet stack. The process is repeated in a continuous loop.

The accumulation of gaseous air molecules increases the pressure at the base of the

diffusion pump. These molecules are removed by the continual discharge operations of

the roughing pump. It creates a high vacuum, low pressure environment in the upper

portion of the test chamber.

The test chamber and the diffusion pump are connected by a bellow. The outside of

the diffusion pump is surrounded by coils of copper pipe work. Water is used as a

coolant. A 2 kW chiller (supplied by Betta Tech Controls), operating at 20 ◦C, was used

to continuously pass chilled water through the coils. Water was passed at a minimum
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(b) Schematic of the Test Chamber and Pumps

Figure K.1: Configuration of the Test Chamber, Roughing Pump and Diffusion Pump
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Figure K.2: Cross Sectional View of the Diffusion Pump and Cooling System

level of 115 litres/hour. Coolant is needed to cool the diffusion pump, preventing any

thermal runway effects. It also extends the lifetime operations of the pump. Vaporisation

temperatures at the base of the chamber vary from 190-280 ◦C. The system automatically

switches-off once the temperature exceeds 280 ◦C.

Diffusion pumps are driven by convection. It provides a simple and stable pumping

design that does not create any vibrations or noise. It is also relatively inexpensive to

operate and maintain. This increases the system’s durability and reliability.

Throughout the pumping process the inlet and outlet temperature of the pipe work and

the mass flow rate of the water coolant were constantly monitored. The temperature of

the outlet was not allowed to exceed 30 ◦C. The system trips at 35 ◦C. Care was also

taken to maintain the internal quality of the pipe work. Pipes can become clogged and

corrode with time. The performance of the diffusion pump can also be enhanced with the

selection of a high quality oil. This will minimise the need for maintenance. Key criteria

include low toxicity, flammability, chemical inertness, level of reactivity and cost. The oil

needs to be stable, perform over an extended period of time with little or no degradation

and have a low vapour pressure. When heated to its operational temperature the oil

should never be exposed to the local atmosphere. If so, the oil will burn, decompose

and diffuse throughout the system. The oil will have to be replaced and the system
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thoroughly cleaned. Polyphenyl ether (Santavac 5, supplied by Edwards Vacuum) was

selected for its exceptional thermal and chemical stability. The performance of the

diffusion pump is also susceptible to changes in local humidity and temperature.

The performance of the vacuum chamber will also be affected by the outgassing of

particles and the cleanliness of the test chamber and equipment. Outgassing is caused

by the desorption, diffusion and decomposition of any light volatile chemical [Tribble,

1961]. Diffusion is the major component of molecular contamination. Loose molecules

acquire enough thermal energy to overcome the surface forces and evaporate into the

local environment [Tribble, 1961]. Desorption is the release of surface molecules held by

electrical-chemical forces. It is dependent on the specific binding energies, the surface

temperature and the surface area. Decomposition is the division of a chemical compound

into two or simpler substances, which may then outgas through either desorption or

diffusion.

The release of these molecules represents a permanent source of unwanted contamination.

This reduces the quality of the chamber pressure, increases the time taken to reach high

vacuum conditions and degrades the sensitivity of the experiment set-up. To alleviate

this effect all internally mounted equipment and the target material were pre-baked.

This occurred prior to any experiment. Each piece of equipment was cleaned with an

isopropyl alcohol solvent wipe and heated overnight at 90 ◦C in a small convection

oven. Care was taken to ensure that all of the equipment was pre-conditioned in the

same manner. Pre-baking was used to accelerate the outgassing phenomenon; effectively

de-gassing all component parts. This minimises the quantity of the outgassed products

as it reduces the bulk concentration of loose, volatile molecules. A coarse filter, with

a small mesh size was also placed at the back of the main chamber. This covered the

outlet of the diffusion pump. It was used as a preventative action against the larger

products of ablation.

The cleanliness of the test chamber was maintained by cleaning all internal surfaces,

seals and equipment with an isopropyl alcohol solvent wipe. This was the most obvious

cleaning solution. It is effective at removing both molecular and particular contamination

[Tribble, 1961]. Solvent wiping occurred before and after each experiment. All optical

surfaces were cleaned with lens paper coated in methanol. The chemical properties of the

solvent dislodges and removes any contaminated, dirty material [Tribble, 1961]. Surfaces

were wiped clean until, under visual inspection, the wipe appeared clean. Then an extra

test wipe was used to verify the surface cleanliness [Tribble, 1961]. Disposable, surgical,

unpowdered gloves were also worn throughout.
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Operating Procedures - Vacuum

Chamber and Pump

L1 Starting Up

1. Check the water levels in the chiller.

2. Turn on the chiller (3-phase switch in the wall box) with the black mission switch.

3. Switch on the power for the rotary roughing pump and the pirani gauge.

4. Make sure that the pump is achieving at least 1·10−2 mbar on the pirani gauge.

5. Open the backing valve until the pressure goes below 1·10−1 mbar on the pirani

gauge.

6. Close the backing valve and open the roughing valve.

7. Once the pressure is below 1·10−1 mbar on the pirani gauge, close the roughing

valve, open the backing valve and switch on (green light will come on) the power

to the diffusion pump. The majority of the air molecules in the test chamber have

now been removed by the roughing pump.

8. Switch on the penning gauge and open the high vacuum valve (between the test

chamber and diffusion pump).

The diffusion pump will take about 20-30 minutes to heat-up. It will then take just over

an hour to reach base pressure, providing that you have a clean system which was kept

under vacuum. The chamber of the diffusion pump must always be at a lower pressure

than the test chamber. Never have the high vacuum valve and the roughing

valve open at the same time.

L2 Venting the System to Atmosphere

1. Close the high vacuum valve.

2. Open the air admittance valve.

3. Undo the clamps on the door.
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A break in the vacuum makes it possible to insert and remove items from the test

chamber.

L3 Pumping the System from Atmosphere

1. Load the sample into the test chamber. Clean the door seal with an isopropyl

alcohol solvent wipe.

2. Clamp the door closed and close the air admittance valve.

3. Close the backing valve and open the roughing valve.

4. Once the pressure is below 1·10−1 mbar, close the roughing valve and open the

backing valve.

5. Open the high vacuum valve and wait for approximately 1 hour for base pressure

to be reached.

L4 Shutting Down

1. Close the high vacuum valve.

2. Switch off the power to the diffusion pump.

3. Switch off the penning gauge.

4. After 30 minutes, close the backing valve. The diffusion pump must have cooled

before the roughing pump and chiller are turned off.

5. Switch off all remaining power supplies.

6. Switch off the chiller.

When the diffusion pump is not in use, or left idle for long periods of time, it should

always be kept under vacuum conditions. If possible the test chamber should be back

filled with nitrogen or argon. Any exposure to a local, humid atmosphere will increase

the pump-down time.

Catastrophic failure of the diffusion pump can be caused by the back streaming of the

pumping fluid. Hot vaporised oil can enter and condense in the test chamber. This can

be caused by exceeding the discharge pressure of the roughing pump, by exceeding the

maximum through capacity and by using an incorrect start-up/shut-down procedure. It

is therefore critical that the system operations are always adhered to.
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